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Successful

A

Fair at

Unity.

Wedding.

One of the most brilliant weddings in the
history of Belfast took place at the First
Congregational Church yesterday, Oct. 6th,
at high noon, when Miss Charlotte Thorndike Sibley, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Sibley of this city, was wedded to
Mr. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago. Miss
Sibley is not only one of Belfast’s most
talented and charming young ladies, but the
State of Maine is proud to acknowledge her
as a daughter. Mr. Hilton is a business man
of Chicago and a member of the iirm of
Ginn & Co., publishers of schools ami college text books. Mrs. J. W. Jones, as organist, played for twenty minutes while the
guests were assembling, and the bridal party
entered during the playing of Lohengrin’s
march. The six ushers, Mr. James Barnes
Hilton of Cambridge, Mass., a brother of the
groom, Mr. Harold T. Sibley, a brother of
the bride, Mr. Fred T. Chase of this city,
Mr. Chas. A. Hardy of Boston, Mr. Frederic
O. Grover of Cambridge, ami Mr. Dana
W. Hall of Chicago; the bride-maids, Miss
Alice Field Pearl of Bangor and Miss Caroline \V. Field of this city; the maid of honor,
Miss Jam*t E. Davidson of Albany, N. Y., a
very close Wellesley friend of the bride but
a member of the class of ’92, and the bride
with.her father, entered by the left isle. They
were met at the altar by the two clergymen,
Rev. A. E. Dunning, D. D.,of Boston, editor
of %The Congregationalist, ami Rev. George
Slier man Mills of this city, and by the
groom with his best man, Mr. O. P. Conant
of New York, a partner anil college friend,
who liad entered by the right isle.
The bride was given away by her father.
The Episcopal form of ceremony was used,
with one ring. Rev. Geo. S. Mills, the pastor
of the church of which the bride is a mem-

ber, and a Dartmouth classmate and a very
attendance of 2 >oo people at close and dear friend of the groom, made
pening of the North Waldo Agricultur- the two happy hearts one, while Dr. Dunciety’s fair in Unity, Sept. 2l‘. The hall, I ning, a deeply interested friend, offered au
•cultural and stock exhibits were excep- j earnest prayer. Miss Sibley, as every one
expected who knows what her rare personal
ualiy tine..
I'iiere was but one trotting event, as the charms are, looked the picture of a happy
iere was an

e-year-old

class

did not till.
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Faugh Bulla, g g., by AlFisher. Pittsfield. > third ; Kacus,

carried

a

bouquet of

She

very

beautiful bride’s

gift of the groom, a
most exquisite diamond and pearl pin.
The
veil was caught on the left side by a beautiful pear! pin. the gift of her bridesmaids,
Miss
who requested that she wear it.
Davidson’s bright brunette beauty was accented by a g wn of pale yellow Liberty
silk with chilfou amt ribbon trimmings.
She carried a bouquet of golden roses and
made a most charming maid of honor. The
bride’s maids were very attractively attired
in rich corded pale pink silks with chilfou
ami they carried beautiful
trimmings

roses.

bunches

of

wore

La

the

France

roses.

The bridal

party were without, hats and wore patent*
leather shoes, with the exception of the
bride, who had on a pair of white satin. The
gentlemen were in the conventional black
of the latest style, all wearing cutaway coats,
black

trousers, white vests aud patentshoes and boutonnieres of white

Lady Dawn, g. in., by Day
H. E. Haley, Monroe,) took two
and Cala. b. m., driven by E. L. Fish-

and relatives were designated by the addition of bouquets tied with white ribbons.
The effect was decidedly pleasing.

PT-tslieid, a like number; best time, 2.40.
C Hamilton. Fair Held, judge and starter ;

The church was beautifully decorated.
Autumn leaves were placed about the orgau
and rear of the church. Over either isle
near the front were. arches of laurel aud
white ffowers, while the bridal party stood
beneath an arch of the hop vine aud white

h

nin-,-

W. 8.

lveeley, Unity,

best,

time, 2 b] "-4.
-minute class five started.

tii*

carried
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Friday morning,

was
:

face

■is

alter

aldo

Wiishire, Waterville, timer.

County

Teachers* Association.

Teachers:
The meeting of
County Teachers Association which

1 o\v

.do

he held in Belfast this fall lias been
ared off and a date for next spring tixThe reasons for this have been many,
.’ chief among them lias been the lack of
early date to hold the meeting.
As you know, the schools this fall began
.'•• and at the time of beginning no
plans
td been made for the meeting, hence
earliest date that could be fixed was
> tuber 8, but it was
impossible to get this
ate and the State Supt. offered us, aa the
st he could do, the date of October 22d.
ui account of this late date it was impossi** for the committee to make
special effort
r a large meeting this fall in Belfast.
The matter was brought before the rneett-

’o

■

Waldo County Superintendents, held
Belfast Sept. 28th, and it seemed advis
e tti declare the fall meeting off and proide hereafter for earlier meetings.
The committee will in the future make an
-g "f

Hurt to meet six months
nid

plans.

A

meeting

ahead and fix date
purpose will

for the

held Saturday, Oct. 0th, in Belfast, to
cake final preparations for the spring ses':"!i.
The result of this meeting will be
i’liblished in the papers that you may know
ii.by what is being done.
It is hoped that the lack of a meeting this
bill ''ill make none of our loyal hotly the
css enthusiastic for the work.
u

Grace E.

Sincerely yours,
Franc is S. Brick, Pres.
Walton, See’y.

Belfast, Oct. 7, ’!)7.
The Maine Musical Festivals.
Tiie preparations for the Maine Musical
Festivals to he given in Bangor October 14th,
15th ami 15th, ami in Portland October 18th,
10th and 20th, are progressing very favorably. Prof. Chapman directed a rehearsal
in Rockland last Saturday evening, and 30
members of the Belfast chorus attended.

representative of M. H. Andrews of
Bangor was in Belfast Tuesday with the plan
of the hall in which the Bangor concerts
are to be given, and held an advance sale of
A

tickets.
The steamer Sedgwick will mak^ an excursion from Belfast to Bangor Friday, Oct.
15th, the day on which Nordica appears
there, returning after the evening concert.
Tickets for the round trip, $1.00.

friends.

We noticed some presents which
must necessarily remind Mrs. Hilton of her
native State aud of the friends in her home

city.

Fortunate, indeed, are «;he bride and
groom who are so generously aud universally remembered.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton will start immediately on their wedding trip. The bride’s traveling dress was of dark olive green broadcloth, trimmed with a lighter green aud very
elaborately braided with black. They will
visit the White Mountains, iu Hanover, N.
H., and in Massachusetts for a few weeks*
but will return to Belfast l'or a brief visit
before leaving New England. From Belfast
they will go South, visiting various places
and reaching Chicago late in November.
They will make their home for the present,
at the Windermere, which is the most atof
Chicago’s private residence
hotels and beautifully located on the south
side overlooking the lake and Jackson Park,
The large number of guests from abroad
was a notable feature of the wedding. Thirteen Dartmouth men wrere present ami two
of the ushers, Messrs. Hardy aud Grover,
were classmates of the groom.
Among the guests from abroad were Mr.
Harold T. Sibley of Dartmouth College, the
tractive

bride’s only brother, Mr. and Mrs. E. U.
Thorndike of Harriman, Tenn., Mr. aud
Mrs. Chas. A. Sibley of Melrose, Mass., Mr.
Edward S. Curial of Anoka, Minn., Miss
Persis N. Andrews of Paris, Me., Mrs. Daniel
W. Dodge and Mrs. Reuben Sibley of Freedom, Me., Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt W. Hilton of
Tewksbury, Mass., the groom's grandparand Mrs. Lucius W. Hilton of

Mr.

ents,

Cambridge, Mass., his parents, Mr. James
Barnes Hilton and bride of Cambridge,
Mass., Dr. and Mrs. G. V. Hilton and son of
Chicago, Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Coburn of
Lowell, Mass., Mrs. C. S. Chase of Washington, D. C., Dr. and Mrs. Dunning and
daughter of Boston, Mrs. S. B. Hunter and
Miss L. A. Hunter of Machias, Me., Miss
Lillian A. Cutter of Brookline, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Fassett of Nashua,
N. H., the groom’s room-mate at Dartmouth,
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Robinson of Bridgewater, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burbank
of Des Moines, Iowa, Mr. H. C. Hill, of Columbus, Ohio, Dr. James Robertson of Cambridge, Mass., Mr. Geo. A. Leavens of Boston, Mr. aud Mrs. Geo. W. Trule of Lowell,
Mass.

The firm of which the groom is a
member was represented by Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Ginn of Winchester. Mass-, the head
of the firm, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Parkhurst
of Winchester, Mr. Justin H. Smith of Boston, in addition to Mr. Conant, the groom's
best man.
A

Golden

Wedding in Palermo.

September 27, 1847, James Soule of Palermo, Maine, then a young man of twenty-one
years, led

to

the

altar Miss Jane Jewell of

China, Maine, who was two ye trs his senior.
Pi tlie early part <»f their married life they
ks.
[mi
lived in Liberty and Freedom, where .Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton and party left the
Soule worked at the blacksmith’s trade,
altar by the right isle while Miss Sarah C.
which pursuit lie has since followed. After
Junes nf this city, as organist, played Menthe death of his father, Samuel Soule, they
delsshon’s wedding march. Mrs. Edward
settled on the farm where they now live in
Sibley, the bride’s mother, was gowned in Palermo, it being the old farm cleared from
silver-colored silk with green trimmings
the wilderness iu 1799 by his grandfather,
and [tale green and pink chiffon and was
Amasa Soule, who was a descendant of
without a bonnet, while Mrs. Lucius \V.
George Soule of the Mayflower.
Hilton, the groom’s mother, wore black silk
Mr. and Mrs. Soule have been blessed
relie veil by green trimmings.
with ten children, eight of whom lived to
with

a
collision between Cala and
wherein both sulkies were dernolat the drivers were uninjured.
In

rt

I

brac, hand painted china, embroidered,
linens, furnishings, several large sums of
money, and a large and beautiful assortment
of pictures, some of them the work of

ing her

green
canopy of white festooned
extended from the church door to the street.
The church vestibule was converted into
an immense arbor by quantities of small
evergreen trees. Every seat in the audience
room was partitioned off with white satin
ribbons and those occupied by the families

Bed

cv

>

and beautiful bride in an elegant white satin
gown with court train and very high corsage, elaborately trimmed with Duchesse
lace, a design of the latest Parisian style,
and a most magnificent veil of tulle. She

ami business position of the groom, were
numerous, rare, costly and beautiful. They
included the useful as well as the ornamental and were of silver, cut glass, bric-a-

A

and lilies, and ou either side of the
Moral pillars surmounted with
bouquets of flowers. Broad white, satin
ribbons depended from the arches to the
chandeliers, where they were tied in lover’s
knots.
Immense banks of palms aud potted plants in the rear of the altar heightenroses

arch

were

ed the effect of the special decorations.
About ti50 invitations were issued and the
church was tilled to its utmost capacity. It
was a wedding perfect in its appointments
and of surpassing loveliness
The morning
dawned clear aud beautiful and the day
proved an ideal one for an autumn wedding
—a clear sky, a bright sun, and beautiful
autumn tints in the shade trees for which our
city is famed.
immediately

alter

me

ceremony

a

recep-

tion'was given at the bride’s beautiful home,
No. 18 High street; the bride and groom,
Misses Davidson and Field and Mr. Conant,
the best man, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley,
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius W. Hilton, the groom’s
parents, receiving. The house was most
artistically decorated and much admired by
the two hundred guests present. The parlor
m which the friends were formally received
was decorated in green and white, the bride
and groom standing in front of a beautiful
floral screen.
An abundance of rare and
beautiful flowers banked the fireplace, mantel and capped the doors and windows. The
hydaraugea predominated in the hall decorations and the music room was beautified
with potted plants and cut dowers. The
library was also brightened with an abundance

of liowers.

In the

dining

room

aspara-

aud mountain ash berries—green aud
red—were used with original ideas and taste

gus

which made a w'onderfully pretty spectacle.
the mantel,doors,windows, the pictures,
aud depending from the chandelier to the
corners of the ceiling, this delicate green and
and the brilliant red berries were twined
and clustered. Miss Maud Gammons of this
city poured the coffee and six young ladies
in white assisted in serving the refreshments,
which consisted of salads, ices, cakes, etc.
Over

The guests were presented with pieces of
wedding cake in delicate little boxes by
three little Misses, Marjorie D. Pilsbur.y,
Evelyn and Oora Morison. The presents
were displayed in
the upper hall, and as
would naturally be expected for one so universally respected and beloved as the bride
and because of the personal characteristics

manhood and womanhood. The observance
of the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage
brought Sam and Abbie, and companions,
and George of Lowell, Mass., to join others

of the family, all being present. To George,
the youngest child, is due much credit in
arranging to celebrate this event to cheer
his parents in their declining years, lie having expended about one hundred dollars to

make this occasion a perfect success. Wedding cards of invitation were sent out and
their presence and
many responded by

brought tokens of

esteem

as

a

reminder to

Soule of their having passed
the fiftieth milestone of their married life.
Monday morning, Sept. 27, 1897, dawned
Mr. and Mrs.

bright and fair, but in the afternoou it was
cloudy and cold and the wind blew a gale.
Flags were floating in the breeze, the larger
one bearing the dates 1847 and 1897, which
made for the occasion. At two o’clock
the children and grandchildren, friends and
neighbors, gathered from far and near at
were

the old homestead to the number of about
two hundred, and tlie afternoon was spent
in shaking hands and friendly greetings. At
hundred ami twentyseven o’clock two
eight sat down to supper, which was served
in a tent twenty-five by fifty feet, well lighted with lamps and Japanese lanterns.
Among the many presents was an oak extension table and set of dishes from a club;
a nice oak chair from a club ; tweuty-three
dollars in money from the children and
six silver forks and two large
from T. A. Rene and wife of Newton,
Mass.; six silver spoons from Frances Sylvester of Newton, Mass.; butter knife and
sugar shell, gold lined, from Geo. L. Rice,
Boston, Mass.; butter knife and sugar shell

others;
spoons

from Stephen Prescott ami wife of Lowell,
Mass.; a silver souvenir spoon, gold lined,
from Mr. and Mrs. George Fowler of Brunsa gold lined berry spoon from
Mrs. Bernice Wing of Augusta; a silver
sugar shell and glass set from Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Nelson of Palermo. There were
other presents of glass ware, towels, etc.,

wick, Maine;

too

numerous

At

nine

to mention.

o'clock

tne

company repaired

10

the First Baptist church near by, which was
well warmed and lighted, and where an entertainment of singing and recitations by
the children was given. Then Mr. and Mrs.
Soule were re-married by the pastor, a
nephew, Rev. Harry E. Hinkley. Mr. Soule
faithfully promised in the presence of all
the people to get the water to wash his
stockings, which was said to take a large
amount; also to provide still for Mrs. Soule
best of his ability. Mrs. Soule in turn
promised to fry the pork, if she could get it
to fry, but would not promise to get up first
in the morning and build the fire as she
to the

had done all summer. Mr. H. then pronounced them to be still man and wife.
About midnight the company broke up, with
many good wishes for the future of the happy couple as they near the sunset of life, and
hope they may be still favored with health
and live to celebrate their diamond wed-

ding.

MAINE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7,
The Jackson Town Fair.

Two 32-Pounders for Thos. H. Marshall

The town fair at Jackson was held Sept.
26th, and was a success as usual. The
weather was fine, and although the attendance was small in the forenoon there was a
goodly crowd in the afternoon and all
seemed to enjoy themselves. The hall exhibits were good considering the unfavorable season and there was a large exhibit of
cattle. A matched game of base ball in the
forenoon between the Dixraont Juniors and
Jackson Juniors was won by the latter. At
3 p. m. the Jackson Cornet Band
gave an
open air concert, and after the concert there
was a ball game between the Jackson and
Dixmont’s first team, the game being well
played on both sides. As they were unable
to begin the game until late
they played
only rive innings. The score resulted 6 to 3
in favor of the Jacksons.
Following is a list of the leading premiums.
Where no residence of an exhibitor is
given Jackson is to be uudersood; and the
residence of an exhibitor once given is not

repeated:
ladies Hall.
er, 1 sr; crocheted

Tatting,Mrs. Vesta Fletchlace, Mrs. Lura Hatch, 1st;
Miss Vesta Fletcher, 2d ; tidies, Mary Pease,
1st ; worsted, Mrs. Ella Hubbard, 1st; crocheted cotton, Meda Chase, 1st. Honitou centre piece, Mrs. 1). D. Gould, 1st. Table scarf,
Rebecca Rich, 1st. Tray cloth, Gena Young
1st. Mexican work, Rebecca Rich, 1st; Mary
Pease, 2d. Darned lace, Rebecca Rich, 1st.
Hand work by Mrs. R. D. Crocker, 82 years
old, Dixmonf, 1st; in silk, Rebecca Rich,
1st.
Cotton needle work, Mrs. Levi Rich,
1st. Roman, Rebecca Rich, 1st. Sofa pillow,
Bulgarian work, Mrs. D. D. Gould, 1st.
Worsted quilts, (unfinished) Ida Kimball,
1st; Mabel Nason, second. Finished quilts,
Margaret McKinley, 1st. Patchwork, Geneva
M. El well, six years old, 1st. Comforters,
Mrs. Alice Page, 1st; Geneva Jewett, 2d;
Lena Young, 3d. Quilts, Mrs. Susie Fletcher, 93 years old, 1st; Mrs. John Larrabee,
2d; Lena Young, 3d. Rugs, worsted, Ella
Hubbard, 1st. Hooked, Mabel Nason, 1st;
Mabel Nason, 2d ; Lola Jones, 3d. Braided,
Meda Chase, 1st. Carpet rug, Mrs. Alice
Page, 1st. Hand painting, A. W. Warren,
1st; May Pease, 2d. Ancient articles, Mrs.
John Larrabee, 1st; Mr. Joseph Higgins,
Thorndike, 2d.
Fancy shells, Mrs. John
Larrabee, 1st. Husk mats, A. E. Davis, 1st.
Mittens, Julia Lang, 1st. Silk quilts, Mrs.
A. T. Edwards, 79 years old, 1st.
Flowers—Pansies, Mrs. John Larrabee,
1st; Mrs. E. A. Small, 2d; dahlias, Mrs. Levi
Rich, 1st; Mrs. E. A. Small, 2d; gladiolus,
Mrs. Levi Rich, 1st; Miss May Pease, 2d;
sweet peas, Miss May Pease, 1st; bouquets;
Mrs. Levi Rich, 1st; Mrs. A. W. Warren,
2d; H. E. Davis, 3d; phlox, Lola Jones, 1st;
Mrs. John Larrabee, 2d; asters, Mrs. John
Larrabee, 1st; E. A. Smali, 2d; hydrangea,
Mrs. Levi Rich, 1st; cut flowers, Mrs. John
Larrabee, 1st and second; pot flowers;
Amaryllis, Ruth Chase, 1st; geranium, Ruby
Warren, 1st; Mrs. John Larrabee,2d and 3d.
Vegetables— Potatoes, A. E. Davis, 1st;
sage, A. E. Davis, 1st: table beets, D. D.
Gould, 1st: turnips, D. D. Gould, 2d; corn,
James Dodge, 1st; tomatoes, A. E. Davis,
1st; pumpkins, W. E. Warren, 1st; A. E.
Davis, 2 i; D. D. Gould, 3d; squash, J. Larrabee, 1st; C. Y. Kimball, 2d; cranberries,
NV E. Warren, 1st. onions, Edward Roberts,
2d ; carrots and beets, each, A. E. Davis, 1st.
Fruit—Pears, D. D. Gould, 1st; apples.
Golden Russet, E. C. Small, 1st; crab apples, E. C. Small, 1st; red sweet, A J.
Fletcher, 1st; Baldwins, A. J. Fletcher, 1st :
G. F. Batchelder, 2d; Rhode Island Greenings. E.
Small, 1st; A. E. Davis, 2d: \v
F. Warren, 3d: King of Tompkins, Golden
Russets and Kallum Hill, each, W. E. Warren, 1st; A. E. Davis, 2d.
Stock—The following j'stof premiums was
given to the exhibitors of stock: Oxen, G.
vV. Hasty, 1st; C. Y. Kimball, 2d ; D. Hanson, 3d; two-year-old steers, James Kimball, 1st: Geo. W. Hasty, 2d : one-year-old
steers, M.C. Kimball, 1st and 2d ; A. D. Wingate, 3d; cows, J. M. Page, 1st, two-yearolds heifers, J. M. Page, 1st and 2d; oneyear-old heifers, Theodore Dodge, 1st: W.
E. Warren, 2d. Calves, Lewis Stevens, 1st:
W. E. Warren, 2d; Gussie Page, 3d.
Bulls,
W. E.

Warren, 1st and 2d.
After the fair a sociable was held in the 1
O. G. T. hall. A large crowd was present
ami a very enjoyable evening was spent.
Secret

Societies.

Arch

Royal
Chapter
Monday evening.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, will go to
Union Monday, Oct. 11th, to meet with
Bethel Lodge, No. 57, of that place. Then;
will be a special meeting of Aurora Lodge
Friday evening, Oct. 8th, at 7 30 P. M.,to decide upon transportation, and all those intending to make the trip are requested to be

The eighth annual convention of the Grand
Lodge, Pythian Sisterhood of Maine, was
held at Lisbon Falls, Sept. 30th, and these
P. C. C., Mrs. W. J.
officers were chosen:
Smith of Westbrook; G. C., Mrs. C. E Bean
of Berwick ; G. V. C., Mrs. G. W. Chase of
Auburn; G. P.. Mrs. E. A. Richardson of
Westbrook: G. M. of E., Mrs. P. V Noyes
of Berwick; G. K. of R. S., Mrs. I. W. Goss
of Berwick; G. M A., Mrs. W. D. Ham of
Lisbon Fails; G. A. M. A., Mrs. S. Knight
of Brunswick; G. I. G., Mrs. C. F. Clark of
Hollis Centre; G. O. G., Mrs. E. A. Holbrook of Vanceboro; G. O., Mrs. W. E.
Minott of Deering; trustee, Mrs. H. Turner
of Bath; supreme representative, Mrs. J. E.
Jones of South Portland. Twenty-live assemblies were represented by the 200 delegates present, and all reports show a large
gain in membership.
A

Waldo

County

Case in

Rockland.

Among the cases tried before the Supreme
Judicial Court at Rockland was the followEdward F. Carleton vs. James F.
ing:
Smalley.

Action to recover compensation
of defendant’s minor sou for a pe-

for board
riod of something over nine years, from
January 1, 1887, to April 20, 1890, and for
clothing furnished the boy. Defendant’s
wife, the mother of the boy, when the latter
was a small child, obtained a divorce from
her husband, and the custody of this child
and another one was decreed to the moth >,r.
She died not long after the divorce, and
plaintiff afterwards took care of the hoy.
It is conceded that, had the mother lived,
in the absence of any order by the Court,
defendant would have been relieved of
liability for his support. But counsel for
plaintiff contends that, on the mother’s
death, the responsibility for the support of
the child reverted to the father, and that is
the issue presented in the case, defendant
denying any liability. The testimony for
the plaintiff having been put iu, the Court
ordered a verdict for defendant, no case having been made out. Barrett for plaintiff;
Fogler for defendant.
Funeral

of Gen.

Neal

Dow.

The funeral services of General Neal Dow
were held at the Second
Parish church in
Portland, at 2 80 p. m. Oct. 5th. The services
were conducted by Rev. Rollin T. Hack,
pastor of the Second Parish church, assisted
by Rev. Asa Dalton of the St.Stepheus Protestant Episcopal church, and Rev. A. H.
Wright of the St. Lawrence Congregational
church. Prayer was offered by Rev. D. B.
Randall, D. D., the aged Methodist minister,
himself about 90 years of age.
Past and
present members of Portland city governfire
of
the
members
and of
department
ment,
the Veteran Fireman’s Association, the 12th
Maine Regiment Association, of which regimeut General Neal Dow was colonel, and
members of the Grand Army, were in attendance in addition to the general large attendance of citizens.
Among the pall hearers
were Gov. Powers, ex-Gov. Perham, ex-Gov,
Dingley, ex-Gov. Gonnor, ex-Gov. Robie, exMayor Fessenden, ex-Mayor Deering, ex-

Mayor King.

A.

R.

The following letter will be read with inby the vete rans and their friends:
Augusta, Me., Oct 2, 1897.
M. C. JHlworth, Esq., Adj. Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. Ii., Belfast Maine.
Dear Sir:—Your letter of July 4th to

terest

Congressman Boutelle in regard to securing
two 32-pound cannon for the use of your
Post, was handed me in Washington.
I immediately went to the Navy Department and conferred with Capt O’Neil, the
Chief of Ord nance, in regard to the matter,
and at his suggestion, filed a formal request

PERSONAL.
Randall W. Ellis of Embden
last wreek on business.

PERSONAL.
in town

Mrs. Geo. R. Carter went to Freeport yesterday for a abort visit.

Miss Annabel Walker went to Boston Sata short visit.

Lament Bassford of Detroit, Me., visited
A* Willis Thompson this week.

was

urday for

Mrs. Joseph B. Wilson left Thursday for
visit in Massachusetts.

Mrs. Nora Carleton and daughter Maud of
are visiting relatives in Belfast.

a

Rockport

Mrs. Yelzora A. Mitchell left last Thurs-

day for

a

M. C. Hill went to Boston yesterday on
business for the North port Mountain Spring
Water Co. He will return Saturday.

visit in Boston.

Wid. H. Quimby went to Portland Saturto join his wife for a lew days.

day

Rev. Clifford B. Abbott, who for several
years past lias been doing evangelistic work
in Europe, is visiting his sister, Mrs. L. F.
McDonald.

Joseph Williamson, Jr., Esq., of Augusta
was in Belfast on business Monday.

Mrs. Frederick Brown left last Thursday
Mrs. E. A. D. Burringtou went to Bangor
for a visit in Springfield, Mass.
Post
at
the
Bosyour
to attend a reception and supper
yesterday
ton Navy Yard, of such cannon and necesCapt. Charles Havener of Portland visited
of the Mt. Holyoke Club, and a meeting of
sary projectiles as go with them.
friends iu Belfast the first of the week.
A few days ago I received official notice
the Federation of Woman’s Clubs.
Mr
and Mrs. Win. H. Sanborn visited
from the Navy Department that this assignMrs. R. W. Warren returned Tuesday from
ment, had been made.
friends iu West Winterport last week.
Tuesday of this week 1 went to the Boston
a visit to Capt. Warren, who was in IloekMrs. Geo. E. Johnson arrived home TuesNavy Yard and conferred with the Comlaud loading his vessel, sell. A. Harford, for
mandant, Commodore Henry L. Howisou, day from a two weeks visit in Boston.
She also visited friends in
New York.
in regard to the selection of the guns and
Mrs.
Jane
of
Tibbetts
Troy returned home Thomaston.
projectiles, and the method of transporting
them. He said that he had received notice Monday from a visit to her son, Hon. R. W.
of the assignment from the Department at
Mrs. E. R. Conner is visiting her aunt,
Rogers.
Washington, and that the transfer would be
Mrs. .7. W. Roberts of Reading, Mass.
Mrs
David
J. Hodgman and. wife of
made to your Post on receipt of an order
Capt.
Conner and her cousin,Miss Mattie Roberts,
from your Commander, designating the perThomastou visited at N. E. Keen’s last
left Reading Tuesday for a visit of a few
son to take charge of the removal.
The week.
Government does not assume any part of
days in New York.
the expense of transporting such guns and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Dawson of MonMr. and Mrs. M. P. Pendleton ire at
projectiles. Both are delivered at the Navy roe visited friends m Belfast
Monday and Pueblo, Colorado, where they will remain
Yard.
<jommouore tLOwisou said tnat nearly all
Tuesday.
Mr. Pendleton's
for the winter, at least.
the guns that had been sent out to Grand
Mrs. Gilson Carman left for New York
niece, Miss Alice Pendleton, is with them,
Army Posts from the Boston Navy Yard
had been hauled to the cars and loaded upon last Saturday after spending the sunmf in ami they are enjoying sunshine every day.
them by Mr. P. O’Rierden, No. 50 Clielsea Belfast.
Prof. H. C. Tinkham and daughter and
St., Charlestown, Mass. He said he was a
Mr. and Mrs. Albion E. Moore ami infant Francis Tinkham and wife of Newport, Vt.,
very good man for this work, as he understood exactly how to handle the guns, and son of Haverhill, Mass., are
visiting friends and Mrs. Richmond of Burlington, Vt are
was fully equipped with the necessary
apin Belfast.
guests of Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilson. Prof
paratus for that purpose.
Tinkham is Professor of Anatomy in the
I called upon Mr. O’Reirden to ascertain
Mrs. Herbert S. Morey arrived home last
what the expense of loading the guns on the
Thursday from a visit of three weeks in St. University of Vermont.
cars would be.
He said he would place
John, N. B.
William B. McGilvery of 104 White street,
them there, very carefully loaded, for $10
each. This includes the block mounts. The
Miss Ara Kitt.redge left for Boston Mon- East Boston, grandson of Mrs. H H. McGilprojectiles Mr. O Rierden will haul and load
day to buy goods for her millinery business very of Searsport, has been elected Lieuupon the cars for 5 cents per 100 pounds.
tenant Colonel at the Euglish High School
in Bucksport.
This has been his uniform price.
It requires 10 projectiles for each gun to
of Boston. It speaks well for the young
Mrs. Etta Lancaster left Saturday for
make a neat pyramidal pile. The solid shot
man, as only those standing high in their
weigh 100 pounds each. Shells of the same Boston to enter a school of chiropody and
studies are allowed to run for the office.
size—which, when piled up with the fuse dermatology.
holes down, answer the purpose quite as
Mrs. Bradford Webber of Monroe, mother
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker left
well-— weigh 130 pounds each.
Therefore,
Saturday of Hiram Webber and Mrs. Alzada
Nealley
your Post can have either shells or solid for a visit in Winn and other
in
places
of the same town, visited friends in Skowshot as it desires.
Northern
Maine.
If you select solid shot the total expense
hegaii recently. She is 7b years old, and
of transporting and loading guns and proWillis N. Briggs of Amesbury, who has although the railroad lias run within lice
will
be
less
than
$24.
jectiles
something
visited in Belfast and vicinity a few weeks, miles of her home for nearly bO years, this
It seems to me, in view of the work to be
returned home Monday.
done, that this price is very reasonable.
was her first ride on the cars.
She is very
1 have secured three similar guns for the
Hon, W. C. Marshall is attending meetings much pleased with that mode of travel and
Seth Williams Post of this city, which could
of the State Assessors in
be shipped in the same car with yours by
Augusta, Lewiston is surprised that she never availed herself of
it before.
ordering them at the same time.
and Auburn tins week.
From the Navy Yard I went to the Union
Lorenzo Jones, Jr., was admitted to
Grand Chief Templar Grant Rogers was
Station and saw Vice President Berry of
Boston & Maiuc Railroad, who very generWaldo county bar Friday, Chief Justce
in town Sept. 2ilth, a guest of Grand Secreously offered, in behalf of his road, to transPeters presiding. The Chief J usth.
omand Mrs. Brae kett.
port the guns and projectiles for both Posts tary
free of charge t
Portland.
Luther S. Mason left last Saturday for pliinented Mr. Jones very highly n ;u> exOn my return home 1 wrote Geaeral Manand said it was the best he had
Philadelphia to begin his second year n the amination,
ager Evans of the Maine Central Railroad
j listened to for some time. Th* new u.-mh •,
and he has ver\ readily agreed t" extend
University of Pennsylvania.
of tlie bar has just passed his m
»rir> ii.ivthe same courtesy in behalf of his road.
Mrs. Zilpha Butterfield and daughter Lu"7*.
The only expense,
bom m Brooks, Me, J
therefore, in transingbeen
j
of East Vassalhoro arrived yst week to
porting these guns and projectiles will he rie
s.
j He was educate.1 in the Brooks II
visit Mr. and Mrs.
that attendant upon removing them from
K. Keen.
! and Maine Centra! Insritute p»rH»
the Navy Yard upon the cars in Boston
Mrs. B. L. Srn.rli and daughter. Mr-. T. S I
a .t .•
I enclose a form «>f au order for the delivlaw three years
b
reading
began
j
j ery of these guns and
projectiles. It would Burr, of Patten will arrive to-day to visit W. Brown and later w.th T
[ be well to have this order
c -pied upon the
Mrs. Smith's brother, Lucius H. March.
Wardwell of this city. He t.
regular printed letter-paper of your Post
|
Mr. and Mrs. John MacDonald of Rux- ; respondehce c urse at the Sora.rue Lev
and signed officially by your Commander
and Secretary.
t c.inht
bury returned home Monday from visiting School of Detroit, Mich. Mr. J.
I could then forward it to Mr. O’Rierden,
Mrs. M.’s parents. Mr. and Mrs, S. G. Bick- ! school winters and worked on his far.he.'"•*
together with the order for the Augusta
j farm summers in order to pay li s v ty. M
Post, and all the guns and projectiles could neil,
be moved ai.d shipped at. the same time. As
Jones was appointed a trial jn
by rl.
M rs. Louise Grindle f Be nobs ei .r ,iud M rs
| there are only a few mole mounts remainj ing at tiie Navy \anl it will he w ell u, have ^ellit Grindle ol Vinalhaven arrived iasi Governor and a pension attorney i...
: Pens. ms. ano -r.»
S. Commissioner
tills matter attended to as soon as possible Thursday to visit Mr. and Mrs. E/ra 1
tn
his professiouai «■ :veer w th ever
j! while tln-y may yet be secured.
Talbot.
1 have delayed answering your letter h
of success. He has not deeded
I recent date in order
Mrs.
L.
E.
that I might be able to
! dren .f
KitUvdge and tn
will locate.
write you these facts.
Lowell, Mass., returned home Monday. (
j
Sincerely
yours,
1
They have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W
Eiovin c. Burl Flo ii.
The Falling in Swan Lake
H. Clifford.
F.
If.
Francis ret-mved word las’ a ek
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barrett d WashingCity Government.
that a supply of 1 i v.- iish r a Swan i. ,!.;••
ton, Li. V., were in Camden for a few

for the assignment

to

••

■>

j

■

•••

—

■

regular meeting the City Council
Monday evening. There was

The

was

held
one
absentee from the Board of Aldermen and a
full board in the Common Council.
The
roll of accounts contained the following
amounts under The various appropriations:

next,

present.

Post, G.

They were Obtained by Congressman Burleigh.

The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge will be held this, Thursday, evening,
of Corinthian

NUMBER 40.

1897.

Contingent.$ 005 81
Highway.
Library.
Department.
Sewers,—Morrison & Cottrell.
H. P. Farrow, engineer_
Schools—Permanent repairs..
Repairs and insurance.
Contingent.
Fire

;

General school purposes..
Free Text Books.

773.72

143.30
117.50
1205 30
50 50
73(H)
49 77

20.75
200.03
239 81

Total.$3012.09
Mayo & White were granted permission
to occupy a portion of Pleasant street while
rebuilding their factory.
The order authorizing the purchase of a
watchman’s time record for use in the
Police Department was taken
from the
table hy the Common Council and passed
in

concurrence.

The City Treasurer was directed to deposit with the Belfast Savings Bank $125 to
secure the payment of one $100-bond of the
issue

of 1882 and

now

outstanding,

with

the

unpaid coupons.
The Committee on Finance, with John H.
Quiuiby acting for the trustees, was authorized to destroy all the bonds of the issue of
1882, which have been paid.
The Committee on Highways was directed to build the road from Chas. A. Russ' to
Chas. A. McKinley’s, as ordered by the
County Commissioners.
M. C. Hill, Collector, reported as follows:
Total amount collected.$33,338 62
4 per cent, discount allowed.
1,333 54
Net cash collected.$32,005,08
P’d seif, 1 per cent, commission_
320.05
James Pattee, City Treasurer $31,685 03
The City Solicitor, to whom was referred
the claim of the Belfast Water Co. for labor
and material in repairing pipes and changing water gates, also for water used for
Hushing sewers, reported that in his judgment the city is not liable, without special
P'd

promise

to pay.
Committee on Finance reported
amounts paid and due on sewer assessments
of 1802. Voted that the delinquent sewer assessments be referred to the City Solicitor
with instructions to collect the same as soon

The

possible.
Adjourned to Wednesday evening, Oct.
13th, to act on the work of the Committee on
Refunding.
as

Seaksmont. Ouantabacook Lodge, F. and
A. M., elected the following officers Oct. 2d,
and will install them Oct. 14th: W. M., A.
Millett; S. W., Chas. H. Burgess; J. W.,
G. R. Keene; Jr., A. L. Maddocks; Sec.,
L. C. Poor; S. D., J. F. Burgess; J. I),, J. L.
Bean... .Hon. W. W. Stetsoh, State Superintendent of Schools, addressed the Pornvna
Grange here Tuesday afternoon on “Good

Citizenship” and spoke in the evening
“The Rural School.” He had large and
i terested audiences

on

both occasions.

on

in-

last week,
Islesboro.

Mr.

Barrett

was

days
formerly .,f

Oscar H. Dilworth, who was lor a mug
time clerk in Dinsmore’s shoe store, will
enter Loml’s siioe store for a few weeks.

fWaterville

Mail.

Rev. M. F. Brigham of North Vassal
boro,
formerly of Searsmont, lias lieeu ijuite ill
hut is able to lie out and attend io his ministerial duties again.
Mrs. M J. Wentworth of Knox and Mrs.
W. G. Kneeland of Medford, Mass., went to
Verona Saturday. Mrs. W. addressed the

Spiritual meeting Sunday.
J. P. Billings of Biddeford and
Ralph E
Nickerson of Haverhill arrived Saturday to
attend the funeral of their mother, Mrs.
M*ary A. Nickerson of Swanville.
Rev. John F. Tilton and Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts went to South Berwick,
Monday, to
attend the Baptist State Convention. Mrs.
Tilton went to Skowhegan tlie same
day to
visit friends.
J. T. Atterbury and family of New York
left by tile l.Oo train Monday, Tliev spent
the summer at Dark Harbor, Islesboro, and
came

to

steamer

Belfast by
Car-,tine.

a

special trip of the

Leauder Staples of Monroe, manufacturer
the Staples patent halter, was in town
this week on his return from a combined
business and pleasure trip in Knox county.
of

He

reports good

success.

Cards have been received announcing the
marriage of Miss Ida Ellen Dudley, formerly of Belfast, to Mr. Robert Miller Wallace,

Wednesday evening, Oct. 13th, at the Second Baptist Church in Holyoke, Mass.
We had a call Friday from E. P. Mayo of
the Turf, Farm and Home, Waterville.
He
was returning from a visit to the stock farm
on Sears Island.
If the circulation of his
paper has increased with his circumference
Mayo has a fat tiling.
Capt.Otis Ingraham remained

at Ins home
while the City of
Bangor went to Bangor and returned. It
was his first night at home since the boat
began running, April 12th. Capt. Curtis had
charge of the steamer during his absence.

in

Rockland last week

Mrs. J. S. Davis, who for rnanv years has
been editor of the W. C. T. U. column of
this paper, has been obliged on account of
failing health to give up this branch of work
in the society. Mrs. Angelia Brackett has
been elected as press superintendent and
will conduct the column in the future.
[Pittsfield Advertiser.
Gen. Charles H. Smith, (retired) U. S.
A.,
Mrs. and Miss Smith, are at the
Congress
square hotel. Gen. Smith was the Colonel
of the 1st Maine Cavalry
during the war, and
at its close transferred to tiie
regular army,
from which he was retired at the
age limit.’
He is a resident of Washington and is visiting ins Old friends in Maine, i Portland
Press.
Tlie President has accepted the
resignation of Second Lieutenant Seth M. Milliken, Third Cavalry. The young officer, who
is a son of the late Representative

Milliken,
recently graduated from West Point, and
lias resigned to take a position in the drv
goods jobbing firm of Deering, Milliken &
Co. of New York City.
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J. Mathews "f Sear^p :, t
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It was
depot and Took 'lie rish to the iake
intended to bring
frv. ha' >n*
t
to the ear delayed their shipm -i
sh
meanwhile grew so large :hat :■ u

possible to bring this lesser n :m e.
ranged in size from a linger s h-;;g*i
inches, and were so heavy tl at rw
double and a single, were required
them to the lake.
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Georges
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of

t.

he-m

ever

similar lot of l.soo iUb f<

a

ii.i .i

placed irt Swan Lake ...
1 ,-StKl lively young rish will prod
results than e^xifi sni.ill fry
Mr. G*:

a

*-v

:

aid

Liberty.

in

Close time at Swan Lake

began

> -t

:

The tishermen at the lake in
: mui:
hours of the fishing season had ;
ss.
r
Mr
Indeed, we hear of but one earcl
1‘hursgustme Colburn got a 2 1-2 po a *!*
dav night,.
Mr. Clements of Sears] r a re*
fished industriously f.»r a fortmg.■ -h.
only a solitary fish. All agree that v.:• t
has been a poor fishing season fis;. weri
••

never

more

abundant in Swan Like; hut

they refused the most tempting bait when
dangled before them and declined r. ri-*-• to
the alluring fly. The explanation is that
the fish

are

overfed.

smelts, and they

The lake

teems

with

fairly crowding »u the
trout and salmon.
It is
hoped mat the
remedy suggested by Mr. F H. Francis ot
this city, that of reducing the number J
are

■

smelts, may be tested.
It this is done it is
believed there would he fine sport it The
Lake, and even then the supply w*. M i.**

kept
has

up

by restocking,

as mow

If

civ

mu

better remedy to offer, or an; rh* •i ;* -*
to advance, The Journal would 1
oiad to
hear from them. As yet no one lie- pot -**•*’
the ]dan proposed by Mr. Fran*-is ci i many
have endorsed it.
a

Yachts

and

Boats.

Capt. John Scott came to Belfast Tuesday
in his sloop Water Nymph and bought a
cargo of grain. Hour, sugar, etc., for North
West, Harbor, Deer Isle, of L. T. Shales N
Co.
William and Elmer
Decrow
went to
Maranocook last Thursday to look at some
launches, with the idea of buying one. They
found a 25-foot steamer called the Cochaise,
which they bought and will use next season
in their North no rt Camp Ground business.
C. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor has had a
Lamb gasolene engine put. into his boat, shop
and runs two circular saws and a jig saw
with it. Later he will put in a planer and
manufacture his own lumber. He has begun
work on a lobster smack for John Witherspoon of the following dimensions: Over all,
feet; beam,
well, 8x10x3;
rigged. Later

40

feet; depth,

feet; size of
keel: sloop
in the season he expects to
build some launches, using the Lamb marine
engine as above for power.
11

2 tons

iron

8

on

those of the corresponding period of Presi- I
Four years
dent Cleveland’s last term.
ago, with a low tariff staring the manufac-

Editorial Notes.
“famine”

is there a
There lias been

in raw hides?

thirty

increase of over

an

face, business
going to everlasting smash, banks
breaking, railroads going into the hands
of receivers, factories closing, and workingmen thrown out of employment by the
was

cotton-seed has joined the proproducts which are ad

now

cession of the farm

hundreds of thousands.

Indeed it is pretty hard
to find any article of farm production
which has not advanced during the time

vanning in price.

that silver has been
law

falling
operation.

into

going

expressed

has been

curiosity

Some

know how it

additional

to

that ex-candidate Bryan
failed to materialize at that Ohio silver
was

managers of the
not taking the public

The

meeting.
meeting

camp

Bryan’s price was
they would get.

result

Those

dreary

and

too

high

finding

workingmen
employment, railroads
are

thousands of

are

meet

cars to

new

show ing the enormous number of business
over the country during the four

failures all

the promptness with which the
law got upon the statute books.

is added to this fact the extreme
shortage in the crops of this year, it is apparent that Russia will do little if any ex-

Coffin, the strange and myst:rispendthrift of Winthrop, died recently in Lovell, Me. He lived in Winthrop till a young man, leaving on account
of some difficulty.
He reappeared there
about twelve years ago, apparently with

Dingley
That it

promptly than any
Washington has been
already explained in this correspondence.
Canvass the history of all administrations,
did become

a

law more

>

*

t

«
<

made on him in the

f

%

closing days of the old law, and the advantages which he gained by the prompt-

f>

tariff

measure

a

since

as

promptly

law so
a new

after the

inauguration

President.

But the purpose of the opening remarks
to the farmer was to call attention to

ness

of

was

which put
The chief ambition

Kepublican legislation

The “CRAWFORD”

stop to that raid.
of the importers in the closing months of
the Wilson tariff seems to have been to

a

“Just

the Crawford Shoe
means that the Crawford is worth imitating. Unless a shoe has distinct points of
merit it is never imitated. The Crawford
Shoe fits
and wears.

“gouge” the farmer out of the last penny
possible by rushing in all the farm products
they could rake and scrape the world

as

good

as

—

F. H. FRANCIS & CO.
Sole

over.

during the second week of the pres- porting and supplying the markets of the
Take the matter of live animals, for inent September were only 109, while those
world, to which India, Australia, and Ar- stance: The value of the live animals
of the corresponding week of 1893 were
gentina will contribute little, if anything,
imported in the month of July, 1897,
lu, and they range in that vicinity during thus leaving the United States the chief
amounted to $374,000,000, while in July,
the corresponding week in each year of the food supply of those sections which have
1890, they amounted to only $73,000,000.
to go out of their own territory for grain.
Cleveland term.
The cattle imported in
July, 1897,
This accounts for the advance in the price
numbered 27,740, while in July, 1890,
The Ohio Democrats, who are running
of wheat, and sustains the claim of the Rethey numbered only 3,071. This was the
av.\i\
from their silver platform, have
publicans in the last fall campaign that the last chance of the importers to gouge the
\
plei-i <f company now. Chairman Jones
prices of wheat depend upon supply and farmers
by rushing in Mexican cattle
1 as it oiumcDdcd to the New York Demdemand, and are not controlled by or re- at the low ratesof the Wilson law, and,
a- that
they drop silver, and Senator lated to the use of silver.
by undervaluing them, bringing them in
(* nm.n is also engaged in the delightful
almost free of duty.
to
From
Lake
Ocean.
a.i ati.m in his State of advising Maryme numuer ot
sneep imported tn
land Democrats to perform the same act.
that
the
WaterIt is understood
Deep
was 39,984; against
4,078 in
i he ) mposition to make something out of ways Commission appointed by President July, 1897,
of
the
of
the
to
preceding
year.
July
feasibility
report upon
not; iug was too thoroughly tested last McKinley
a ship canal connecting the Great Lakes
The importations of raw cotton during
year to make it a safe one this.
with the Atlantic Ocean has decided in
1897, amounted to 0,595,908 pounds,
July,
favor of what is known as the “Oswego
I ;* contrast between the gold
surplus ! route”—a route which practical engineers against 1.764,100 in July of the preceding
i.
'iie new administration came in and ! have
year, this being due doubtless to the exlong favored.
This line starts from North Touawauda.
that
that the duty on cotton which
uring the Cleveland administration
pectation
near Buffalo, on the verge of Lake Erie,
is veiy remarkable.
Mr. Cleveland was |
was placed in the bill by the Senate would
and goes thence to Wilson, on Lake Oncompelled to sell hundreds of millions of !j tario. Beginning again at the important be retained by the Conference Committee.
dollais' worth of bonds to keep up the port of < )swego,
to
Lake
it
The duty placed upon hides of course
goes
j
solve." while the Treasury Depart- | Oneida, and thence by the Mohawk
stimulated the importation of this article
An
Liver to the Hudson at West Troy.
ing
has just notified the Sub-treasurer of
the closing days of July, before
j average depth of 20 feet throughout the during
New York that it has all the gold it needs : new canal is contemplated.
The total
This is the new law went into effect.
and thai he need not make any effort I double the depth of the Erie Canal, but it imports of hides, other than fur
skins,
is plain that it is not sufficient, for the
w hat" er to add to the accumulation.
during the month of July amounted to
purposes it the design is to enable oceanLakes 21,434,162 pounds, against 9,209,961 in
It was very Thoughtless on the part of going ships to load on the Great
file corresponding month of 1890.
The
with grain and other merchandise for dithose Georgia Democrats to bring about
rect export to Europe.
imports of hides during the entire seven
that I :t!e ‘•altar." in

immense wealth at his command.
He
bought a fine place and speut large sums
in freakish changes and additions.
He
kept it filled with boon companions and
spent money like a millionaire, while his
riotous friends made the town an exciting
place. He bought valuable horses and
when he became angry with them he had
them shot.
He bought furniture and
carriages, and tiring of them he had them
and
throw
n in a pile on his lawn
split up
and burned.
He kept large sums of
money by him and was very careless, often
carrying $30,000 in a valise. Once he left
it over night in a store, having forgotten
it.
Another time he left $75,000 loose in
a basket in care of a servant w hile he was
off on a trip. He suddenly left Wiuthrop
and was not heard of until a few months
ago when he came back a physical wreck
from morphine.
After taking the “cure”
he went away and the news of his death is
the first since heard of him. He is supposed to have been without meaus when he
died.

Agents, Belfast.

Industrial

ures

<

1

puhli.
he

an

was

office-holder, without consult-

was an

the Ohio Democrats.

ing

There are very lew steam vessels iu the
transatlantic trade which have a draught
of water, when fully laden, as light as 20
feet.
There are many which have a
draught of 25 feet, and some which have
a
draught of nearly 80. The constant,
tendency is to larger and deeper siiips,
and it is to be gravely doubted whether
vessels of a draught of 20 feet could be
profitably employed iu the Atlantic trade,
even with the advantage of receiving their
cargoes on the lakes without the expense
and delay of canal or railway tranship-

which a colored Heshot from ambusli because

tlie lattei in

they hoped

Ir lias

placed

veiy awkv.urd position, for
to got the support of a large
a

element of the colored Democrats of that
State on local issues this time, hut, of
this

course,

destioys

Georgia

instance

absolutely

n

of business

he interested in
which

ances.

rate

prosperity will probably
the figures on bank clearof course the most accu-

are

business barometer that can

possibly

pmduecd.

be

The reports from the great
tinancial centres show that the clearfor

ance-

the

week

ending September

larger than at any time since the
closing months of the Harrison administration. are titty per cent, greater than those
of one year ago, and seventy-live per cent,
greater than those of two years ago.
18th

are

“While

newspaper

what

sum,

stories have been

exaggerated,

it is

absolute

an

tael that

the Western farmer’s financial
condition is wonderfully improved.
Dur-

ing the past three years lie practised such
(enemy that with a slight improvement
of "1 eat prices last fall and fail values of
cattle, sheep, and hogs, the thrifty farmer

1800.
New
New

Ohio.

[From

the American

York.2,424,000

/.2,204,000

Indiana.2.180

The fall in the interest rate is
emaiJcuble as the other features of the

ris ngtie

tons

000

2.750,000
20,807,000
tons of hay in

18,720,000

Agricul-

*‘

1,152,000

2.480,000
2.001,000

Illinois.

making 11,078,000

turist.

1897.
7,214,000 tons.
7,842,000
4,(>58,000
:

Michigan...1,542,000

I'gagc,

as

England.. :»,H0r>,0O0

Pennsylvania.. 2,732.000

glad tally reduced his debts. With good
jui vs this fall, lie is indeed paying off the
ne

more

the twelve States mentioned than in 1800.

With this
amount of hay on hand,
Nobody has called attention toanygreat where in thelarge
world can the farmers find a
anxiety on the part of tiie jiublic to know market for it? It is far beyond anything
the result of the interview of‘Senators | that ever was raised in America, and
and Mantle with the Mikado of
cause of the demonetization

1'ettigrew
Japan

on

the

of silver.

The fact is everybody except
igrew and Mantle understood all about
it before they left, or if they did not they
could easily have learned it by an examinaTet

t

tion of the official report of the Director of
our mint,
which shows that the Japasilver yen, which in 1887

nese

was

worth

7cents, had, by July, 1807, dropped to
47 s. while the gold yen had not changed

particle, the juices of 1888
ing precisely the same, 00.7.

and 1807 be-

a

Iii mot-ratic orators, who last year

were

trying to convince the public that the
clique of financiers in Europe whom they
vaguely denominated as the “money power' were responsible foi the adoption of the
gold standard by all the intelligent nations
of the earth, w ill now have an opportunity
to make an equally interesting and equally
reasonable assertion by charging up to the
gold power the failure of the crops all over
It

the world.

is

reasonable,
charge the destruction of Argentine crops
by grasshoppers to the money power as
it

is

to

assume

just

to

as

that the

could iniiuence the

money power
of a great

legislation

that most important question of
its policy, the currency.

nation

on

Bryan

Mr.

is

evidently

a

little oft in his

He remarked in

arithmetic.

published statement that wool

a

recently

had advanc-

ed 8 per cent., which lie seemed to think
a very small matter upon which to base the
comment which has been

political

going

If
rounds of the newspapers of late.
Mr. Bryan will examine the official pubthe

Statistics,

lication of the Bureau of

piled
will

see

189b,
now

com-

Democratic management, he
that Ohio XX wool in September,

under

was

a

worth 17 cents

selling at 27

cents.

a

pound

and is

There would

seem

advance of about UO per cent, instead of 8 per cent., as he figures it. If he
to

be

an

will consult the official tables in the same
publication, he will find also that silver
fell

about 20 per cent,

during

the same

period.
What

a

marked contrast exists between

conditions in the United States

to-day and

150,558,450 pounds, against 78,392,411
pounds in the corresponding months of
the preceding year.
The last shot that the wool importers
and wool producers of foreign countries

Capt.

Slocum

About 1,000

Safe.

Capt. Slocum, tlie daring navigator, has
beeu heard from after a silence of over a
year, and he and his small sloop Spray are
safe and sound, having arrived at Port
Luis, Mauri tus island, recently.
It was his original intention to sail south
and if possible to have his vessel carried
across the isthmus of Panama, thus saving
the long and perilous voyage around the
Horn, but finding that it would be impossible for the Panama railroad to transport
his boat, Capt. Slocum decided to sail east,
passing through the Mediterranean, the
lied Sea, Indian ocean, and after stopping
at a number of places on the Pacificjocean,
round the Horn and sail home, perhaps
getting a tow round the Horn.
The Spray after leaving Gloucester stopped at Yarmouth, N. S., and July 24th
was at the Azores.
August 5th, Capt.
Slocum reached Gibraltar. Here he stopped
three weeks, and was persuaded not to attempt to pass through the lied sea unarmed, as piracy was still carried on and
it would be the extreme of rashness to attempt it.
Capt. Slocum took the advice of the
British naval officers, and on Aug. 20th
turned the bow of the Spray to the southwest.
lie stopped again at the Azores,
and after a tempestuous voyage across the
Atlantic reached
Pernambuco, Brazil,
Oct. 5tli.
In a letter received later Capt. Slocum
reported a rough experience since lie left
Pernambuco,and said that it was his intention to preceded to Sydney, Australia, to
stop at Tahiti in the Society islands, and
then go to the Sandwich islands.
During his trip Capt. Slocum has weathered heavy storms and has been received
with marked honors,
lie built the Spray
himself and the craft is little more than a
cockleshell, but has proved a seaworthy
boat.

could get at the American farmer under
the free-wool clause of the Wilson law

Respect for the Flag.

imports of wool during One of the First Lessons thut Is Taught at West
Point.
July, 1897, beiug over 23,000.000 pounds,
Lieutenant B. W. Atkinson, U. S. A.,
ment.
as against 5,458,000 pounds in the correIt is estimated that the cost of a 20-foot
month of last year.
For the writes an article for the October St.
deep waterway, such as the national com- sponding
Nicholas on “The Escort to the Color.”
mission is considering, from Buffalo to seven months of 1897 endiug with July
Troy via Lakes Ontario and Oneida would the imports of wool amounted to 310,000,- The author says, in opeuing his paper:
be $82,000,000.
This is a very large ex- 000
The new cadet at the National Military
pounds, as against 107,000,000 pounds
penditure, iu the faee of the competition
Academy, whether he has come from the
of the Erie Canal and of the fast freight in the corresponding mouths of the pre- little
country school with its home-made
The ceding year.
service of the trunk line railroads.
Hag and staff, or from the city school
building of such a ship canal may be in1 he increase in the duty on vegetable where floats sometimes a Hag big enough
to cover half the roof of the other school,
evitable, as its advocates insist, but the
such as flax, hemp, etc., stimulated
libres,
has been taught to respect the beautiful
present generation is not likely to see the
the
dealers
in
that
of
class
to
unwill
have
the
It
goods
emblem of his country; but he will learn
project.
completion of
to wait for a heavier volume of traffic and
usual activity, the July imports of this at. West Point, as soon as he begins his
more abundant capital.
class amounting to $1,400,000, against career as a future officer of the army, how
he is to be trained to honor it
$900,000 of the corresponding month of thoroughly
America’s Greatest hay Crop.
in his daily life. The laughing school-boy
last year.
I salute he has perhaps given the Flag from
The Hay Trade Journal of New York,
The importers neglected no opportunity time to time now becomes a matter of
a paper devoted wholly to hay interests,
sober ceremony, so rigidly required and
has compiled a record taken almost as in that closing month to either put money
handsomely ordered that it. at once sets
in
their
own
or
take
the
from
a
census
of
pocket
away
people,
accurately as
I him to thinking; and the good, sound
which is one of the most reliable reports the
Dingley law its earning capacity dur- ! patriotism that was in him all along soon
that could be gotten.
They give a report
ing its first few months. The importations j envelops every glimpse and ceremony of
of some of the States as follows.

that prospect.

People who have any doubt about the
retui

months of the calendar year amounted to

1

where to find a place to dispose of it is
what every principal shipper is asking of
himself.
There was a large surplus last year In
these States mentioned.
The western
States supplied our eastern markets, but
with the markets tilled up and the prices
running as they did last year, what can
anybody expect for a market in the same
locality, with over 11,000,000 tons more
in a yield, and with more than a thousand per cent, more of surplus hay to be
disposed of?
ii

its

Hiiymiug

mu

eucuuiagiug

lu

uic

was

shown in the

The proper way to build health is to
make the blood rich and pure by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the one true blood purifier.

$2

a

To

Year for The Journal ana Tribune.
all

subscribers,

new

or

old,

who

pay

their subscription to Tlie Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price $1 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted tlie
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnis ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of tlie world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages iu
it is a very taking combination at $2 a

all,

year.

Subscriptions

may

begin

at any

time,

and if desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
For Itching Piles, irritation of the genitals, or itching in any part of the body,
Doan’s Ointment is worth its weight in
gold. No matter how long standing the
trouble, Doan’s Ointment will not fail to
give instant relief.

the last months of the Wilson law, the

Massachusetts
State Officers Nominated In

cleatli,

otherwise seriously injurThe disaster is said to have been of

trampled
ed.

to

on

or

incendiary origin.

at

MADE ONLY BY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK
Chicago.

COMPANY,

St. Louis.

New York.

Boston.

Philadelphia.

The Georges River Mills, Warren, are ena
season of unusual prosperity and
are orders enough on hand to insure
plenty of work until next March. This
necessitates the refusal of orders daily.
About 100 hands are employed.

The fish business has been carried on at
extensively this season.
Cod and haddock have been quite plentiful
in the bay, and men who could not find employment in other vocations have been able
to make a livelihood at fishing.

Milbridg** quite

The crew at Sargent's saw mill, South
Brewer, made quite a record for sawing
lumber recently. In eleven and a half hours
work they sawed up eight hundred and
twenty logs, making ninety-two thousand

feet of manufactured lumber.

Might Change Her Mind. “I)o you take
photographs here?" “Yes.”
Well get in your work quick, then, before

instantaneous

takes

my wife

gaiiery.”

a

notion to go to

some

other

[Chicago Record.
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OPlTTLE
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FOR
EVERY membi'r
EVEKA'

RIVER
PILLS

EVERY

Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.
Distress from Dyspepsia,

IT GIVES all

Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsl.
tiess, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Bain in the

important
IT GIVES all important

Tongue

Side,

TORPID LIVER.
They
the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

<»(

on

in

village

EVERY Stale

SIGK HEADACHE
They also relieve

Inniilv

EVERY liii-m,

|

In

<>»-

Territort

FOR

Edaeatioa.

FOR

Noble Manhood)

FOR

Trae Woinanliood,

news

of the Nation.

news

of the World.

IT GIVES the most reliable market reports.
IT GIVES brilliant and instructive' editorials.

Regulate
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

IT GIVES

fascinating short stories.
IT GIVES an unexcelled agricultural department,
IT GIVES scientific and mechanical information.
IT GIVES illustrated fashion articles.
IT GIVES humorous illustrations.
IT GIVES entertainment to young and
IT GIVES satisfaction everywhere to
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everybody,

YEAR FOR $2.00,
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Republican Journal and N Y. Weekly Tribune
ONE
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to

THE REPUBLICAN JOHRNAL PUBLISHING CO,

The
Proof

Write
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address

Tribune Office, New York

the eating of bread made of
it.
A taste of bread made
of Rob Roy Flour will 1
\ prove the claim—“The f
I finest winter wheat patent j
Hour in the United States.

on

a

and

a

Headquarters

“ostal

card, send it to Geo. W. Bes?
mple copy of THE NEW YORK WEEK1A

FOR

Tinware and Kitchen Goods,

Ij

Blue Flame Oil Stoves, Lamp Stoves of all kinds

OB ROY!

GARDEN HOSE,

FLOUR

ALUniNUn TEA KETTLES,
GLENWOOP RANGES,

is not only better, but more economical than other brands.
Sold every where.
>V>!. A. 4 i>0 JIBS. 4 old water, Mich,

City,

ENA/VIEL WARE.

j

M. L. Mitchell,1,5
5

experience of Others.
East Sebago, Me.,
Feb. 28.’95.
Gentlemen:
I consider the “L. F." <F.Itwood's Bitters a blessing to the
overworked, both i 1 mind and
bodv, restoring the r.ervous functions, building v.p Fee system,
and giving 11. :j life r el v entity
to the weak.
(Sian
JOHN P. HILL.

r
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n

wiH

nervous

“L.F.” kind.

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS.'^"—

•

your
troubles also.
cure

you get the
Avoid imitations.
sura

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

ACTS AT ONCE !
same

wonderful

TRUE’S
bo

properties that render

WP0^M ELIXIR
from the

or

O*

Attention Pensioners

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

highlyefficacious in expelling worms

system make it a Perfect IIumhI Purifier.
It expels all waste and poisonous matter,
leaving the blood rich and pure. 35 cruts.
Ask your druggist for it.
I
Dr.
A CO., Auburn,

Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROMPTLYF1LLE D.

H. H.
The

SJW&rHot,

BELFAST, MAINE,

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

^*tters
Be

Belfast, Maine

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

Witness : Henry
^

BELFAST, MAINE

TRIBUNE will be mailed fo you.
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of the quality of flour is in

1,235 delegates present.

burned

when you can get it right
Your grocer sells it.

home ?

there

Convention at Boston.

were

GOLD
DUST

joying

The Republicans of
Massachusetts through their delegates,
nominated candidates for State officers at
the convention held in Music hall to-day.
There was a good attendance and the
plans of the State committee for the conduct of the session, as perfected at previous meetings, were carried out.
Col. Goettiug swung the gavel, calling
the convention to order, just after 10.30
o’ clock.
The committee on credentials reported

people

FOR

blueberry factory of H. M. Leighton
Columbia Falls closed last week. The pack
has been light, but some excellent berries
have been canned which will not fail to
bring a good price in the market.

Boston, Sept. 29.

tion many

Alaska

to

The

f>. GREfJ SURPRISE IS IN STORE

Java coffee. It satisfies everyone. A cup of
Grain-O is better for the system than a tonic, because its benefit is permanent. Wliat coffee breaks
down Grain-O builds up. Ask your grocer for
Grain-O. 15c. and 25c.

Why Go

Items.

Republicans.

Col. Melvin O. Adams, chairman of the
committee on resolutions, then presented
the report.
The platform contained no special featAfter it had been read Senatoi
ures.
Lodge addressed the convention, moving
Gov. Wolcott’s renomiuation by aeclamation.
“Burdock Blood Bitters entirely cured j
The motion by Senator Lodge was carme of a terrible breaking out all over my
ried amid great enthusiasm and Gov.
wonderful
Miss
It
is
a
medicine.”
body.
Wolcott was thus placed in nomination.
Julia Elbridge, Box 35, West Cornwell, Ct.
The remainder of the Slate ticket was
nominated by acclamation as follows:
The meteorite which Lieut. Peary has
Lieutenaut-Governor—Murray Crane.
brought back from Greenland is 12 feet
Secretary of State—W. M. Oliu.
long, eight feet wide and six feet high.
Treasurer—E. P. Shaw.
It is a solid ingot of nickel-steel, estimatAuditor—Gen. John W. Kimball.
Its composied to weigh about 100 tons.
Attorney General—HoseaM. Knowltou.
tion is just the same as that of the maGovernor Wolcott’s appearance on the
terial the government is using for its
at the close of these proceedings,
armor-plates at the present time—viz., 92 platform
under escort of Senator Lodge and W. LI.
and
cent,
nickel.
cent,
steel
per
eight
per
of Springfield, was the signal for
This meteorite fell from the skies hun- Morgan
a great outburst of enthusiastic applause.
dreds of years ago and has long been the
The delegrates stood cheering and clapsource of iron supplies of the Esquimaux.
ping their hands while the ladies waved
At length, when
their handkerchiefs.
silence was secured, Governor Wolcott
made an admirable speech, after which
for those who will go to-day and get a package of the convention adjourned.
GRAIN-O. It takes the place of coffee at about
1-4 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and [_[,The public library, museum and many
other public buildings in Manilla were
nan be given to tlie cliilcren as well as the adult
In the
with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and destroyed by fire September 2Stli.
looks and tastes like the finest grades of Mocha
panic which resulted from the conliagraor

PUWDKR

at

importers

hay

WASHING

loads of granite will be
shipped from Bucksport to Bangor to be
used on the water works dam.

up
; Every summer the cadets pass several
lower rates under the Wilson law than months in
campon the lovely banks of the
under the Dingley law, which they knew Hudson, and beneath the grand old trees
would go into operation by the close of of the academy grounds.
During certaiu hours of the day a long
that month.
line of stacked rifles extends along the
One special feature of the Wilson law front of the camp. Across the two stacks
was its effort to bring in free of duty what in the centre of the line is laid the Color,
Up and down by
is usually termed “raw material”—that rolled about its staff.
this flag marches a natty cadet sentinel,
is, materials in a crude condition for use and woe be unto the unlucky cadet who
in manufacturing.
The July, 1897, im- tries to pass this sacred trust without
portation of this particular class of arti- raising his cap.
So during his life at the academy this
cles was double that of July, 1890, while in
lesson of respect is continued, and when
the seven months ending with July, 1897, he has “doffed the cadet and donned the
the increase in free raw material amouut- brevet, and changed the gray for the
ed to $55,000,000, or an increase of over blue,” and reported for duty with his
regiment, he finds the same lessons being
fifty per cent, for the entire seven months taught the enlisted men, and then probof the calendar year 1897.
ably for the first time does he realize the
full importance of those early lessons
it will thus be seen that while every inthe
terest was “raided”
in taught in that far-away schoolhouse.

by

DUST

car

! the Colors with a sacredness that will
into the United States in the mouth of
deepen day by day.
amounted
to
of
July, 1897,
$53,790,407,
One of his first lessons is to doff his cap
which a very large proportion was made each time he passes the “Color-line”
I
of articles which could come in at where the Color is guarded by a sentinel.

With the farmer was the greatest sufferer. That he
merchants.
potatoes rotting, the apple crop a failure, is already feeling the benelit of the Dingand the grain crop iu the east not what it
is shown by the generought to be, what is there that the farmer ley law, however,
al advance in prices.
Nearly every procan make a dollar out of? Ur what is there
to give him any encouragement this year?
duction of the farm has increased in value,
in
the
They are selling hay in these States
w hile silver lias beei as steadily falling iu
west from $3.00 to $3.00 per ton for the
The latest farm product to hear
best.
What can anyone expect to get for ; price.
common or damaged hay?
There is not 3 from is cotton seed and cotton-seed meal,
per cent, of choice timothy in Maine, and which have advanced very rapidly of late,
the farmer and the shipper, by the bad
Southern newspapers reporting high prices
weather that we had during haying, must
suffer a great deal more in proportion than and that every consignment is eagerly
seized by buyers; and wool, which sold in
ever before.
The receipts going into the Boston and
September of 1890 at seventeen cents a
New York markets are over three times
pound, is selling in September of 1897 at
the consumption now, and it is all coming from the west, so the prices must twenty-seven cents, an advance of about
necessarily be lower during the year than sixty per cent.; yet silver fell twenty per
at the present time by a large percentage.
cent, or more meantime.
farmer and the

GOLD

Spendthrift.

a

ous

The farmers of the country will have good
themselves upon
reason to congratulate

the raid which

there

years of the Cleveland administration are
rapidly disappearing. The business fail-

4,

of

Thomas

1
1897.

of

ing to 14:5,000,000 bushels during the lirst
eight months of the present year. When

statements

C.,

Oct.

clearings than in many years, and instead
of silent factories, there are clouds of
smoke and the hum of busy wheels every-

1890, the total of all kinds of grain amount-

depressing

Washington,

of The Journal.

t lie demand upon them for transportation
of manufactures, merchandise, and grain,
the banks report larger deposits and larger

Russia’s exports of grain, according to
tlie latest advices, have amounted to only
about 05 per cent, this year of those of

for the

I).

Death

and all tariff laws, and you will find none
since the original tariff act which became

where.

are
camp
into their confidence, but there is a suspicion that McLean and Chapman conclud-

ed Mr.

Now hundreds

of thousands of

Dingley ordering

and the

[Correspondence

turers of the country in the

per ciut. in the price of that article since
the framing of the Dingley law.
And

Our Washington Letter.

Having purchased the original records of the

estate of

1. <’. Cates, for the convenience of all
claims pending, and of those
wish
to present claims for addit ional or
may
increase ol pensions. I will he at C K. Cohbetfs
shoe shop. 127 Maine street, opposite the post
oltiee, < >et. 11 and 12, 1827. but only the morning
of the 12th.
8w88
L. C. MORSE.

pensioner^ having
who

P.

O. ADDRESS,

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Jose Del Interior

-an

lapital ol a Central American Republic.

In the

set nt**>

De Costa Rica.

them

tween

festooned

several costly

are

with silken

mirrors,

draperies,

in red,

white and blue, the colors of the

Repubconspicuous object, and
d ial Correspondence of The Journal.]
that which savors least of republicanism,
'an Jo>k, Costa Rica, Aug. 10, 1897.
President’s
is the
chair,—a regular
this
its
air
of
twithstanding
newness,
Am- throne, solidly gilded, cushioned with
_:it young capital is charming.
lic. But the most

industrious, modest and prosperit presents an air of thrift and wellactiveness uncommon in these lati-

>.

where the warmth of eternal

s

«

inclines

man

sum-

and beast to laziness,

’.ere, however, nearly 7,000 feet above
t-level, the climate is much more invigiting than

on

the

coast and in

blazing

Cli-

.owlands of the tierra caliente.
San

ally,

;

is

Jose

blessed

as

the

of Faien, the mercury swinging
year to year between 00 and 80 de-

uen

Whenever the

■>.

sub-tropical,

the
•a!

man can

inductions.

1

tropical joins

hands

the result is all that

desire in the way of natuOvershadowing the low

breaking through the red tilers,
green foliage are everywhere seen,

ami

:s

i Moorish courts inside the casas

ng

palms and bowel's around the central
mains, and of high-walled gardens
tigs, pomegranates,olives.limes and
boorish together, the luscious

r-

ami'

the mango tree tills the air with
and the glossy leaves of the
ame.
■

crimson velvet, set upon an elevated dais
carpeted with crimson and gold, and

Rica lias been dubbed "The Switzof the Tropics.” Upon uue side of
uintain-valley towers the extinct vol
Ira::, and on the other frowning
lifts its snow- tields It!,000 feet to
the blue sky: while the encircling
.ntnins of san Miguel sweep the horiu every hand, their
rugged outlines—
in tlie morning, purple at noon day,
hyst in the evening—reflecting every
nig loud in ceaseless changes of light
.allow,
between these picturesque
!c:

ii

...

its and the town, billows an ocean of
token green, enlivened here and there
hite-flowered coffee groves and fields
dlowish sugar-cane.
In the path ms

can

himself

congratulate

purple velvet.
tiny Republic
on

the fact that

few emperors sit in greater state.
Arranged in a semi-circle around this can-

opied

throne

are

hind

which

the

mahogany desks, beCongressmen of Costa

20

Rica, sitting in luxury with their feet
buried in a velvet carpet, may contemplate themselves at leisure in the oppoThe

site mirrors.

stained

through

1

the city
donkeys

streets a constant
and ox-carts plod
former laden from head to tail with

ession of
e

•dure of the farmer
the latter

set.

carrying

its way to
rural homes

on

to

of

luxury and convenience which
brought to Costa Rica by the
"t hngiand, trance and
Germany,
umufactured in the American shops
been

anama.

iuglify

!

■

Unlike most defendants of
11.ms and Hidalgoes of Old

be, many Costa Ricans
nor

flic

lazy

to

natural

engage in

neither too
ork or trade:

are
w

consequence is unextin Spanish America

Happy.
It Is Hard to Smile When the
Body Is Racked With
Pain.
It’s hard to smile when the back Is
aching,
the head throbbing, and the body is fu1i of
pain. The thing to do is to rid yourself of the
uincs Him

which the doors and windows of this raagare set, serve to subdue the

glare of the white walls and golden ceiling, and to soften the otherwise somewhat gaudy effect of so much paint, gildiug and red satin. Handsome crystal
chandeliers depend from the ceiling. High
a

small

C ongress, in which is vested Costa Rica s
power, consists of only one

legislative

House, called the “Congreso
Its

tional.”

••Diputados,”

members

are

deputies,

or

and

Constituknown
are

as

select-

ed for four years; but one-half of the

Congress is renewed by election every two
Under the present law, there is
years.
one Deputy for every 8,000 inhabitants in
each Province; but if the population of
the province is such as to show an excess

of 4,000

or

mentioned,
elected.

more, over and above the rate
more
one
Deputy may be

The

qualifications

for the envied

position of Diputado are, first, that he be
of Costa Rica, or of Central
a native
America,

or a

naturalized citizen of Costa

Rica who has resided within her

territory

least four years since naturalization;
that he knows how to read and write, and
at

the value of

ana

Aiun-

Remedies, made
up of discoveries
and combinations
in medicine, are a
veritable boon to
mankind. The
world is rapidly

uiiiceut hall

up, at each end of the room, is

pains,

yon will help you do it.
The Munvon Homeo-

with

glass

■

ml the suburbs herds of fine cattle
grazing. Along the country roads

Sweet Greetings that
Keep the Home

with a canopy of crimson satin.
Behind and above it appears the arms of
Costa Rica, wrought in gold and silver

gallery for ladies, or for orchestras, or
maybe for both; aud on the floor of the hall
mingle with the thick, dark roli- behind the
desks, are rows of benches for
the bread-fruit and the ‘‘vegetable
the accommodation of the populace. The
No wonder this section of
tree.

:

Smiling Faces

overhung

thread upon a field of
Verily, the ruler of this

Hard Times in 49.
Exprrlenecs and Privations In Early California

being converted

bv truth and evidence, and soon
the Munyon
school of medicine
will be accepted
and recognized as
that is safe and sure. Here’s proof. Will you
study it?
Mrs. A. A. Garfield, box 2S3 Concord,
I suffered
Mass., says:
with
sciatic

rheumatism for fourteen years, but half
bottle of Munyon's Rheumatism Cure
made me well.
My little boy was afhijted with nervousness which caused
him to stutter. Munyon's Nerve Cure
removed all the trouble.
My husband
has taken Munyon's Kidney 'Cure with
excellent results, and 1 have recommended
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure to a
neighbor, and it did him good. Munvon’s
Remedies are certainly all that is claimed
of them."
Munvon has a separate cure for each disease
For sale by druggists, mostly 25 cents a bottle
If in doubt write to Professor Munvon at
Philadelphia, Pa., and get medical advice free.
a

First Maine

'•

Cavalry Reunion.

The

twenty-ninth annual reunion of the
First Maine Cavalry, in progress when
The Journal went to press last week, and
partially reported in that issue, continued
through the day and evening.
The clam bake at the Battery was largely attended by the veterans of the Regiment

and of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G.

R., together with a number of ladies,
the Mayor and
members of the City
Council, and other invited guests.
A.

$500, or an
The afternoon was spent in rides and
annual income of $200. The Congress sits
walks about town, visitiug, story-telling
months
and
a
few
every
year,
only
during
its long recess is represented by a com- at the hall, and in such other ways as
mittee of its own choosing, known as the pleased the individual fancy of the mem“Comision Permauente;” and everything bers.

owns

property

to

of urgent character which comes up during the intermission is attended to by the
“Comision.”

By
Jose

far the

itself,

more

is its

important body, to
Municipal Council,

consists of two chief magistrates,

or

San
it
Al-

An excellent supper was served at Memorial Hall from 5 to (1 o’clock by the
ladies

Corps.

of

Thomas

The

H.

Marshall

Relief

Mayor, City Council, Sheriff,

and several other guests were present.
In the evening a camp-fire was held.
made

by Gen. Gilley,
prosperity
Major Brown of Bangor, W. H. Clifford,
are selected every year by the propertyth
San Jose's houses
iity
holders of the city and are presided over Commander of Thomas 11. Marshall Post,
..lily on.-story in height, most of them
E. P. Tobie of Pawtucket, Al. Salford of
the Governor of the Province.
They
ili'.‘ unusual luxuries of chimneys by
Letters of regret were read
Skowhegan.
aud
a
a
secretary
doorkeeper,
hiss in the windows—not only be- employ
aud hold meetings at least once a month. by Gen. Cilley. After reading the regrets,
he nights are chilly at this
altitude,
the comrades stood for a minute with
Among their duties are the framing of all
arise the inure
progressive Costa
bowed heads in acknowledgement.
necessary local regulations, the designais are anxiously
struggling' up to the tion of those citizens liable to serve in
After the camp-fire many of the comthe
The low-mindeduess of their style
the collection and disbursement rades and ladies attended the theatre.
militia,
0 •hiteetufe is not
entirely due to the of the
municipal taxes, and the assess- Those who were not obliged to leave for
>ei-nil taste -f the people, inherited
ment of the expenses of each Canton or home by the forenoon boats or trains the
an. .-stm s,
tlie Moors; nor yet
within the Province.
The Coun- next day took an excursion to Castine by
is.
tie I-.' 1 i.us who built tliis new district,
The weather was
cil must also superintend the agricultur- steamer silver Star.
-1 alter their
independence from al
manufactures and the mild and the water smooth and all enjoyinterests,
trades,
was achieved, in onlei to
abolish!
rudimentary public schools; aud is em- ; ed the trip to the utmost.
in.a: il ol Colonial
servitude, had
The B. ('., a branch of the First Maine
to negotiate loans on the munipowered
t.. “republican
simplicity,” but
the latter derived prin- Cavalry Association, elected these officers: 1
cipal
revenues,
earthquakes as well as patriots
cipally from the liquors, tobacco and cus- President, F. B. Lowe, Waterville; vice
W .seil to lofty pretentions. Cartago.
toms duties, and partly from the licensepresidents, E. 11. Carr, Pittsfield; O. W.
Spanish capital, which once boasttax
imposed upon shop-keepers and Cole, Etna; Charles Jones, Rockland. It
•cry I amis.line public buildings, a
traders generally.
The merchants are will meet on the second Wednesday of
line oil n lies, and a
population of
Germans uext September at Pittsfield.
mostly
foreigners,
Englishmen,
w is a!in..si
1 cs[la.ycd by The
great
and Americans, in the order named as to
Among the members of the regiment
lake oi !s41
Slight shakings up
numbers.
No taxes are laid upon land, uot mentioned elsewhere in our reports
m-qucur occurrence in the valley of
aud import duties are measured by a were the following: Albert Edgecomb,
b11; inly two or three times in
standard of tariff for revenue only.
For Alfred Pierce, 1). W. Gage, Gilman Har"f a century has much mischief
local taxation the products of the soil are ris, George F. Jewett, C. O. Stone, Geo.
wrought.
However, that is quite
and all commercial concerns are Redding, James W. Lincoln of Boston; E.
Hough. The last earthquake of assessed;
assessed and required to keep a strict P. Tobie, Pawtucket, R. I.; C. X. Lang,
uence
within the memory of the
of accounts, upon which an as- Portland; George W. Getchell, Brewer;
aliabitant, killed many people, de- system
Sewell C. Young, Isaac L. Richardson,
sessment is made.
The more business,
d hundreds of homes, and damaged
the greater tax.
Bucksport; Frank Hinckley, Bluehill;
or less nearly every edifice in the
John Lane, Searsmont; Warren Jordan,
Fannie Bkigham Wakd.
Volney II. Foss, Bangor; Elijah Gay, Cenn'iii- mu to Wo" tlie capital, the
Pittsfield Paragraphs.
tre Montville; M. J. Allen,
Skowhegan;
bjective point is naturally the govAlvali Coruforth, who has been seriously F. J. Savage, Fairfield; G. B. Stowe, X.
nt I'alacio.
It is a long, low, twoC'. Stowe, II. E. Stowe, (three
brothers)
building in the (,'alle Comerico, ill, is able to get out again.
Co. A, of Dover; A. P. Friend, Thomas
<"
stone and adobe, the exterior
Eggs have advanced in price, and are now
Gray, Brooksville;F. B. Lowe, Waterville;
and colored in imitation of blue selling for 18 cents per dozen.
Alexander
Jenkins, Xewport; Isaac BingBros,
have
moved
into their
Humphrey
iu\ and overhanging roof of red tiles.
new store on Canaan avenue.
ham, Clinton, J. B. Coring, Charles Jones,
modelled
a
German
it
*gh
by
preHoward Clark, Rockland; X". s.
» cheerful
Emery,
J. N. Phinney is building a large addition
Italian aspect in liarWaterville; R. A. Heal, Liucolnville;
with its surroundings and the glow- to his barn on the Haskell farm.
James W. Achorn, II. F. Pendleton, CamW. K. Seekius went to Unity Monday to
sky that canopies this happy valley,
G. W. Barnes, Waterville; E. It.
■•dug several soldiers guarding its wide open a photographic studio for a few weeks. den;
Woods,
Winterport; Asa L. Richardson,
; cd
we
enter
a
Several new houses are nearing complegateway
spacious hall,
leads into a vast quadrangular court
tion in: this village and old ones are being Swanville, (83 years of age, oldest man in
regiment;) L. L. Rose, S. G. Rose, R. E.
I'll is patio, paved with square tiles, repaired.
Russell, Leeds; E. Burton, R. E. Burrows,
Geo. A. Sylvester, who is employed as
big fountain in the middle, and is
A. C. Strout, O. E.
Copeland, L. K.
inded on two sides by a gallery 10 motorman on an electric car line in Boston,
Fales, Thomaston; M. Davis, Friendship;
is home for a vacation.
'vide, supported by another series of
Messrs. J. W. Mansou, Abel Davis, G. H. S. Burrow's, Waldoboro; Sewall C. Y oung,
uinns and
arches, thus forming two
Rockport; J. L. Knowlton, Liberty; C. E.
Morse and F. W. Hovey attended the openor arcades, the
15
feet
upper one,
of the Supreme Court at Skovvhegan.
Moulton, Orr’s Island; L. Copeland, Coring
c the
pavement, finished with a pretinna; A. II. Rolfe, Old Town; Marcellus
A meeting was called recently at Mrs. C.
dustrade of bronzed iron.
The roof
East Union; Joshua Dow,
O. Howe’s, to consider what course of read- Wentworth,
'be building, besides
extending out- ing should be
adopted for the coming fall East Union; S. J. Knowlton, Brewer;
:‘d over the sidewalk, runs 10 feet beami winter.
Melvin Allen, Skowhegan; Plummer Butd the walls
enclosing the court, thus
We are admonished of approaching cold ler, South Xorridgewook; S. JC. Richards,
ling the arcades. Once inside the
weather, and the people are harvesting their Dr. A. O. Stoddard, Otis Whitmore, D.
■ding all trace of Republican simplicE. Bird, XL C. Gurney, James O.
crops and gathering in their garden sauce as
Clark,
disappears.
Mounting a broad fast as possible.
John O. Bruce, Alonzo Dutch, E. L.
hi of stone steps to the
upper gallery,
Mrs. Dora Burbank and little daughter of
French, Belfast.
nd a series of glass doors
leading to Boston are visiting the family of her
cilices <-t various departments of the
George Fred Slops Over Again.
brother, F. W. Hovey, Esq., and other
"eminent—those of the Secretary of friends in town.
George Fred Williams learns nothing by
digress, the Bureaus of State, Justice,
C. F. Monk and Wm. MacFarlaud have
experience. If there is anything in the
n and
Foreign Affairs; and the Iuten- been chosen as delegates to represent Sebasteachings of history he will in time be
M- ia—that terror to
foreigners who are ticook Encampment at the Grand Encamp- effaced from the political world.
Any
ment
in
of
Portland.
spected
having violated the customs
man who will
accept a nomination and
•vs.
Mrs. J. S. Davis had a sudden ill turn
hope to lead a light for the governorship
Passing along the corridor and
1
trough the bureau of the Minister of Sept. 19th, but has nearly recovered from it. of Massachusetss on the decayed old
Chicago platform, deserves the drubbing
C. H. Bussell, M. C. I„ ’97, of Od Town,
stice, we find ourselves in a small galhe is sure to get at the polls.
In Xew
iy overlooking the Hall of Congress, visited friends in town several days last York tlie Democrats are wiser, and only
those
who
round
week.
such erratic leaders
itich occupies a portion of the first
rally
floor,
as Henry
George think of such a thing as
uni for a moment feel dazed
Miss Agues O. Hersey of East
by the unCorinth, reaffirming Bryanism. Williams will find
"■>; pec ted
splendor spread out before us. Maine, a graduate of the Emersou College of that he has slopped over again. [Portland
Hie Sal a del Congresso, as it is
called, is Oratory, Boston, has formed a class of the Express.
superb apartment of imposing propor- students of the Maine Central Institute in
Approximately,
elocution and physical culture. Ninety-live
“iif SO feet long, 50 feet wide and 40
of the students have taken up the work.
lcct high, with walls of
Reporter—Captain, how much gold does
creamy white
A quiet wedding took place at the
panelled with gold and a slightly arched
Laneey your ship bring from the Klondike digHouse parlors, Sept. 19th, the contracting gings this trip?
“ling divided by heavy gilt mouldings,
1
Captain—Between §4.75 and §900,000,parties being Mr. James R. Harris and Miss
t:‘e spaces betweeu crusted with
gold fila- Allura M. Atwell both of Dixmout. The 000. [Chicago Tribune.
~lee "’ork.
Lofty windows, opening up- ceremony was performed in an impressive
Have you earache, toothache, sore
throat,
"n lhe
courtyard, are gorgeously curtain- manner by Rev. H. E. Townsend. The hap- pains or swellings of anv sort? A few apleft
py
couple
after
immediately
by
team,
ed with crimson
plications of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil will
and
bethe
satin-damask,
ceremony, for their home in Dixmont.
bring relief almost
ed

caldes and two Procu rad ores, all of whom
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instantly.

Days.
The discovery of gold in large quantities in Alaska and the reports of large
finds have stimulated travel in that direction, and excitement similar to that
which prevailed in the United States when
gold was discovered iu California, and in
England when the first reports came from
the African gold fields, prevails in the far
West.
Mining aDd exploring expeditions
have already started and others are being
organized, says the New York Tribune.
New York, Philadelphia and Chicago
papers contain advertisements of “prospecting parties” which anyone may join by
paying an initiation fee of $500, and adventurers are working their way toward
the Pacific coast with a view to being near
the mines, if they cannot be in them.
There are many original "forty-niners”
in various parts of the United States, and
many cities have organizations where the
original gold hunters meet every year to
tell the sories and relate the adventures
which made “the days of ’49” the most imThe experiportant in their careers.
ences of these men are listened to with
renewed interest at this time.
Many of
the white-haired gold hunters of the days
of ’49 believe that the risks which men
take iu going to the new gold fields are
as nothing compared with what they did
“’way back in ’49.”
>0 matter how hard they will have to
work,” said one old man, “the men who
go to Alaska will never have to put up
with what we had to in the days when
gold was first found in California. There
are railroads and the telegraph now, and
improvements of all kinds that bring people near to civilization, no matter how far
away they may be, but in those days we
got on a ship and went by way of Aspinwall and Panama, with the chances four
out of ten that we should die of the fever;
or we went overland in a
‘prairie schooner,’ with the chances about the same that
we should be killed by the Indians or
robbed by desperadoes.
Once on the
spot, we were cut off from our friends,
and there was no regularity about communication with the rest of the world.
California was a world for itself, and all
things considered, a pretty tough world
at that, where everything except human
life, was high, where a man had to have
his wits about him every minute and be
prepared to fight for his rights.”
To prove the fact that everything was
high it was shown in old memorandum
books that when the roads to Sacramento
City were poor prices advanced in a
fabulous degree.
Flour sold at $1 a
pound, molasses and vinegar brought $2
a bottle—and a small bottle at
that—potatoes were quoted at $1.50 a pound, and
other provisions in proportion.
A shovel
was worth $1(1, and a
good pair of heavy
boots were worth from $40 to $50.
“The chief article of food,” said the
story teller, “in those days was the Chilian bean, and such was its value that in
time of scarcity huge nuggets of gold
were given in exchange for a bag of beans.”
Books and papers were at a premium.
There were a few Bibles that had been
brought by way of “the Horn,” but that
was all.
It became known that a “Farmers’ Almanac” had been packed with
some stuff which arrived in camp, and it
was quickly bought at a ridiculously high
He who became the possessor
price.
wrote after:
“I read the almanac
through and
through, forward and backward, sideand
upside down, and by spring had
ways
acquired such a knowledge of astronomical
science that I could have located the signs
of the Zodiac blind-folded, stand ou my
head and calculate an eclipse, foretell tiie
condition of the weather for more than It)
years ahead, and prognosticate the value
of popcorn, baked peanuts and chewinggum crops for the whole time.”
in

Hungry

London.

Americans who have penetrated as far
away from home as London remark,as one
of the more striking peculiarities of that
metropolis, the extraordinary difficulty of
getting something to eat there after midnight.. There are perhaps fifty open-allnight restaurants in New York, and in all
considerable American cities provision is
made for people who have occasion for
The
food when most people are asleep.
restaurant-wagons, which during the last
two or three years have come to be familiar in most American cities, do business from sunset to sunrise or later, and
in themselves form a sufficient safeguard
against nocturnal famine. London seems
not to have developed even these itinerant
havens.
Mr. Julian Ralph lately communicated to London Mail a distressing
narative (though happy in its ending) of
the anguish of an American gentleman,
who left Paris with nothing more than a
cup of coffee in him, omitted to take food
at Boulogne or on the boat (‘T find it*s
throwing money overboard to eat crossing the Channel”) and who found himself in London after midnight, “so hungry that 1 was all one clamorous appetite
with a hat on and a suit of clothes.” There
was not a bite of anything at his hotel;
lie was recomhe had not telegraphed,
mended to consult a cabman.
Cabby
took him to a proprietary club, where he
was first refused admittance, and afterwards told that he could get in by signing an application for membership and
paying an initiation fee, but as there w as
no food in the house except a fewr sandwiches, lie retired. A house near by was
said to contain food, which could be had
at a guinea for each edible ordered—a
guinea for a chop, a guinea for a potato,
and so on.
Then
That didn’t do either.
the cabby, touched by the angnisli of h
fare, and assured that the plainest foou
would more than satisfy a man the sides
of whose stomach were knocking together
like castanets, drove to “a little green
cabin stranded in the roadway in Piccadilly,” frequented and sustained by cabmen, and there the suffering American
got the steak and potatoes and bread and
tea that his system clamored for.
The
food was good, and the company genial
and well-mannered, so the story ended
with the return of a happy man to Ids
hotel; but he still wonders that the habits
of London should be so very different
from the habits of American cities. Other
Americans have been heard of whose experiences have stirred in them the same
surprise. One of them is Mr. Ralph himself, who says: “YVhy London does not
demand all-night restaurants
I don’t
know, except it be that the English have
developed the home, their love of it, and
i ts capacity for giving satisfaction as no
other people have.
And England, be it
remembered, is all English.” [Harper1 s

Rheumatism, Just Received Irom Hew York,
Oh the Pain!

THREE LINES OF SAMPLES FOR
i

The aches and pains of Rheumatism
become a constant companion to all who
are victims of this disabling disease.
Much suffering could be avoided if the
first warning pains of Rheumatism were
heeded and the proper treatment at once
But the people generally are
taken.
not acquainted with the cause of the
disease, though thousands know its torThose who use liniments and
tures.
ointments cannot understand why they
grow worse each winter, and find themselves gradually becoming unable to get
around as they qpce could; yet they
know that their trouble came on at first
as little aches and pains, which hardly
attracted their attention.!
Everybody should know more about
rheumatism; they should know that it
is a peculiar condition of the blood upon
which all the liniments in the world
The
can have no effect whatever.
best blood remedy is needed—one which
is able to go to the very seat of the
disease, and force it out. Swift’s Specific
(S.S.S.) is the right remedy for Rheumatism, because it is the only blood
remedy free from mercury, potash and
other minerals which intensify the disease, causing stiffness of the joints and
aching of the bones.

CUSTOM SUITS for FALL and WINTER.
We Guarantee the Fit and

the

(jt/YER
^
Fall style

$100.
E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
May be worth to you more than 8100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep.
Cures
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, 81. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iy28
Druggists, Belfast, Me.

COAL!

Biliousness

tion and

permits food

the stomach.

Then

to ferment and

follow dizziness,

putrify in
headache,

Hood’s

lnsomina,

nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Hood’s

Pills stimulate the stomach,
the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

rouse

Belfast"

aa*i
COAL!t

riaine.

coAL!

u

Swift’s Specific being a real blood remedy never fails to cure Rheumatism. It

reaches even the worst cases where the
doctors have made cripples with their
prescriptions of potash and mercury.
Mr. D. R. Johnson, an extensive lumber dealer of Blackshear, Ga., writes:
My wife was for years a sufferer from
Rheumatism, and was treated constantly, but could obtain no relief. The pain
was first felt in her left shoulder, and
extended in all directions, increasing
in severity.
The doctors said the disease was liable to strike the heart at any
time, in which event death would be
inevitable.
“Every kind of treatment recommended for Rheumatism was given her,
including many blood remedies, but
She was grownone did her any good.
ing worse all the while, and was reduced
to a mere shadow of her foimer self.
“It was at this critical period that
Swift’s Specific was given her; the medicine seemed to reach the disease
promptly, and she at once began to im- I
One dozen bottles effected a
prove.
complete cure, and she has had no touch
of the disease since.’’
Every one afflicted with Rheumatism
should take a remedy which can reach
their trouble. S.S.S. will cure the most
aggravated case of Rheumatism,Catarrh,
Cancer, Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula, Eczema, or any other blood disease.
It is guaranteed

Buy Your Winter's Coal.

Now is the Time to
First

Coal.

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared

Chestnut Coal,

Prices at
Wharf.

Delivered in
Dump Fart.

$5.00

$5.S5

Delivered
and put in.

$0.00

Stove

•*

5.00

5.S5

0.00

Egg

“

5.40

5.05

5.SO

Furnace

“

5.40

5.05

5. SO

PROMPT DELIVERY,

CORRECT W'EKiHT,

CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY,
aa, as & :$r Front &*t.,

Wedding

Books mailed free to any address by
the Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga

■^and

A Full Line of
•nsr

TELEPHONE 3d 2

Bollawt.

Gifts

Birthday

Purely V egetable.

A SPECIALTY.

Silver

Sterling

riiou 7///; i.utohv.

Na““dinSi

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

TEUftODADUV
i cnuunHrm *

Bookkeeping, etc., thorouguiy taught by mail
Our system of teaching gives actual
or
personally
daily experience in every branch of business, including
Banking. Merchandising. Commission. Insurance TransportaWe
tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
train for Practical work and always secure situations tor woathy
graduates of our Business and Sho-thund Courses. Students
enter any day
No vacations
expenses mo* crate Pon t throw awnv
going to temporary schools wh-ti it will cost you less to attend tin BUS r
a number of students who have left ineoinuefent t* acher* in disgust
tell us that six months here is equal lu a year :n any other school
r>nti A

to any one for first informal:
for a Bookkeeper

p% ps

REWARD

Telegraph operator which we
competent assistants without charge. Refer

s

.avesst'ully till

.•*■*.•!
time and
\v.• ...

Such pe..
of a

v-

Business ti<s

v
;ir
prominent patrons a
R ATKI' BU^ N !■
i:. >’
The next best thing to attending th* M( 'ST < ‘I.LI
;v.
If you are unetup.oye.!
is t« take our INSTRUCTION BY MAID.
,,r
lb
i! c
send ten two cent stamps for live easy lessons in shortham.
Address (mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeepsie

to

.*t
!.

V.
.*:•••

...

New York

Maine Central R. R.
TIM E-TA hiX. tZ.
On and after Oct. 4, I Mil, trains connecting at
Burnham and Watervilie with through trains for
and from Bangor. Watervilie. Portland and Bos
ton

wili

run as

follows:
FROM

A

>1

7 3(»
7 4o
7 53
8 ""
Unity. 8lo
Burnham, arrive. 8 55
Bangor. 11 50

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox.
Thorndike.
....

..

Temple, Belfast, Me.

Masonic

Fall

Arrraiifrcim'iil.

Steamers City of Iiauj;or ami IV
in Commission.

nhseoc

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoiut. 17 2"

I* ftj

KOI I!

}• M

l 05
'll"
M 20
l3o
11 43
1 5o
15.8
2 15
3 25

345
13 52
14 15
4 45
15 1"
5 22

47

loud

5 45

AM
1 4o

I

KIKS A W I I lv.

d 00
0 25

A M

>=

Watervilie

Largest Stock of*
FURS

1*08

IN

2

1* M

Portland.

Boston,) w/k;;;;;

12 23

^22

—

!• M
7 OO

* K- J).
Boston
liostou, w [,.

j

MAINE.

Portland.....

7:0

Watervilie. 11 55
7 00
Bangor
A M

Burnham, depart... 10 25
l (10
Unity..
Thorndike. 11 15

FUR

Knox.ill 30
Brooks.. 11 57

j

Waldo.
.112 15
Citypoint.M2 35
Belfast, arrive. 12 45
tFlag station.

OF FVERY DESCRIPTION done in the best
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REPAIRING

ie
Commencing Holiday Sept. 27. |S'>7
will leave Bellas!
I'or Boston.
Mai
ia Camden and K- -U a
days. \\ ednesdays, Thursdays ml Sa'un a s a:
at about 2.Mo i\ m„ or upon arrival
-tenner
>

TO BELFAST.

A

possible

Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents diges-

& Cottrell,

Staples

Weekly.
Or.

Workmanship.

] 20

M

700
7 15
A M

8 50
p 08

1*17
ip 23
1*38
ip 40

11000
10 05

430
115

Style Capes
MADb INTO

Bangui.

For Seat-spurt, BueUsport
Hamj*
Winterpand Bangor, Tuesday s, Wedm -du -. Fiulayand Salutalay s at about S.no v. m
a
up 11 am val
of steamer from Bo-tun.

I’ M

505
5 22
5 32
15 5P
5 52
tf. 03
id 13
t> 20

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami Northwest via all routes, for sale l*y I
>1. G force,
GEORGE F. EVAN'S.
Agent, Belfast.
General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 24, 1807.

manner.

I ro.ni
den

KKTIHMNh TO BULK AST.
l.»'
From Boston. Mondays, Tuesday-, Fit .•
and Fridays at ."> <" • i\ m.
From Kueklnnd. via Camden. Tuesdays. Wed
nesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at front d.O" to
0.00 A. M.
From Bangor, touching at way landings. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sat trdays at
I 1.00 A. M.
CM As. F. .JOHNSON. Agent. Bel last.
CALVIN A I STIN, (ien’l Silpt., Boston.
W 11.LIAM H. HILL, (ien’l Manager, Boston

STYLISH

COLLARETTES.
Goods sent
mail

The Nose and Throat.

approval and orders by
promptly attended to.
on

PRICES LOW.

INo. VJ1S» Nowbiiry Street*

3m33

GRAY’S BusYneSS COLLEGE

LYFORD & WOODWARD,

and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

FURRIERS,
BANGOR,

MAINE.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. ORAY. PORTLAND, ME.
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NORTHPORT

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Charles Batchelder
Boston last week.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7. 1897.

CHARLES A

James Brohau of sell. A. Hayford came up
from Rockland Saturday and remained at
home until Monday afternoon.

J Busines^ Manager.

;-—-

-:—:—

I.i v Langtry is to many Prince EsterhaThe Prince will please accept our
zey.
condolences.

simpil

The Massachusetts Democrats have de-

the

Republican vote

w

ill be

W. A. Whiting and family of Boston
ended their sojourn here Wednesday and
returned to their home by the way of Camden.

Cures

10.

quite late

The close time is otl
rather deei—and the

on

He

Louis Fottier of Stratton.

instantly

aud

killed

victim
was

by Theodore

rich, who mistook him for

a

in

the fall.

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Elwell attended the
district convention of Good Templars at
Centre Lincolnville last Wednesday and enjoyed the occasion very much.

sportsmen—or

first

Cures

able to work

was

shot

Good-

H. Lane and Mr. W, B. Morse of
in town this week rusticating

Mr. W.

deer.

Palermo

or

walk for weeks.

Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities
which cause and sustain the disease.
Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and

feeding the

nerves

upon pure blood.

Cures of That Tired Feeling

by

Send for book of

restoring
cures

by

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
To C. I.

Hood & Co., Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.
rs»n

Hood S HlllS

the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.
are

were

A literary club in Bethel has been
formed for the purpose of studying the
It is a big subject and
state of Maine.
one that ought to be studied more than it
is in many clubs and schools in the State.
[ Bangor ommercial.

along shore, enjoying clam bakes and reveling in the deliciousness of broiled lobsters. |

Obituary.

J. Taber of Boston, Miss Myrtle
Herrick of Rockland, Me., Carrie Hall of
Lincolnvilie and Mrs. Anson Pitcher and

Bohan Prentiss Field, Esq., died at his
home on Congress street in this city at noon
Oct. 1st. He had been in feeble health for

The more of such clubs

two daughters < f San Francisco, Cal., were
the guests of Mrs. R. T. Herrick last Sun-

several years, but during the past summer
bad ridden out occasionally.
He attended
church Sept. 5th for the last time. He had
been a deacon of the Congregational church

light.

Oulu-

Mr.

the better.

day.

Mis. Oliphant was informed
months before her death that
>1.r v u> r-uftenug from a fatal malady,
\et
-it wrote steadily on almost to the
i:
lay <>i her life.
1

\\)

\

vl;
aud
i.a

1

in

‘That would
foi such

a

seem

woman to

doubt she lived

longer

i

recent

t

on

the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Herrick
Thursday and Friday. Saturday aud Sunday
they spent with Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Griffin.
They left the tirst of tlie week for Boston.

be

to

purthan

add 'iown liei pen when she
d the dread verdict.
l-

vi

e

m»t.

"'.use

The Duck Trap bridge on the Camden
road has been up a few days and travel has
of necessity been by the hack road. Free-

re-

i

a

Democratic State conven-

•'Turgtd
handicapping
the

•*>

ti.i

xiuahhhai d differences stands out
honest

a. -:

one

in

a

generation."

led

as

a

across

as

The

iu

r-(unidiment.

last

The Journal of

week.

Mrs. Carrie Hall and daughter of Lincolnreplying to the
vilh returned home the first of the week.
i';n ;:.•*> made by s college man to womMrs. Hall has numerous customers here who
a
-1 cues, acknowledges graceful! v
her in fitting and cutting their
women's colleges are somewhat employ
it : h»
dresses. Those wishing the services of a
it?
in the matter of training students
truly practical dress maker cau always seA

write!

in the Critic,

—

n-i

the duti*-> of wifehood and motlier-

cure

“Perhaps they are modestly waiting for the men’s colleges to
l'n of. and adds:

take the initiative.

her by simply sending

a

letter to her

address at Line dnviile Centre.
Mr. Arthur Mahoney, a young man of
East Nurthport. was for a long time a great
sufferer from kidney trouble and Lis relatives and friends had given up all hopes of

When Yale and Har-

provide their proposed courses in
husbandry and fatherhood, I have no j
doubt the colleges for women will estab- 1 his recovery, as
him
lish parallel courses.’’
A very apt re- pronounced
vard

.ioindei.
11;< Augusta House, tlie old ami wellknown hostelry of Maine's capital city,

;

!

the best

physicians had
incurable. He left Liucolnville and went to his home to await as
calmly as possible for the end that was surely but slowly coming. But strange as it
may seem, Mr. Mahoney is a very live man

to-day; as healthy, strong and robust lookbusiness at mid- i
ing a person as one could wish to see. This
night sept. dOth. foi the first time since it wondrous change from almost death to rewas built.
A. MT. Thayer, the proprietor, newed life was
effected* without the use
•wns
the furniture and will remove it. of medicine and without the
young man

<

-'S«

d its doors to

since Sept. 1, 1805, was a life-long member,
and bad ever manifested an active interest
in its affairs.
Mr. Field was born in Belfast
Sept. 11, 1815, a son of Bohan P. Field, the
first lawyer who settled in Belfast. His
mother was formerly Abigail Davis of Billerica, Mass. He attended the common schools
and later studied law with his father, and
was for a year or two with the law firm of
I'liTiraw *.v

roor, isangor.

ne was

aqmitteu

the bar in 1837, and after practicing in
Lincoln and Searswont came to Belfast,
where he opened an office in 1840. For thirty-

to

he was Register of Probate for
Waldo county, serving continuously with
the exception of one term when the Greenrive years

reservoir, and work has begun on the buildings. The tool house is up and nearly ready
backers carried the county and elected their
for occupancy. A crew will begin excavatcandidate.
He could have had another
this
week. The plans ami specifications
ing
nomination and been re-elected, but declinare as described in brief

of the article indicates that this

at

■

the two sides of the river and

The Xorthport Mountain Spring Water
Co. has received working plans for the new

the advance of

convention with all

new

Son, mail carriers, kept separate
on

transported the mails, baggage, etc.,
the temporary foot path.

of all those influences

w r: e

cV

man

teams

Massachusetts the Poston Tiavel:

ami Mrs. Benjamin Rolerson, who are
their way home to Stockton, Cal., were

Mr.

i•

.:

F.

public

Mr. Luther Brown
a

died in Winn, Me.,
long and painful illness,

aged about 79 years. He was a son of the
late John Brown of Palmyra, and married
Miss Caroline Cowan of Pittsfield for his

like

!

Supreme Judicial

Court.

to

May 3, 1897, after

posi-

goitre, swelled neck, running sores, liip
disease, sores in the eyes.
of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
of Roils. Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
of Rheumatism.where patients were un-

strength.

H. H. Andrews left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Andrews will remain at the White
Rock cottage on the Camp Ground until

1 to

as

Cures

places.

clared for the remonetization of silver at
the ratio of 10 to 1; and the ratio of their
vote to

—

Cures

Edwin Pitcher, who boards with John J.
Shaw, fell down cellar Sept. 28th aud was
badly bruised and his face cut in several

opment of the “new woman.”

Prove the merit of Hood's Sarsaparilla
tive. perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms,

Miss Julia Pendleton and Miss Sylvester
returned t
Boston last Saturday after a
very delightful visit here of several weeks.
Mr.

"Now they are substituting women for
men in the brass factories." says an exa natural develchange. This is

The whole community extend
The
the bereaved family.
interment was in Fair View Cemetery.

sympathy

Cures

home from

Mrs. Ross left for Boston last week to
winter.
She reports a very prosperous season at the Waquoit.

Journal Pub. Co.

P1LSBVBY.

arrived

spend the

PUB 1.1 >11 EI> K' ERY Till U>PAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

sad rites.

NEWS.

first wife. He came to Belfast some fiftythree years ago to work at blacksmithing
near Mason’s Mills.
After stopping there
awhile he moved down to the upper bridge
near Salathiel Nickerson’s store, where he
remained several years and worked at his
trade. Mr. Nickerson and Mrs. Otis at the
Point were his cousins.
Mrs. Mary Cunningham, wife of the late Wm, Cuuuiugham,
who for several years kept a store near
Mason’s Mills, and Mrs. Phileua Cun-

ningham, afterwards Mrs. Emerson, were
his sisters. Mr. Browm moved to Pittsfield
after remaining in Belfast several years, and
after the death of his wife he married a
widow Stacey and moved to Winn, where
he lived somewhat over twenty years. His
children are married and scattered.
Mr.
Brown was a man always highly respected
by all who knew him. [Mrs. J. S. D.
James H. Browu of the Head of the Tide
died very suddenly at his home there Oct.
3d. His parents wrere both born in Englaud
and he was born in Prospect in 181(5. He
worked as a quarryman in early life, and
later for a few years drove a team in this
city. He went to the Head of the Tide
about (5 years ago, and for 2 years past had
carried the mail between the Head of the
Tide (Waldo Post Office) and the railroad
station at City point. He leaves a wife,
formerly the widow of Frank K. Lane of
Belfast, and two daughters.

Lydia A. Hurd died at her home in Northport, Oct. 3d, at the age of 84 years and 1<)
months. She was born in Liucoluville, her
name being Griffin.
She was the
widow of John Hurd, who died live years
Two sons and two daughters survive
ago
her: Margaret H. Hunt of Belfast. John R.
and Phineas G. Hurd of Northport and Mrs.
Grace A. White of Aurelia, Iowa.
The
funeral was held yesterday, Wednesday,
afternoon.

maiden

News has been received of the death in
San Francisco, Sept. 2Gtli, of Hon. Maurice
C. Blake. An obituary will be published in
the next issue of The Journal.

The funeral of Mrs. Amanda Hooper took
place on Tuesday afternoon, Sept. 28th, from
the residence of her sister, Mrs. William
ed to be a candidate in 1892 and went out of Currier on Belmont avenue. The services
were held at the cemetery, Rev. F. M. Preoffice at the close of his term, Dec. 31, 1892.
ble officiating. The interment was in the
He then retired to private life with the good Thomas lot, of which
family the deceased
wishes of everybody, and his brethren of was the youngest member. Mrs. Hooper
was the daughter of Capt.
Benjamin and
the Waldo County bar manifested their apJane Thomas of Isles boro, but early in life
preciation of his long and faithful service by took up her home m Gamdeu, where she
presenting him with a handsome gold head- was married to Capt. 1. Adelbert Hooper.
ed ebony cane, bearing the inscription: They afterwards removed to New York and
later to Washington, I). C., invariably re“Presented to Bohan P. Field, Esq., Regis- turning here for the
summer, until a couple
ter of Probate, by the Waldo Bar, Dec 31, of years ago, when Mrs. Hooper’s health be1892." Of the judges of probate under whom gan to fail. The immediate cause of her
death was apoplexy, preceded by a general
Mr. Field acted, Judge Thayer of Camden;
breaking down of the nervous system. She
Judge Miller, Lincolnville ; Judge Thurlow, leaves one child, a daughter, Mrs Edward J.
Barrett, who, with her husband, accompaMonroe; Judge Rust, Belfast; Judge Bass; nied
the remains from Washington, D. C.,
Camden ; Judge Knowiton, Liberty, all have where the death
occurred, to their last restdied while he w'as in office, except the latter. ing place here. Among the relatives left to
mourn
their
loss
are her sisters, Mrs. Wm.
all
the
time lie was in office Mr.
During
Mrs. Jane Pendleton, Mrs. N. G.
Field never missed a term of probate court. Currier,
Rose
and
Mrs. Samuel Hancock of Boston,
j
In 1847, in company with Israel Cox, Mr. and her
nieces, Mrs. Charles Burd, Mrs.
Field established the insurance agency of Thaddeus Babbidge, Mrs. Fred Hill, and
her nephews, Mr. Ralph Currier, and
Cox & Field, which continued under that
Messrs. Hugh and Myron Pendleton of this
name until 1878, when Mr. Cox sold his inplace. [Camden Herald.
terest to Mr. M. Keating and Mr. Field sold
The Winterport Boom.
to his son, Charles H. Field.
The firm

CHIEF JUSTICE

PETERS

ed

commissioners; they

•A. P. MANSFIELD/

PRESIDING.

The September term of Supreme Judicial
Court adjourned Friday noon, after a term
of ten days. There were jury trials in four
civil cases and one criminal case.
Eight
divorces were decreed.
The Grand Jury
found 18 indictments.
fines
and
Liquor
costs were paid in 17 cases to the amount of
S1805.
Two prisoners were sentenced to
State prison, one for (J years for burning a
building, aud one for 2 years for cheating
by false pretenses. One candidate was ad-i
mitted to the bar.
Following are the matters disposed of the
last two days of the term:
Win. A. Bragg, collector, vs. Wm. 0. Marshall, action for taxes on real estate in Liucolnville; defaulted for #26 85, aud costs
Sarah E. Frye vs. Mary A. Cram, action
of trover for hay ; defaulted by agreement
for #24.
Howard F. Mason, collector, vs. Joanna
Brewster; action on taxes on real estate in
Belfast: entered neither party.
Tryphosa E. Erskine et als., vs. Frederick
A. Knowlton : action to recover for malicious
prosecution in a previous case; non suited.
James T. Pottle in equity vs. The Dana
Sarsaparilla Co.; bill in equity on a workman’s lieu on a building of the defendant
company for labor performed. Decree for
plaintiff for #125 and costs, the building to
be sold to satisfy the decree and costs.
Beuj. W. Downs, appellant from decree of
the Court of Insolvency, by which a discharge was denied to the appellant; decree
below affirmed.
Chandler R. Merrill, appellaut from the
decree of the County Commissioners, vs.
Winterport Water Co. Action on an award
for laud taken in constructing water works.
At the April term, W. P. Thompson, R. F.
Duntou and 1). B. Southwortb were appointheld

a

hearing,

Hasonic

Jo

We

uor eases were

ceptions

or

terms a
sent to

demurrer,

and

were

reported

back in June with judgment for the State.
The following defendants in these eases
were sentenced to a tine of 8100, and costs,
sb'.
L. L. Centner 2 eases, Edward A.
Jones, Thomas Haugli, U. II. Moody, M. R.
Knowiton, 2 cases, Joseph A. Gilmore,
Cinivr.ee Poor, II. A. Boian, Walter
P.
Twombly, S. W. Freeman, A. A. Howes.
G. C. Kilgore. Melvin Grant.
Geo. M. Miller, appellant, single sale, find
850, paid.
Henry W. Colson of Stockton Springs, indieted for arson aud for setting tire to a
building, was tried on the latter and the
former was placed, on file. In the night of
the 22d of July last the buildings of Eliza
R. McFarland of Stockton Springs were
burned, the tire being set in the barn, from
whence it was communicated to the house,
then occupied as a dwelling. The Grand
Jury found two indictments, on the same
offence, the penalty for one being imprisonment for life and for the other imprisonment
for a term of years. The court thought it
best to try the respondent on the lesser
charge. No direct evidence was introduced
that Colson was seen to set the tire, or that
lie was seen near the place at the time. One
witness testified to seeing a man, who in the
darkness lie thought was Colson, leaving the
tire.
The principal evidence against the accused was trouble existing between Colson
and the owner of the buildings, and threats
made by him that he would ruin her husband. The defense tried to prove an alibi,
one witness testifying that he saw the respondent that night in Bangor. The jury
after being out from 5 30 p. in. until midnight returned a verdict of guilty. The
Chief Justice sentenced Colson to six years
in the State prison.
County Attorney Bowden for the State. McLellan for the defend-
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Patrons!

selected with closest
tention from the

mean those especialh
home trade in Belfast and

We

special
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goods

at

adapted
vicinity.

to the needs of om
We mean to make

save you money and give you handson
most-economical prices, and as the season advances we shall also be quick to pick
up the best stvk
and values. We WANT and believe that we DESERVI
your patronage. Some customers want goods at a LOW
PRICE. Some wants STANDARD MEASURE. Som.
only the BEST QUALITY p;odueed, while some w;r
the CHEAPEST and BEST. We aim to meet all thedemands. Without further notice we desire vot: to c r

upon

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

previous

and

GOODS,

awarded damages for the appellant for #350
with costs.
The award of the County Commissioners was for #300.
McLellau for appellant. Bowden for defendant.
Charles A. Schireu & Co. vs. The Belfast
Light & Power Co.. action of trover for
belting sold to the Belfast Illuminating Co.
The case was heard before the Chief Justice,
who gave the plaintiff leave to amend his
writ.
Knowlton for plaintiff.
Duuton for
defendant.
Howard F. Mason, collector, vs. Hannah
Gilmore; Mary E. Shiite, James A. Curtis,
Geo. G. Wells, Sarah D. McCarty aud Walter H. Richards; actions on taxes on real
estate in Belfast; judgments against the defendants and property taxed.
Lydia M. Larrabee vs. Inhabitants of Belfast; action to recover for property destroyed in a political bonfire; continued.
Lorenzo D. Jones, Jr., of Brooks was admitted to practice law in the Courts of this
State.
At

Friends

our

Temple.

DRESS

us

for

—

GOODS,

HOUSEKEEPING

GOODS,

CORSETS,
DRESS

TRIMMINGS,
NOTIONS,
FANCY GOODS, &c

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

OUR LINES ARE COMPLETE,
OUR STYLES THE RIGHT ONES,
AND AS USUAL OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

A.P. MANSFIELD, Masonic Temple,

name was then changed to
Keating & Field.
The Winterport water works system is
knowing from whence proceeded this The partnership was dissolved by the death now
running handsomely and is appreciated
11 ( v
magic change iu his condition until he of Mr. Keating in 1892, and subsequently even by those citizens who were somewhat
was
cured.
It seems that a Mr. Walter H. West became a member of opposed to its introduction. New houses ant.
<
completely
for the tire companies are to be established,
Anthony W. Perry pleaded guilty to cheatwise will no doubt remain secrets.
The well known lady became interested iu the firm, which is now Field & West. As and the town will now enjoy the benefits of
ing by false pretenses, aud afterwards exWATCH tuf
the condition of the young man and while an insurance firm it has had a continuous a first class tire
<
h
'C has been the scene of much
department, equipped with plained to the Court that he was not guilty
gaiety on a visit to
modern
and
existence
of
manned
40
the
Mr.
but
so
of
Field
apparatus
some
because
he
knew
lie
would
by
years.
Politically,
pleaded
city
Haverhill,
a** well a
political heachjuarters for more
of the stout
men of the village. With
be convicted. He asked for the leniency of
Mass., a few mouths ago she met Mrs. Helen was a Whig while that party existed, and this addition young
to her municipal stock-in-trade,
ban hail a century.
the court. He was sentenced to two years
a
noted Christian scientist, to then he became a Republican. He was not and the
Mitchell,
prospect of a speedy arrival of in State prison. His offence was in issuing
whom she gave the full particulars of the a politician in the common acceptation of direct trolley connection with Bangor, Win- a check on the People’s National Bank in
Hen. Neal How died at his residence in
is
now fairly in the
way of claiming his own name, when he had no deposit. He
young mau's case. Mrs. Mitchell informed the term, but he was a firm believer in the terport
the attention of investors and manufactur- was not represented by counsel.
i'. ’tlami at ..••<> o'clock last Saturday afher she would attend to him. From that principles of his party and in this as in ers besides
;
furnishing advantages for build- i Charles Drake vs. F. G. Perkins X Co., on
IN OUR SHOW WINDOW, THE PRICE IO DU IS
in^*ii, aged nearly 04 yeais.
Death time he
began to improve steadily, until a "flier directions he lived up to his convic- ing large plants and protecting them, this ! trial when The Journal was printed last
was due to the infirmities of his great
age final and complete cure was effected. tions. Such a man could not be other than town offers peculiar facilities for the ship- week, resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff
ment of goods by water through all the for 8134 2(1, the amount sued for.
the eml of tire life of the noted re- i It was a remarkable
deliverance from a model citizen, and he was looked up to months of the year.
DIVORCES.
m«*r was a peaceful one.
Jle retained a remarkably bad disease, and no won- and respected by all who knew him. A de“I do not know of a town,” said a wellThe following additional divorces were
c< cm-i« iisiu.v'
until an hour before he der the young man s heart is Aill of grat- voted husband and father, a careful and informed merchant of this county to a ComWE SHALL REDUCE THE PRICE
mercial reporter on Tuesday, “in all the decreed:
<
itude toward her who so miraculously, as conscientious official, genial and courteous Penobscot
ir. •'Lini/ing his children who were
Eugene Young, Burnham, from Sadie P.
valley, whose outlook seems so
$1.00 Each dan until sold.
to
all with whom he came in contact, he bright. Winterport is in the path of a boom. Young, Skowliegan.
M e are obliged it were, snatched him from the jaws of
at Lis bedside.
Maida L. Nelson, Monroe, from Edward
I mean a business boom, and not. a real
deiei until next week an extended death to a new lease of life that to himself will long have the kindly remembrance of estate
eruption. It seems to me that that L. Nelson, Monroe; custody of minor child
and to his friem.- an 1 neighbors seemed to the people in this city and county, and will
: 1 is long
t
and useful life.
village ought to have a board of trade. With a to mother.
The
be sadly missed by his old associates. Sept. solid
be beyond human power.
organization of that character she could
--:——-;
Therefore, it is no
t:; outi
t" his memory are
many, and none
wonder the name of Mrs. Mitchell will al- Hth, 1848, Mr. Field married Lucy Haraden obtain manufactures which would bring
c
m«':1 htaiiy than those from
>pponents of
of this city, a sister of Mrs. Asa Fauuee and thousands and thousands of dollars annualways be remembered with joy and gladness
into her shops and into the homes of her
the 'a
lie hehi most dear but who free- i
of the late Daniel Haraden. She died July ly
and that she will always occupy a most espeople. In my opinion, the opportunity is
> !«-siit\ t- iLeii admiration of him as a j
JO, 18V)J. iwo sons and one daughter sur- remarkable. At the head of open water in a
BELFAST.
teemed place in the affections of the young
JEWELERS,
vive him—George P. Field of the insurance river which is navigable all the year for
man.
man as well as of those who are
knowing of firm of Scull &
great vessels, connected, as she will soon
Field, Boston; Charles H. be,
this wonderful cure.
by trolley line with the larger communiField of Belfast, and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl of ties of the State, gifted with
advantages of
s-une one has sent us an grticle from;
tire
protection and free from social disfigureBangor. He also leaves one brother, Rev.
Concerning Local Industries.
H
>ew York Sunday Herald captioned
I believe Winterport to possess latent
ments,
George W. Field, D. D., of Bangor. They
etoer^y enough to grow in five years into a
•society Slumming” and relating to Bar
Henry O Dodge is mak ng some improve- were all present at the funeral, which was town of importance. If the right men
You and we may differ as to
Harbor, where it is said “surprising concan start things, you will find that this is no
ments and changes,in bis
held
at
the
late
residence
clothing factory opMonday afternoon.
< hums of moral
money standards and out of
L A. KNOWLFON, President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
degradation” exist. The posite tbe railway station, and enlarging bis The Waldo County Bar was present in a dream.” | Bangor Commercial.
xuhl
interport win reap tlie reward due
sender asks: “Have you nothing to say in business. He lias moved bis
our very differences good may
cutting depart- body, and there was a large attendance of to well
directed local enterprise there can
i« Liard to the Bar Harbor statement?”
ment to tbe lower floor and uses tbe whole
members of the North Church aud of citicome.
But we won't differ as
be no doubt. Towns which neglect to secure
1 '<i son ally we know but little of the con- upper floor for a stock room.
zens generally.
Rev. George S. Mills, pasto
the
merits
of one standard
an adequate water
will
be left behind
supply
tor of the Congregational church, officiated.
ditions existing at Bar Harbor; but the
INDIVIDUAL Feh. 2$, 1*94.
Dec. 1*94.
Mark Wood & Son are finishing a handMarch 5, 1*95.
July 21, 1*91.
in the race. A water supply and au efficient
emulsion
cod
of
liver oil.
Rev.
R.
T.
Hack
of
Portland, the former
aitide itself shows that the mission work some marble tablet, 12 inches
DKPJSITN:
$59.1*0.2!*
$30,353.09
$19,4*0.59
$*3,97*,53
thick, for tbe
fire department mean lower rates of inpastor, was to have been present, but was
Dec 1 •'{, 1 *95.
SCOTT'S EMULSION has
rx
July 1 1, 1*90.
done there is among Indians and French late Capt. John Colcord Beals of
July 11,1S95.
IA a
^ 17
Searsport; unable to lea 'e because of the death of
and that is quite an inducement to
surance,
I # ? %7 Q
Gen.
8123,9*5.5*
$100,*3*.17.
$172,093.10
Canadians. lhe closing paragraph, how- also smaller ones with scroll work cut by F.
won
and
its
for
held
way
A
public library
Neal Dow. The bearers were Messrs. C. O. manufacturing enterprises.
M. Wood, for Warren Storer of Camden and
and good schools are also important factors
ever, contains a reflection on the native
nearly 25 years in the world of
Poor, A. P. Mansfield, D. P. Palmer and H.
Mrs.
Chase
of
Benjamin
Unity.
population ol Mt. Desert which we beP. Thompson.
The floral tributes were in attracting new residents, and Wiuterport
medicine until to-day it is alTfte.se ft'j ures are taken from our swnrn\st.ate.tnents to the Com/ttroller
Miss Annie L. Wildes, for many years forehas both. Winterport is not only, as its name
lieve to he unwarranted. It is as follows:
numerous and beautiful, and specially pleasmost
as much the standard in
of the Currency, Washinyton, on the ahore\<lutes,
I he island of Mount Desert was first woman in George A. Quimby’s vest factory, ing to the relatives were the offerings of implies, a winter port, but the locatiou and
I
1.
...
|
!.
i.
nOBPOStT-S ill the IvrBKKST l>BI*\ur'i:-:\T |».iv <
all cases of lung trouble, and
are such as to attract summer
bought by a French cavalier, then sold to has leased tbe rooms in the Opera House wild flowers fron. near
~t
n-.m
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits •Itiriti-- the first thro** day> •.(
personal friends of surroundings
*•
c h //•- tt>r .<
of
that
This
imonth.
infers
,• t
I
s
m
t\
n
p..(
nk-.
irgiman. and then again to the French, block formerly occupied by tbe Petit Manan the deceased.
and
department
in
the
near
future it will be
visitors,
every condition of wasting
much as every deposit i-i a iotnta fit* h •#/.-. an
ill u-*p ■uis
,.
t,
...
■A u
iipied it for many years.
The Land Co., and will continue the business of
necessary to provide additional accommodaamount of our Capital Stock.
in
child
or adult as
whether
'oafivo inhabitants mostly came from MaThis Hank heinix the I.it.esr establish-* 1 Kan\ in Wal l C.> ;n:
i; t<
vest making, manufacturing for tbe firms
tions for them.
Mr.
Robert
of
one
the
Hawes,
oldest, and
nias. aF
and are very poor.
ments in h'irc an l liar.:'. F-I'n .1 w »rk. an
V an
f -1
>v
,%
For many who
quinine is in malarial fevers.
patronized Mr. Quimby before bis re- most esteemed residents of
The grain and feed trade of Winterport
bank in this county.
Troy, died at the
yeais there was no church on the island,
We have M.IPK DKPO’iir 8D\K* at $3, 85 and $S per year. A!
v■
tirement.
lias
attained
and
is
estiDiffer
on
the
and i"i hfteen years only one. The few
large proportions,
home of his son, T. W. Hawes. October 1st,
money ques1 y
locks, so they may be taken to an 1 from the Hank if desired.
Tbe Belfast Light & Power Co. began aged 81 years and
cle:'jymen, who held services then at long
months. Mr. Hawes mated to be eight or ten times what it was
tion if you will, but when it
intci vals came from the mainland.
This Tuesday morning stringing tbe wires for tbe was born in New Hampshire, but came to two years ago. Two firms are engaged in
comes to a question of health,
mcMints somewhat for the entire disrenew motor system.
They have 2 1-2 miles of Troy in early life, where he has since resided. the business—C. P. Rich & Son and Charles
-■ai«! *.f icligiousduties among the people.
No. 0 insulated wire and 300 feet of No. 0 He was one of a large family of children, A. McKenney. The latter is a native of
perhaps of life and death, get
A left ack side curtain t. an cw. 'i <i
1 iiey are a kindly folk and now realize
where he ran a grist mill and a
the standard.
under lost. some where <>n t !u road iron lhd 1 i-:
ih.r a great need has been supplied iu lead covered cable. The motors have been four of whom are still living—William Monroe,
a
farm
he
Five
a
large
years ago
bought
their lives by the good work of the Kes- run over tbe lighting wires. Tbe new motors Hawes of Norwich, Conn.; George of Auof Glasses and Diseases ct Searstnont and a breastplate ami traceYour druggist sells Scott’s Emulsion.
■ ue
road from Temple Heights :o <>-ca; Hil’-'
Mission, and their gratitude and ap- are giving perfect satisfaction and tbe de- gusta; Mrs. Belle Phillips of Weld, and Mrs. i wharf in Wiuterport ami built a fair sized
Two
50
cts.
and
$1.00
sizes,
on
of
it for the storage
under w \1 | c.i-i n
bay and
Nortlip. •. 1
] leeiation is shown by their marked mand for them is increasing.
a
Houghton of Brooks. He also leaves six storehouse
Hie
Ear
and
& BOWNfc, New York.
SCOTT
His business increased so rapidly
to the
BELFAST I.lYF.BY <
change of life.
sons, and one daughter—Mrs. Lizzie Smith graiu.
until II a. m.
Ofiice^hours
<
Belfast. tet. 5. 1 stir, 8\v4<*
transfers in Real Estate.
The native inhabitants of Mt. Desert
of Troy; Charles, George,
Walter aud that be found it necessary to move bis mill
From 12.30 to 3 anil 7 to X p. m.
andescended from fishermen-farmers,
Everett of Massachusetts ; Fred of New York to Winterport. and to add to his storage.
Now in addition to the mill building he has
The following transfers in real estate were city; and
MAINE.
such as dwelt upon other islands and
&E ARS PORT,
Timothy of Troy, with whom he
two large storehouses, one of them used for
13tf
Telephone Conneotio n.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds made his home. Mr. Hawes was beloved
coasts of Maine.
by
The school and church
I’icked up in Penobscot Bay neat Steel
led.
the
aud
short lumfor the week ending Oct. C, 1897: Mary A. all who knew him, aud it has been
storage of hay and loug
x,
a TINK Y SI.im IT BOAT painted white A.th
truly
facilities in the early days were naturally
Collier, Brooks, to L. A. Knowlton, et al.f said, that “He had not an enemy in the ber in which Mr. McKenney also deals.
jibs, with a double endet attached, painted win:,
iiOt equal to those in less remote and more
tin
green
inside.
outside,
The
owner
can
have
Fred W. world.” Always genial, and cheerful, he Teams come here for graiu and feed from 20
Belfast; land in Lincolnville.
same bv paving charges and proving propertv.
populous places; but the people were a Brown, Belfast, to Fred G. White, do.; land wras welcomed into the society of young and mills across the river aud prices compare CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
( HABITS \\
BAUSONS
well with those in Bangor and are someStockton Springs, Oet. 8, 181*7. 8w4i»
in
self-reliant
Stockton
while
Adelaide
and
their
M. Monroe, old alike. He was a representative
sturdy,
$33,000
race,
Springs.
type of times lower. Thus it will be seen that SURPLUS,
descendants may be poor in comparison Lincolnville, to Adelaide E. Drmkwater, the true Christian
A STEAM BOILER
49 Westmiuster $t., Providence, II. I.
gentleman. He had been Winterport’s boom is of the substantial kind.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED
about 25 II. I*., with
with the multi-millionaires who come do.; land in Lincolnville. Mary M. Peavey in failing health for some months, and alWants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins, (iinseng
on cold water, so
“For
five
weeks
I
lived
I
Safe deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5, $6,50 and
all connections com
Full prices guaranteed.
here in summer many are well-to-do, and et ah, Brooks, to Martha E. Miller, do.; though not a great sufferer, he knew that to
Seneca, *S:c.
Careful
w-rites a man who suffered terria year.
speak,”
$8
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
land in Brooks. Eliza E.Savery, Searsport, the end of life was at hand. He had no fear
plete, has been but little used by Bel
there is no poverty of intellect or want of
bly from indigestion.
Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maine tance.
furnished
free.
Shipping Tags, Ropes,
to Nahum S. Piper, Belfast; land in Belfast. of the
He could hardly keep anything on his
fast Coliseum Co, 4'it 11 on
Write for latest price circulars.
<itu38
King of Terrors, but rather welcomed
in security against fire
good morals. The slums of Bar Harbor Eliza A. Piper, Belfast, to Nahum S.
stomach. What stayed, wasu’t properly di- anil UNEXCELLED
ASA r. KM IBS or
Piper; him as the Prince of Peace. His influence ;
and burglary in the country.
did not exist prior to the advent of the
gested and gave him terrible pangs.
land in Belfast. Susan J. Dodge, Liberty, iu the home, in the community, and in
N. F, 111 SI'ON,
This is not an uncommon case. Dyspepevery
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
summer visitor.
to I.ianiel T. Hannan, Washington, Me.;
Belfast. May 0, 1897.— 1st I
place where his presence was known, will tics don’t get enough nourishment. They privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
are generally thin and weak.
vault.
land and buildings in Liberty; (2 deeds). be sadly missed. A good man has
fallen;
but
don’t
dieat
they
They may
enough,
Frank Morey, 17 years old, was drowned Preston L. Hatch et als., by guardian, Isles- but at
The gest enough. Much of what they eat turns
evening time all was light.
A CARD
at Castine Friday while out gunning. The boro, to Laura E. Farrow, do.; laud in Islesfuneral was from his late home, Rev. E. S. into poison. If this keeps on there’s no tellThe taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
Rlr.
and
Mrs.
Charles H. Monroe desire to ex
accident took place about one o’clock and boro. Edith Hatch, Islesboro, to Laura E.
next.
disease
what
they may get
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
Burrill officiating. The floral tributes were ing
That’s why it is best to take, Shaker Di- tend thanks to their friends and neighbors for estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payBY
later his boat and sail were found
drifting Farrow ; land in Islesboro. Althea A. Ma- many and beautiful. A large gathering of gestive
Cordial, as soon as the symptoms of in- many kindnesses extended during their late be- ment is requested. A discount of two per cent,
along the shore. He was a sou of Sylvester lioney, Northport, to Ada F. Smith et als., friends and relatives were
taxes
dan.
will
be
allowed
on
all
before
1,
paid
present, and all digestion appeal-.
reavement, also to Penobscot Engine Co. and
1898. 1 shall he in my office in Memorial building
Morey and eight years ago he had a brother Belfast; land in Northport. Lemuel L. his children
It cures all the evils of indigestion, aud
school friends of their son George for beautiful from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice
except Fred, (who is a detecprevents the evils which iudigestion causes.
drowned net over a mile from where lie met Ames, Prospect, to Orilla V. Carter, Stock24 Front Street,
BKLFASI
ton Snrings: laud and buildings in Stock- tive in New York, and who was in the West,
M. C. HILL, Tax Collector.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to 61.00 floral offerings.
his death.
! Belfast, Sept. 8, 1897— tf30
ton Springs.
October 7, 181*7. -f*w40
Searsport, Oct. 0,181)7.—Iw40*
last per bottle.
were privileged to be present at the
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Marshall W. Ii. C. will meet
Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.

I

Missionary Society

s' Home

of

God meets with Mrs. C. C.
Monroe, Wednesday, Oct loth, at
>f

All

m.

*.

invited.

are

hall foi the Belfast
will be given in Belfast Opera
••May evening, Oct. ldt.li. Tick■ng gentlemen ami lady, 50 cts.:
Base Ball

i

lady,

tial

25

ts.

•May Rev. G. G. Winslow will exH. E. Foss of the
cits with Rev
"list F.pisc-’jial church of Bangor,
invitation is extended to those

i

clmrcli home to be present.
mp<-ri« r Court in Augusta, Sept,
w R.ihbius, the “Belfast tramp,"
f an assault and battery with a
James Carney, was sentenced
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n

the State prison for

in

r

year.

one

unebec Journal says of the new
on the Maine Central: “Going
i,oruing train at 0.10 a. m. will run
mi Waterville to Bangor, and the
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is connection to Belfast, and,
wait at that place, by steamer
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Me

shipments from Belfast last
uied 4 handsome oxen bought by
■enlaw from the prize animals at
j
in fair ami sold
by him for work- j
•klaml: also 4 handsome cows for I
lobby paid W. II. Arnold >50
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Circle of King's Daughters
with Mrs. A. Shiite, East Bel-
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At nearly every
tin- agents ami trainmen are
snial! b".vs playing dangerously
Wai:mm.

stilt:--!!
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are

trains, jumping >n and off,
few boys here who oeca-

a

;n that way.
Tlie Grand
have been compelled to issue
agents to prevent the trouble. It

ieii.1
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s

•ws;

please notify the parents of young

ami the lads themselves, that they
.■ a in away from the company's
platmi yards, and refrain from jumping
ars, either standing or in motion.
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of each one so notified, and
notifying them they persist in disreg the instructions, refer tlie matter to
per official and a detective will be
to prosecute them for trespass.
Let
•ents thoroughly' understand what
be taken.
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The steamer City of
ts
a great record this year
1:mh has never been equalled. She
14.'; trips between Boston ami Han't oniy has not missed a single
as at no Time been two hours iate.
ng t.he fact that storm and fog have
i.t'-red and that unavoidable deu
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The Girls’ Home lias lately received a box
containing DO useful articles from friends in

1

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending Oct.
(3: Ladies—Mrs. Mildred I. Coombs. Gentlemen— Frank Hickson.

The 40th semi-annual session of the Grand

Lodge of Good Templars of Maine will oe
held in Farmington, Oct. 13th and 14th.
Arrangements have been made with the
railroads, for one fare round trip excursion

Rev. H. H. Churchill, who conducted the
meetings at the Peoples’ Mission the past tickets.
week, baptized nine candidates at the eastProbate Court will be held next Tuesday ;
ern end of the bridge Sunday afternoon.
Insolvency Court Wednesday. Judge JohnThe State Prison officials will‘come to son
requests all persons having business beBelfast to-day to take Perry and Colson, fore these courts to
present the same promptwho were sentenced to that institution at
ly ou court day, as both he and the Register
the late term of S. J. Court.
will be away for two weeks immediately
The fur business of H. G. Barker, Gardi- after the court.
ner, has attained such proportions that he
Liquor Seizure at Unity. State Con-

Every Time, Every Place, Everywhere

fast

has found it necessary to issue a fur catalogue for the convenience of his numerous
customers. It is handsomely illustrated and
will be sent free on request.

enjoyable

The Belfast Baud has received a note
from Mrs. Gilsou Carmen enclosing 310 and
expressing best wishes for the organization. It is perhaps needless to add that the
members of the band appreciate to the full

Strength to weak backs has been restored;
It’s just the same if they are lame.
!he lameness goes because it cannot stay.
Bad backs are bur bad kidneys.
That’s why Doan's Kidney Pills cure them.
They reach the point.
They reached it in the case of Mr. C H. Kirkpatrick, the well-known market man of 118 Exchange street, Bangor. He says: *T have implicit faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills, for they were

Lisbon Falls.
Poor & Sou are in tlie market and will
soon be in receipt of some attractive new
goods. Look out for their advertisement,
next week.
Pensions have been granted as follows;
Increase, Asbury H. Pendleton, Unity;

George
Chapman, Monroe; original,
(special Sept. 2D) Therou Blake, Union; increase, Elisha R. Bowden, South Penobscot.
W.

The Belfast and Rockland choruses united
in a rehearsal held at the Philharmonic hall
The Belm Rockland Saturday evening.
chorus went to Rockland on steamer
Castiue and returned by her after the rehearsal was over, arriving home about 2
a. m. Sunday.
Prof. Chapman was present
at the rehearsal and the evening was a very
one.

E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, will
have a reception and supper at Memorial
llall Monday evening, Oct. 11th, in honor of
the new camps at Brooks and Monroe. The
A.

only the gift but the kindly sentiment
which accompanied it.

not

stable Hears

made a search and seizure
Tuesday at the hotel in Unity and secured
15 bottles and 1 jug of whiskey, 1 jug of gin
and 17 dozen bottles of lager beer. The proprietor, W. B. Twombly, was arrested and

hearings were held in Belfast Police Court
yesterday. On search and seizure the defendant'was sentenced to a fine of §100 and
costs and 30 days in jail, from which he appealed. On common seller, common nuisance
and keeping a drinking house and tippling

shop be waived examination and gave bonds
for appearance at the January term of Su-

Sergeant Leopold Hegyi’s commission as
ordnance officer in charge of Fort Knox
preme Judicial Court.
reception will be from 7 to 8; camp business expired on Oct. 1. He was called to Fort
and degree work from 8 to 10.DO; supper Preble, Portland, Saturday and there duly
The Churches.
from 10 DO to 11.DO. Department Commander commissioned for a term of three years
Soule of Augusta has been invited and some more, or to Oct. 1, 11KX), when he will be reIt has come to us ou excellent authority
of the Division officers are expected. The tired after thirty-three years continuous that the conference proved itself no less
in
and
Union
service
the
U.
S.
members of the Grand Army
Army.
pleasing a guest than was Belfast a delightful host. [The Christian Mirror.
Veterans Union are invited.
The Henshaw & Ten Broeck Co. appeared
The Belfast church has lost another of its
farmer
in
Thorndike
is
a
the
of
Belfast
Bletlien
House
two
Opera
Philip
evenings last strong men
by death. At least ten of the
who does not cry hard times. He brought to week, Wednesday and Saturday,in anamus- best
supporters in this society have died
Belfast Monday a load of pototoes and sold ing piece entitled “Dodge’s Trip to New within live years. [Zion’s Herald.
ten bushels to Giuu & Field for which he York.”
They have a large company, ail
Services at the Unitarian church next
received twenty bushels of corn. He sold good actors, and every part is laughable. Sunday will consist of sermon at 10.45 a. m.
also
a
at.
bushel.
“sacred
of
the
load
They
concert”
at
the
the remainder
SI per
gave
by the pastor, Ilev. J. M. Leighton and SunMr. Bletlien called at The Journal office and Opera House Sunday evening.
day school at 12 m.
Miss A. F. South worth lias returned from
paid his subscription to 181)1*. He keeps his
Meetings will be held as usual in People’s
family well supplied with newspapers and the markets with a lovely assortment of the
Mission, every evening except Monday and
in
believes
the
and
paying
prin- latest novelties and newest designs in mil- FridUv
periodicals),
evenings, at 7 o’clock, also on SunWhat is better, his practice accords
ter.
linery. She has secured the services of Miss day at 2 30 and 7
All are welcome.
p. m.
with his belief.
Gray of Boston, a most expert trimmer, and
The Congregationalist of last week had a
ISIIIN'G LxtTRSIOX.
A Sn < KShJ L
One is confident that she can please the public in
well written sketch of the Congregational
of tlu most enjoyable ami successful fishing dress and common hats.
See her advertiseState Conference in this city. We are glad
trips of the season was that which left here ment. in our next issue of opening dates.
it has found out there is such a place as Belby steamer Silver Star at 1.1.1 the morning of
In our advertising columns will be found
The affair was manN. \V. 1 >elano, and there were hi

i for Matinicus.

O'1*

agc'.i b;.

the party. They arrived at
Matinicus before sun-rise, procured bait and
took on 'hoard (.’apt. William Philbrook,
who had been previously engaged to pilot
them vo the tishiug grounds. They fished at
No Man's Land, the Raid Ledge and Woodmembers

of

Ball reef, and
aught over 1,100 pounds
Two excellent
of lish, nearly all coil.
chowders were served on board, supplemented b\ baked beaus, brown bread, coffee and

en

other
at

palatal

ie

dishes.

Belfast at 4 *J1 p.
Cua.1.

A

They arrived back

m.

large shipment of cod

lines

from

Castinc was received by steamer Silver Star
last Thursday for shipment to Halifax, N.

wearing the green, and autumnal tints are
just beginning to show in the foliage_
Grocers are selling large quantities of sweet
potatoes as a result of the shortage in the
native potato crop.. .James Mitchell is to
build the western section of the. Washington

County Railroad,

the connection with
the Maine Central iailroad to a point near
from

Franklin road....One Belfast lady was so
much pleased with her conference guests
that she hopes there may be. another conference here soon....S. A. Littlefield is building a stable at his place on Cedar street..
Maine is "some pumpkins" on raising blueberries, but we saw in a grocery store the
other day canned blueberries from Tignish,
Prince Edward Island.... Willis X. Briggs
<>f Amesbury, Mass., who has been visiting
friends in Belfast and vicinity, made a half
mile on his bicycle at the Unity fair in 1.07,
unpaced.... Henry O. Dodge is remodeling

buildings on lower Congress street, and
putting both house and stable in first-class

his

condition inside ami out.

Welch & Stev

ens

recently made new signs for Dr. West,
veterinarian, and The Belfast Light & Power
Co.
SHi!‘i'iN<;

Sept. 29th

Itkms.

with

corn

Sell. Onward arrived
for Ginn A' Field from

they Triumph

There is

GEORGE W. BURKETT i

Plenty of

Proof of this in Maine.

<

Step by step onward,
Day by day confidence increases.

WILL OPEN THIS DAY

Success merits reward.
Our citizens appreciate a “good thing.”
They praise it when they find it.
No praise too great for the little conqueror,

An

The little bad-back wonder-worker.
Backs that ached ache no more.

of great service to

me

Elegant
—

■

notice of

boat picked up. The desorption
to lit any of the local fleet.
The boat was found at anchor below Fort
Point, with the small boat at the stern, but
no one aboard.
The meu who picked her
up fear that some one may have been in her
and accidentally slipped overboard and was
drowned.
does not

In Dress Patterns

kidney complaint. Pain across my back right
over the hips seized me.
Sometimes it was sharp
and piercing, but usually it was dull and grinding. It sometimes annoyed me at night, but not
half so bad as the urinary weakness that accom
panied it. Urination w'as too frequent and the re
I often thought I had the
suit too aciduous.
gravel the pain was so intense. I got Doan’s Kidney Pills for it and 1 was greatly pleased at the
change they effected. My kidneys now act naturally. The urinary weakness has been corrected and
my back has stopped aching.”
Doan’s Kidney Pilte are sold for 50 cents per
box. for sale by all dealers; sent by mail on receipt of price by Foster-.Wilburn Co., Buffalo, N.
V
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no sub-

WILL BE PLACED ON EXHIBITION.

I adies' Pall and Winter Jackets:
Our

<

On Lincolnville avenue opposite
standpipe the fore end of a shot gun.
The finder1 will be r, warded v leaving it at
A. A. Howes «S: Co.'s....On North port ave-

Church street,
with chain attached.
or

a

pair

of eye

glasses

Finder will please
leave at the The Journal office-The Belfast Livery Co. has
lost a side curtain,
breastplate ami traces.

quest

was

not

accompanied

necessary. Mr Coombs was
the trip by City Marshal B.

on

O. Norton.
The fall meeting of the Penobscot Spiritual
Association was held at Verona Park Sunday with a good attendance. Mrs. Mary J.
Wentworth of Knox delivered an address,
Mrs. N. M. Kueeiand of Medford, Mffss.,
conducting the music. The contemplated
improvements will be begun this week and
rushed to completion before cold weather if
possible. It is intended to make the Park a
model camp ground in every respect.

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: Morning
worship, with sermon, at 10.45, followed by
Sunday school. Young people’s devotional
meeting at (J o’clock. Topic, “Leaving the
Lead Past.’’ At the morning service the

[ti

The 9th annual meeting of the Maine
Free Baptist Association was held in Gardiner last week. The officers elected for the

and 2 30 1-2... .There
races

in

are

ONE CASE GENTS'__

Wool Fleeced Shirts and Drawers,

Important
To Men
i«

Autumn

Last

•

>ur

—■

If

spring

not
we

let

us

made

a

make

Belfast horses-An exhibition of Belfast’s
and carriage horses was to be seen on

sales

on

our

them

ellorts.

New Advertisements Geo. W. Burkett,
Oibl Fellows Block, will open to-day an
elegant assortment of novelty dress goods in
dress patterns only, no two patterns alike.
He will also liave on exhibition beautiful
silks for waists, and has received bis new
stock of ladies’ fall and winter jackets. All
the departments are well stocked with at-

goods, and now is the time to buy
before prices advance-William A. Clark,
I’luenix Iiow, is offering overcoats,from §20
down : suits from .§17 down, and has a complete line of hats, caps and furnishings. All
clothes bought of him are kept pressed free of

much

We.l Is ,N

Co. announce their opening of fall and winter millinery for Oct. 12th
and 18th, when they will exhibit a
magnificent collection of trimmed and untrimmed
hats and bonnets and of everything in the
millinery line. They make special offers
for their opening days-Harry- W. Clark,
the Clother and Tailor, 811 Main street, offers
two

special bargains this week,

lars of which

see

his

for

The rooms over Mayo & White,
High street, recently occupied by .Miss Beverage, dressmaker,
are for rent with immediate
possession. Enquire
of

The material used in these shoes is “BOX

CALF,” WINTER “RUSSIA CALF,” GENUINE
VICI.

The

PATENT

CALF.”

ENAflEL

advertisement.

He

WEDDIN6 SIFTS.

We would like

to call your special attention
workmanship and finish «m these
shoes. They have the style and appearance
of §5.00 shoes, and are made of such stylish
lasts as the English Opera and "College
Opera.” Also have the new English back
stay which prevents all ripping. This, combined with the heavy double soles, make an
to

port-Mrs. John Williams offers for sale
at a bargain her house in
Searsport. Enquire of John Murphy-Pinky sloop boat
picked up by Charles W. Parsons, Stockton
Springs-M. C. Hill, 31) Miller street, Belfast, offers'for sale at a great bargain a tine
farm in Northport_The Slid ice set at
Chase & Dunk’s is ouly §28 to-day.
The
price will be reduced one dollar each day
until sold.Auction sale <4 farming
tools,
etc., at the residence of R. R. Grant, Searsport, Oct. 11th, at 10 a. m.. A. M. lime,

ROYAL ROUDOLDAETT VASES,

the

Now Follow

our

Suggestion,

a peep at our windows before purchasing your fall footwear. We feel confident
that the shoes displayed there will make
purchasers of you.

Take

Remember the Price of these Shoes,

PAINTED FISH SET, CUT

HAND

GLASS, ELEGANT LAMPS, ETC.
NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY AT

ideal shoe for winter.

CARLE
Of Waldo

Just Received

County.
STREET BLANKETS.

approaching when the hay

<•:•.» 1
of 1897 will be put upon the market for sale. Reports from a section of the country show the

STABLE BLANKETS.

argest crop of hay raised in many years, especially' through the middle and western States; in view
of these facts it. is essentially necessary in order
to secure the highest prices for out product in the

WOOL ROBES,

various markets of the country, that the prepara
tion of the crop shall equal that of any other porThis result can only be
tion of the country.
obtained by using Dederick’s upright or an Ox

B. C. MORE,
Street,

Belfas*.

21

& JONES,

To the Farmers
The time is fast

MILLINERY
OPENING! ’97 Autumn and Winter ’98

press. It seems at present as though the
part of our surplus hay must find a market

PLUSH

ROBES,

FUR ROBES.

larger
the

on

FIXL LINK.

steamers, where space is an absolute necessity, and hay put up in the old style lever presses

cattle

will not l>e used for this purpose when a better
can be obtained, and even then
It is of v ital import
must be sold at a discount.

PRICKS RH.il l'.

pressed article

rag-See ’our jheavy
Double Plush Robe

ance, especially in this year of low prices, that the
farmers co-operate with the dealers and pressers
in this matter and raise the standard of our hay.

,oron|v

Don’t use the old lever presses hut have the best
and obtain the highest prices, which can only be
done by producing a perfectly pressed it de of hay
The Dederick presses in this section are operat

$3 00

ed

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 12th and 13th,

by Freeman Ellis iV Son, So. Brooks; Charles
Barnes, Waldo; Edward Greer, Belmont, and E.
B. Greeley, Swanville. Communications to any
of the above parties, or F. G White, Belfast, will
I receive prompt attention.
2mlb»
F. (i. W1IITK.

STEVENS BROS.,
j

OSTRICH AND FANCY FEATHERS,

WINGS, BIRDS, FLOWFRS, LEAVES,
BERRIES, FANCY BRAIDS,

ORNAMENTS,

.Vo. it'.l Main Street.
\ haiiiUome ii.•:
eorre ,.*r st vie in

WE SHALL EXHIBIT THE MOST flACiNIFICENT COLLECTION OF

can

Belfast-Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Monroe
of Searsport publish a card of thanks_See
notice of superintendent of schools, Winter-

auctioneer.

and

Making,

33 Main

Belfast, July 29, 1897.—30tf

Block,

^-•.BELFAST.

POOR & SOX.

particu-

supply you with clothes tiiat tit, wear and
satisfy-Mr. and Mrs. Robie Grey of Morrill publish a card of thanks_Swale hay
wanted by F. G. White, 24 Front street,

Odd Fellows’

A Word About the Material.

tractive

charge....

GEO. W. BURKETT,

proved that people appreThis fall we have put in

Offices for Rent.

the

1,050 pounds.

departments. Save tne advance on
prices which must surely follow, by buying early.

sugspecialty of

34 entries for

steamboat wharf Tuesday
morning
when the City of Bangor arrived. There
were 40 horses on the wharf, and but 0 of
them weighed less than 1100 pounds. Most
of the team horses weighed from 1500
to

all of its

a

larger assortment and have succeeded in building a line of shoes that for style,
fitting and wearing qualities cannot be ex.
ceiled in higher priced goods.

a

with attractive goods in

store is tilled up

ue-Our

$3.00 SHOES.

MEN S
ciated

$1.00 quahty for 50c each

here, winter is approaching.
thought to what your fall

Have you given a
footwear will be?
gestion.

1

Liberty, including several

team

r*

85 cents each.

...

to-day’s

^

[ JIIIIS*

Thursday evening.

ensuing year are: President, Hon. N. S.
Furrington of West Bowdoiu; vice presidents, Rev. F. D. George of Gardiner, H. J.
Preble, Bangor, and H. C. Lander, North
There will be a Farmers Institute in the
Berwick; clerk, Miss Dora B. Jordan, AlTown hail, Union, Friday, Oct. 15, with the lred
; corresponding secretary, Rev. S. C.
following programme: 1.30 p. m., “A small Whitcomb, Baugor; treasurer, G. H.
Brown,
Fruit Garden,” illustrated, by Mr. T. B.
Auburn ; auditor, A. K. P. Knowlton, LewTerry, followed by “The Outlook for Maine iston: to lill the vacancies made by retiring
Farmers,” by Sec. B. W. McKeen. 7.30 p. members of executive committee, Rev. N.
m
“Comfort and Convenience in the home, Summerbell, Lewiston; Hiram
Knowlton,
Illustrated," by Mr. T B. Terry. Also an Portland; Mrs, A. B. Webber, North Berevening meeting at Hope Corner, with a lec- wick.
ture by Sec. McKeen on “Methods of HanLast Thursday evening the people of the
dling Milk,' illustrated by the use of the
North Church passed a vote of thanks to the
Babcock milk tester.
citizens of Belfast who so kindly assisted in
Horse Talk.
Frank Jackson’s horse entertaining the delegates to the General
Hector took second money at the races at Conference. Rev.
George S. Mills, pastor of
1 loon last week. The fastest time was 2.31.
the North Church, has begun aseries of Suu.The old trotting horse Jim Blaine, once
day evening lectures on Elijah, the Prophetfamous in Belfast and vicinity under the Reformer.
This, Thursday, evening at 7.15,
of
M.
Warren Frost, is again own- there will be the usual
training
prayer meeting at
ed in Belfast.
Win, Oobbett bought him tile North Church
vestry.
Topic, What
recently ...Races take place at the Georges shall we make our prayer
meeting the comriver trotting park, Liberty,
to-day, Oct. 7. ing year? The, Sunday services will be as
-Blue Wilkes, owned by A. F. Gould of follows;
Preaching at 10:45 a.m. with serProspect, took the tirst money at Mountain mon by the pastor; Sunday school at 12
m.;
A iew Park at Bluebill,
recently; time 2.37 meeting of the Y. P. S. C. E. at (j.15 p. m.
1-2; at Ellsworth he took lirst money in the
men
have endured for Christ’s
Topic, Tilings
2.40 class, time 2.37; and at Monroe he won sake. Heb. 12:1-0. At
7.15 p, m. the pasin two races and did them
handsomely in tor will lecture in the vestry.
2 31!

just arrived
public inspection.

Splendid Styles, Fleeced d? f
Lined Wrappers only

following music will be rendered : “Bencdic,
Annua Mea,” Lauks; “Master, No Offering,” Parker.
Services at the Methodist
Episcopal
church Sunday, Oct. 10th, will be as follows:
Rev.
Sermon by
H. E. Foss of Boston at
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; Junior
League meeting at 4 30 p. m.; Epworth
League meeting at 0.; leader, Miss Sadie
Healey ; topic, “The. Church of St. Paul, its
Life and Fellowship,” Eph. 2:l-(>. Rev. Mr.
Foss will address the Epworth League ami
young people of the congregation. Tuesday
evening at 7.15 there will be the usual prayer meeting.
Class meetings will be held

for

^LADIES’ PRINT WRAPPERS.^

stitute.

the B. £ B. S. Co.

f

stock has

new

ready

Sunday School Association is to meet in
Bangor 0«*t. 12, 13 and 14. An interesting
program has been prepared. The first session
to be lie 1 l at 2 o’clock Tuesday afternoon.
Half fare rates are given on the Maine
Central and other roads, and on the steamers

Lost.

only (no two patterns alike).

Beautiful Silks for Waists

when last attacked with

The annual convention of the Maine State

seem

"

•••—

a

the

nue,

*

Assortment of

*

fast.

S....P. M. Hartshorn of Brooks brought to
Coroner Charles It. Coombs was called to
this office Saturday specimens of apples
Prospect Monday night to act on the case of
grown in 1N»<; 7 on the same tree.... We have
received through Swift & Paul a package of i a body found in the river. It was identified
The Royalty Chop, the choicest blended ! as Wilbur Tucker, one of the four men
Formosa Oolong tea, from Winslow, Rand drowned in the river Sept. 22d. There beX: Watson, the well known Boston tea and
ing no doubt as to it being an accidental
coffee house.... Well kept lawns are still drowning Mr. Coombs decided that an in-

Portland.Sell. Fannie & Edith sailed
that she would be put
n
Sept.. 29th for Bangor to load lumber for
:•■•t w»*en Bar Harbor and Maehias j
New Y.»rk... .Sell. M. C Moseley sailed last
o r
>s not without foundation and
| Thursday with granite for New York from
a very strong
for
authority
stating W. O.
Sargent_Sch. Paul Seavey arrived
m h w
be tlie ase. This would open
Sept. 29tli, light, from Boston. She is un'.•'tern Irani-', which in
winter, after
cliartered-A.(M. Carter loaded sell. Non:-g t? -f t he Jones, ;s left to stages.”
pareil with hay for Stoningtou FridayBoston. Bar Harbor & Maehias
Wm. Farrow, a Rockland sailmaker, recentlias
been
Company
organized at
ly completed the largest sail ever made in
for the purpose of carrying
freight Rockland. It was made for a sloop and coni-sengf*rs upon the high seas, with
tains 825 yards of canvas... .The Gloucester
vital stock, of which .$250 is paid
schooner Kearsarge, engaged in seining on
officers are; President, L. E. Hunt
the Maine coast, went ashore Sept. 29th on
-n. Mass.; treasurer, George H. HarSouth Breaker, Matinicus. The crew were
Boston. The company has chartered
landed at Booth bay by sch. F. H. Smith,
Htner New Brunswick, and she
began and the vessel was thought to he a total
u
the Boston ami Machiasport
g
loss.
The Kearsarge was subsequently
•
i. 4th.
She will leave Commercial
floated and towed to Rockland by the tugs
on
Boston,
Mondays and Thursdays Sommers N. Smith and Frederick M. Wilo
for Machiasport, touching at Roekson and will be hauled out on the South
following mornings, ami also at the Marine
railway for repairs. She is quite
points between Rockland and her
badly damaged-Messrs;E. B. Gardner of
Gion.
Returning, she is to leave Ma- Bucksport and Rufus Earriman of
Prospect
lt at 4 a. m.
Wednesdays and Satur- have
bought of Millhridge parties the
o
hing at same ports and arriving in schooner
Queen of the West, a craft of about
the following
mornings. She will 50 tons, built at Essex, Mass., in 1849.
Capt.
T landings in Rockland at Atlantic
Rufus Harriman will command her_Sell.
Capt. Charles E. Hall is the Rock- Geo. W.
Lewis, grounded on Odom’s ledge
'nt
In answer to enquiries about
last Thursday, but was got off Sunday and
v
-t fare the Boston &
Bangor S. S. towed to Bucksport. She was from Rockland
nee that their “winter rates” will
bound for Hampden with lime ashes... .Sell,
>< r. lsth, and will be the same as last
Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Capt. Jus. Peterson,
••The report in the Bangor Comarrived at Bucksport Saturday from the
o that
there would be a change of ofGrand Banks. She is the last of the Bucks■n the Silver Star about Oct. 1st is said
port spring fishing licet to arrive, being the
of the owners to be entirely without
largest and the last vessel to get away, she,
iti n... .The Rockland Star announces
like all the others of the fleet wet all her
lie steamer Catherine which has been
salt and brings a full fare of some 5,470
on
the Bluehill line has been haulng
She was just three
quintal of line cod.
'll’ the route and will be put in winter
mouths out and made a very satisfactory
o-rs at Surry.
This seems to he au end
trip-Sch. Miantonomah arrived Oct. 3.1
oat promised to be a very aggressive
from Portland with corn for L. T. Shales &
on boat war on this route,
Capt. O. A. Co. and dour for A. M.
Carter_Sloop
kett, formerly of the Catherine, having Passport loaded
hay at A. M. Carter’s Monv-d the steamer Rockland and started an
day for Islesboro-Sch. Celia F. sailed
nition line-It is reported that Capt. Oct. 5th
for Stoningtou to load granite for
-unett has an offer for the M. & M. and
Mayport, Fla....Sch. Jacob Reed is coming
sell her if he can get a larger boat for
to Belfast to be taken out on the marine
Camden and Bucksport route. He would
railway and re-classed_Albert M. Carter
to buy the Castine, which would be a
loaded sells. James Holmes for Boston; P.
'1 b )at for the business_The steamer
M. Bonney for Vinalhaven; and Laughing
Gik Jones, reported badly damaged by
Waters for Swan's Island the first of the
at Machiasport, arrived at Portland at
week-Sch. Maria Webster loaded coal at
Monday morning. The officers say the F. G. White’s for Stockton
Springs yesteraught near the boiler of the donkey enday....Sch. Earl P. Mason arrived Tuesday,
ami was extinguished with a bucket of
light, from Gloucester to load paving from
'ter and the damage will not amount to 15
Peavey’s for the New York Paving Block
Bs... The Castine brought an excursion,
Co-Sch. R. F. Pettigrew is receiving new
'inhering 100, from Castine and Islesboro
copper at Portland-Three vessels sailed
"terday, returning in the afternoon.
yesterday morningjbut met a heavy S. S. W.
steamer Silver Star brought about 80 wind
down the bay. Two returned and the
Its besides several children to Belfast on James Holmes anchored at North port
Camp
Ground
The Fannie & Edith, lumber
regular trip yesterday. They returned
from Bangor for Boston, put in here
laden,
n her
regular trip iu the afternoon.
on account of the weather.
‘•

i

“The Yankee Drummer” is booked for Belfast Olvera House Oct. 25th.

Fine farm in
rthport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples lust year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on i
easy terms.

r.itivl e.itul

And

Surpassing

^Veterinary

The season’s choicest, most wanted millinery in magnificent,
abundana, and assortments that include, every idea of merit.
The special offers for our opening days are a remarkable lot—
remarkable not. only because of the very loiv prices we quote, but
doubly remarkable when you consider that, every price relates to
millinery that is absolutely and unconditionally the best qualiWe ask your attendance on TUESDA Y and
ty procurable.
WEDNESDAY NEXT, for we feel assured that, our exhibition
will warrant most careful inspection.

WELLS & CO.,

DR. W. L.

Mai"

WEST,
Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

Varieties-^-

*

FREE,

•..*

Semi address ami leceive l»v return mail our catalogue of the latest fur fashions. We make a
specialty of making all kinds of tine fur garments to measure without extra expense, also re
modeling old garments to the latest styles.
Seal and sable garments redyed to look as good
as new.

Belfast Livery Co.
Pharmacy
Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office Telephone 8-3.
Residence Telephone 21-4
Office and

H. G.

at

Residence and

BARKER, Furrier,

3m3t>

Gardiner, Maine.

FOR SALE.
Mrs. John Williams offers her house
ISorris street at a bargain. About

on

A^r\Wast.

in

40tf

LACES AND RIBBONS,

Designs,
Unprecedented Values,

>\\

*

ever

Exclusive

Belfast.
■

FURS

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

displayed by us, embracing the choicest and the best that
the Boston and New York markets offer.

-;

one-half

chard.

acre

of

land and

a

good

Inquire of John Murphy
j terms and price.
Searsport, Oct. 0,18D7.—3w40*

or-

for

All applicants for winter schools in the
town of Wint-rport must present themselves
for examination at the Lower Village grammar school room, at nine o'clock,
Saturday,
Oct. 23d
3w4G

twenty-third.'
ELLA W. l’AG K,
of Schools.

Superintendent

Literary

News

and

Painting by

The opening article of McClure’s Magazine for October describes the rounding
up of a great wild elephant herd in Siam,
and the choosing out and bringing under
control of sucli members of the herd as
are required for the royal elephant stables.
It is a spectacle the like of which is to he
seen nowhere else in the world, and it attracts great crowds of people from all
parts of the kingdom. The article is
very interestingly illustrated from photographs taken by the author.
The American Monthly Review of Reviews for October has several articles of
Miss
unusual interest to women readers.
Frances £. Willard tells the story of the
World’s W. C. T. U. movement; Mrs.
Ellen M. Ilenrotin, president of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, outlines the benetits of those organizations;
Mrs. Sheldon Amos of England writes of
a London Women’s Club, and Miss Mary
Taylor Blauvelt contributes an enlightening article on the opportunities for women at the English universities.
“The American Kitchen Magazine” for
September is nicely illustrated, showing
some interiors of cooking laboratories in
the west.
The magazine contains the following list of interesting articles: “Domestic Science in the Agricultural Colleges,” “The Piaee of Science in Woman’s
Education,” “Child Diaries,” The HouseMother,” “Experiments with Meat and
Fish,” “From Kitchen to Parlor,” “Wipe
the Dishes dry,” “Dietary Studies in New
Mexico,” “From Day to Day.” Home
Science Pub. Co.' 4So Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
A new volume of poems by Timothy
Otis Paine, a native of Winslow, Me.,
and graduate of Waterville college, who
was for forty years pastor of the Swedenborgian church at Elmwood. Mass., lias
been issued since the writer’s death.
Following is an extract:
“Our souls, like planets, know
to go,

not

where

But follow on in floating, curving lines,
Now up. now down, to left, to right, but on;
Our safety certain only as we yield.
But as we yield the Great Astronomer
Of souls, with joyous calculation, sees

The peaceful path through which lie
lead.”

Belfast Free

ing of Children by Ernest Knaufft, Tapestry Painting by E. Day McPherson; China

Notes.

can ns

When a six-foot something Maine farmer
named Virgil Eaton takes his pen in hand,
it is because be has seen something interesting and has something to say about it.
The easy vigor of his style and keenness
of his observation render important his
“Tale of the Tarratines” in a current
magazine. The Tarratine Indians occupy
a reservation of Penobscot river islands.
Admirers of Mr. Eaton’s work thought it
a
pity when lie left Boston newspaper
work to isolate himself down East, hut
the publication of a succession of brilliant articles in various periodicals gives
his retirement a different phase.
[Boston
Evening Record.
Estes tV Lauiiat, Boston, have just published two new hooks by James Otis, the
lirst being ‘The Boys of Fort Schuyler,”
which is an intensely interesting and historical story, dealing with the siege of
Fort Schuyler in the Mohawk Valley in
1777 by the British troops and Indians,
under Co.onel St. Leger and Joseph
Brunt.
The volume contains handsome
full-page drawings, and is embellished
with an especially attractive and pleasing
rover design.
The volume is a square
The second volI’.'inu., listed at sl.-o.
ume
is “The Signal Boys of ’75,” being
the sixth volume of James Otis’ “Stories
of America History Series.”
It is a tale
of the siege of Boston, and is admirably
illustrated with 17 drawings hv Bridgman.
Small 1 if mo., 70 cents.
The

photographic art
Metropolitan Magazine is

number of the
indeed an artistic lo-tii.
1 he handsome appearance of
the magazii e is greatly enhanced by a
beautiful cover design in colors.
The
rtrtichs in this number, all fully illustrate.
include: “Helen Gould and ‘Lyndenimist.'
‘•.summer
Idlers,” “Coney
Island in Gala Dress,” “Hon. Lemuel E.
“Characteristic
New
York
Quigg.”
T\pts,” “Spiritual Cliaiiantry,” “A
irom
Cellar
to
>kyscraper
Cornice,”
Theatrical Architecture,” “Bicycle Racing. Past and Present,” “Art in Pliotogiaj h\." “The 0]*ening Theatrical Season.' aud “Greater New York.”
In addition there are many full page illustrations showing artistic posing.

Anna

B.

Leonard,

C.

Brady and Annette Osgood Stanton.

E.
In

Wagner’s “Nibeluugen Ring” arranged for young people.)
Craik, Dinah Maria Mulock. John
Halifax, Gentleman. Illustrations
by Huge Riviere. 1897. C
Dickens, Mary Angela. My father as
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Convention.

2
3
4

The 23d annual convention of theW. C.
T. U. of Maine began at 10.30 a. m. Sept.
28th. at tbe Winter street Congregational
church, Bath. About 200 delegates were
in attendance.
Every county in the State
was represented. The convention was called to order by the president. Mrs. L. M.
The exercises Tuesday foreN. Stevens.
noon were as follows: Singing, led by
Miss Sarah M. Hall of Kocklaud; reading
of crusade psalm, led by general officers;
prayer by Mrs. K. C. Hall; roll call; appointment of committees on credentials,
resolutions and courtesies; minutes of
executive committee; address of State
president; report of the superintendent on
literature, by Miss Mary Bishop of Portland; report of superintendent on press,
etc., Miss Mary L. French of Auburn;
noontide prayer, Mrs. Helen Delano of
Bath.
The afternoon session was called to order at 2.30, opening with prayer by Mrs.
Then came minutes of mornS. Tate.
ing and executive committee meetings;
annual report of State Corresponding
Secretary, Mrs. S. I.. Cram; report of
treasurer, Mis. A. S. Johnson; report of
“Star of the East,“Miss Cornelia M. Dow;
report of the auditor; miscelleneous business. The corresponding secretary said in
her report: “In our work the coming year
we shall need patience and courage. There
are growing evils in our State which we
must oppose with even more persistence
than we have yet used.
Nearly all of the
unions in the cities and larger towns report open violation of the liquor law. It
We have prayed,
is a matter for alarm.
we have worked and we have petitioned,
a
hard
task
before us when
but we have
we attempt to reach the conscience of a
for a few hundred dollars,
man who,
deliberately violates bis oath of office, and
the bribe giver is still more contemptible
than the bribe taker.”
At the evening session, addresses of welcome were made by Mayor Bibber on behalf of the city; Rev. Omar W. Folsom,
representing the churches, and Mrs. A.
M. Purington, in behalf of the local W.
The response was by Miss HunC. T. U.
Miss Abbie E. Sliapter of Cherryfield.
Helen Coffin Beedy and Mrs.
Mrs.
leigli,
H. A. Leavitt made short addresses.
The morning devotional exercises Sept.
29th were led by Mrs. Belle Bennett. Reports of the credential committee and
superintendents were followed by a memorial service.
The afternoon was devoted
to miscellaneous business.
In the evening, occurred Scripture reading and prayer by Miss Isabel Shirley and an address
by Miss Helen M. Parker, treasurer of
the National W. C. T. U.
The convention closed Thursday evening. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: President, Mrs. L.
M. X. Stevens, Stroud water; corresponding secretary, Mis. Sarah L. Cram, Biddeford; recording secretary, Miss Estelle
M. Braiuerd, China; treasurer, Mis. Adelaide S. Johnson, Fort Fairfield; delegates
to World’.-: convention, at Toronto: Cumberland, York and Somerset counties,
Mrs. Geo. W. Hunt; alternate, Mrs. Harriet A. Leavitt; Aroostook, Piscataquis
and Penobscot counties,Mrs. L. J. Spaulding; alternate, Mrs. Mary Crosby; Franklin, Washington and Hancock counties,
Helen Coffin Beedy; alternate, Margaret
Hunter; Androscoggin, Knox. Kennebec,
.Sagadahoc and Waldo counties, Mrs.
Clara
Farwell; alternate, Mrs. L. J

First lesson.

---

Glimpses of the world.
Our own country: By M. C. Smith.
Our American neighbors. By F. E.

^

Commence the use of Lvdia E. Pinkham’s Veo'etable
Compound. Thousands of women in this condition have
been cured by it. Keep your bowels open with Mrs. Pinkham's Liver
Pills,
and if you want further advice, write to Mrs. Pinkham at
Lynn, Mass., stat-

ing freely

all your symptoms—she stands ready and willing to
give you
the very best advice.
She has given the helping hand to
thousands
suffering just like yourself, many of whom lived miles away from
a

physi-

vid/ii.

Going

i

1

I
!

j

The Proper Diet tor School Children.

T’ne (>ctober number of The Forum may
well be described as an international one.
>f its twelve interesting articles, no
fewer than seven—“England, Turkey and
India,” “The Impending Deficiency of
Bread stuffs,”
“International Bimetallism” (both for and against,) “Statistics
versus Socialism,”
“Universities and the
Higher Education of Women,” and
“Nava! Warfare: Present and Future”
concern the other great nations of the
earth besides ourselves; while “Our Need
of Merchant Vessels” and “The Protective Features of Section 22” treat of subModern Pills.
jects of immense importance to the United
The day of powerful drastic pills is past
States.
Though not the leading article in and
everyone who is troubled with torpidthe table of contents, Mr. C. Wood Davis’
ity of the liver, constipation, headache or
paper on “The Impending Deficiency of indigestion may well be thankful that it is.
Bread-stuffs” readily claims the first at- Every modern family medicine chest should
tention of the reader by reason of its unicontain a supply of Hood’s Pills, the modern
versal interest.
Dr. Davis has devoted cathartic. While gentle ami mild in action,
are thoroughly efficient and cure bilito
they
the
of
his
many years
investigation
indigestion, sick headache and
subject, and he asserts that, relatively to ousness,
other troubles due to a deranged condition
the consuming population, the acreage
of the stomach, liver or bowels.
under the bread making grains—wheat, Irye, buckwheat, etc., is now two million
The American Protective Tariff League
acres less man lineen years
with
ago.
has just issued another and very complete
regard to the harvest of the present year, 1 edition of our tariff
laws.
This volume of
Mr. Davis estimates the deficit at no less
114 pages gives the official text of the
than 400,000,000 bushels of wheat alone. I
1
In the rye harvest the deficiency is rela- 1 Diugley Tariff; complete comparison of the
and Wilson laws; and an index to
Dingley
as
tively
great. Europe’s potato crop is ; all articles covered
by the new tariff. The
largely defective; and spelt, maslin, and ! book will be of
great value for reference
buckwheat fall d>0,000,000 bushels short.
and for answering all questions regarding
Altogether, Mr. Davis' paper is worthy the tariff
question. It will be sent to any
the very careful attention of statesmen
address for twenty-live cents.
Ask-for
and economists, who will find matter for
document No.
The
27, and address
serious consideration in the facts set forth.
American Protective Tariff League, 135
The Art Amateur for October is oue of West 23rd Street, New York.
the most superb numbers yet issued by
Estes & Lauriat will shortly publish a
that magazine.
The color plate which
accompanies it, “Cherry Ripe,” shows us very interesting boys’ book on Cuba, entitled “Under the Cuban Flag,” by Freda charming little girl, in white dress and
bonnet and pink silk coat, carrying a erick A. Ober, the well known author and
basket of cherries on the left arm, while lecturer. It is a well illustrated and thrillwith tlie right hand she holds aloft a ing story of adventures with the Cuban insmall bunch.
A more delightful child surgents, and as the author has traveled
picture it would be hard to imagine. The over nearly every foot of the ground in
eight supplement pages of Working De- Cuba he is thoroughly posted on the subsigns give us China painting motives, ject. The book will be a small 8vo. listed
needlework, pyrography and wood carv- at $1.50.
ing—all actual working size. In the body
of the magazine are articles on “The
Senator Wilson of Washington says
Technic of Puvis de Chavannes by Monta- there will be no contest in the Senate over
gue Marks; The Revival of Lithography, | the annexation of Hawaii. The only quesillustrated by fac similies of drawings on j tion that would arise would be over the
stone by George Morland and Theodore
j question of government, and a plan had
Gericault; on the well-known illustrator, I already been broached by several senators
W. A. Rogers, with illustrations by him- which it was thought would meet all reself; The Use of Black Chalk; The Draw- quirements.

And sometimes, sighing as we gaze—
So fast the bairns are growing—
We think of darker skies to come
For these, so glad and glowing.
Fain wouid we keep the children still
Brown-checked and blithe and ruddy,
With nothing harder in their lives
Than days of task and study.
But God our Father’s wiser love,
Prepares them for the evil:
This army yet shall wage the war
With world and flesh and devil.
God bless them in the coming years,
And guard the waiting places
Which, by and by, He’ll bid them fill—
His smile upon their faces.
[Mrs. M. E. Sangster.

After

There

j

|

just

as

There could n’t have been much to learn;
There was n’t much to know.
T was nice to be a little boy
Ten thousand year ago!
For history had not begun,
The world was very new,
And in the schools, I don’t see what
The children had to do.

Now, always there is more to learn—
How history does grow!—
And every day they find new things
They think we ought to know.

;

And if it must go on like this
I’m glad I live to-day,
For boys ten thousaud years from now
Will not have time to play!
[A. F. Brown, in October St. Nicholas.

Squirrel

Bright

glancing, gray tails whisking—
This is known as Squirrel Town.

Bless me, what a rush and bustle,
As the happy hours speed by!
Chitter, chatter—chatter, chitter,
Underneath the azure sky.
Laughs the brook to hear the clamor;
Chirps the sparrow gay and brown ;
“Welcome! Welcome, everybody!—
Jolly place, this Squirrel Town.”
are

roaming;

Daisies nod, and lilies bow ;
Soon Jack Frost,—the saucy fellow,—
Hurrying, will come, I know.
Crimson leaves will light the woodland
And the nuts come pattering down;
Winter stores they all must gather—
Busy place then, Squirrel Town.

I

_

I

Blowing,blustering, sweeps the north wind—
See! The snow is flying fast.
Hushed the brook, and hushed the sparrow.
For the summer-time is past.

f Alix Thorn in October St. Nicholas.
The Belfast Clam Bakes.
(RUT DAVIS*.)

Pain-Killer.
cure

bo

for

Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,
Colic,
Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
TWO SIZES, 25c. and 50c.

PILES!

PILES!

The shores about Belfast bay are pre-emithe home of the clam in its most luscious form. In addition to the extensive business these clams give to many fishermen,
they also are a source of much enjoyment to
pleasure seekers. Scarcely a pleasant day
during the summer and at present but what
there were clam bake parties along the
shores on both sides of the harbor. The
smoke from the numerous fires built in
rocky ovens arise by dozens upon many occasions. Men, women and children, place
them on a flat rock over the fire, cover with
rock weed and soon the pleasing fumes of
the cooking clams would fill the air. It is

nently

A 8ure and Safe Remedy in everr case
and every kind of Bowel Complaint is

simple, safe and quick

cure

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth,
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug,
gists, sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio’
For sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

in

one

minute.

interesting to see women dig clams,
especially when the clams get. mad and throw
water.
Probably H. J. Locke, the jeweler,
and George VV. Burgess, the printer, of Belfast have enjoyed more clam bakes than any
other two gentlemen in the vicinity. [Bangor Daily News.

very

Consumption is the natural, result of a
neglected cold. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup cures coughs, bronchitis, asthma, and
all lung troubles down to the very borderland of consumption.
I

any other make and
suits

**444444

I CARDS,
: POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,

I LETTER HEADS,
I PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

Win H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, arrived
Shanghai July 28 from New York.
W J Botch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from New' York June 10 for San Francisco;
spoken July 2, lat 36 N, Ion 38 W.

I

Legal Printing

promptly done.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wirhi
the County of Waldo, on the second '!
September, A. D. 1897.

Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, cleared from
Savannah Sept 18 for New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from New
Yor.; Aug 3 for Port Elizabeth ; spoken Aug
31, lat 7 N, Ion 28 W.
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
28 for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Barbadoes Sept 24 from Cape Town, and ordered
to New York.
Harvard, Colcord, at Iquique May 16 for
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
lolani,McClure,sailed from Honolulu July
12 for Hong Kong.
from

7tf

The

great
remedy for
nervous prost ration and

all nervous

diseases of the
mM&d- generative orBEFORE and AFTER USING.
gans of either
sc-5, such as 1 Nervous prostration, railing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental v^orry, excessive use of Tobacco or
Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

MOTTS CHEMICAL CO., Props, Cleveland, Ohio.
FOR SALE BY K. n. MOODY.

Iyr3«

/

t/ia-ru)

HOTJLTON, Me.

Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a specialty. Book-keepers, clerks
anp
stenographers furnished to business men. office
practice for beginners. Free catalouge. 3m30^f
F. L. SHAW, Prin., Portland, Me.

A FULL LINE OF

|

Water

Bottles,

SYRINGES, Etc.,
FOR SALE BY

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
A Hen s Boot-Ease,a powder for the feet. It cures
paint ul, swollen, smarting feet and instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It’s the
greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Allen’s B'ootLase makes
or new shoes feel easy. It
tight-fitting
is a certain cure for
sweating, callous and* hot
tired, aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps
rnal package VKEE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
Le Roy, Is. V.
24

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?
give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain O? It is delicious
and nourishing and takes the place of coffee. The
Don’t

j

Grain-O you give the children the more
health you distribute through the systems. Grain-

O is made of pure grains, and when properly prepared tastes like the choice grades.of coffee, but
costs about 1-4
and 25o

as

much.

All grocers sell it. 15c.

James Pattee & Son,
Fire, Life*™ Accident Insurance.
OFFICE

:

nASONIC

MAIN STREET

53tf

TEMPLE,

ENTRANCE,

BELFAST, MAINE.

I

!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit;
for the County of Waldo, on the second 1
of September, A. i>. 1897.;
certain instrument, pn ,-orting to l--A will and testament of ASA HA LI
Montville, in sail. County of Waldo,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to a!! p
terested by causing a copy <»t this ordei
lished three week* sir cessively in the L
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they m.u

at a Probate Court, to be held at Bc’isin and for said County, on the second i
of October next, at ten
d
the d..<
noon, ami show cause, it any tln-y 1:;,
same should not be proved, approved an
CEO. E. JOHNS- )>
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazeltine. B.

Hong Kong Aug 6 for Rajang.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from Barbadoes Sept 15 for Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed

Probate Court he I u at. Be Hast, witl
the County of Waldo, on the second
September, A. 1). 1 897.

At a

1

certain instrument, purportmu
.V will and testament
(d-BliAM t
latent i nity. in said < on nt y .f W a.
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given t-. bi
terested by causing ;i copy (.! thi*
published three weeks MiceeMvely
lican Journal, printed a, BHf.a-;’ t
appear at a Pin.bate < -m- to u.- iM‘!d ;>
within ami for said C..unt>. on tinday of October next, at ten -u it,,.
noon, ami show cause, if any they ha
sameshoiil-l mu be pi-orb. am-rovet
Old u E. JOMN'X >N
A true copy. Attest:
('ita*. P Hazeli in
i,.

Georgia Gilkey, \V R Gilkey, cleared from
Philadelphia Sept 2s for Boston.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston Sept 22 from Surinam.
John C Smith,
Knee land, arrived at
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 20 from Havana via
Tortugus.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Bangor Sept 17 from Marblehead.

••

Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Salem
Sept 20 from Philadelphia.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Sept 24 from Swan’s Island.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived ;U Portland
Sept 20 from Baltimore.
R \V HopkinSjllichhorn, arrived at Philadelphia Sept 24 from Boston.
Sallie I'Un. \V H West, sailed from New
York Aug 2S for Pernambuco.
Tufa, A S Wilson,arrived at Fortde France
Sept 14 from N> v\ York.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, leared from
Belfast Sept 2.")jfor Port. Spain via Boothbav

Probate Court held at R*dlast,
oi \\ .«!<:.<
15 *!-•
A. 1>. 1 bbT
>
\\ IN.ME V. 1H I.I.A lit
J1 CARR. b> | s,.;|
Waltio, deceased, having presented
praying that she may he appojnte
trix of the estate of sai
eased.

At a

the

County
September,

Ordered, That the said petitioner m
all persons ini .-rested by
msing a
order to be pub! 1,-bed i\ iee week*
the Republican Journal, pn .in o );•'•
they may appear at a Probate <
at Belfast within ami bo- >.,1,1 «
second Tuesday of t'ember m-xt.
clock before noon, ami show .-a,
have, why the prayer of >aid p«-■ 1; •.. 1.•
not lie granted.
C Mi >. E. .l< »il nsi >N
A true 1 opy.
Attest
( 'HAS. P. Il.l.'iN.riNi. Re

and Portland.

Filly tears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.-- Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used !
over fifty years by millions of mothers tW
; their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrlm a.
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
a botcents
of
the
world.
Twenty-live
part
Be sure and
tle. Its value is incalculable.
! ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

-<

AlaProbate Conn held at Be;last,
the County ol W aldo, u the
September, A. I). 18t*7.

I

m;
ft

n.-■

1». CASTNER. Attorney b
W W
A
Creditor ot ELVIRA HEATH 1
in said County of \\ ahm. deceased. I
i."
« >
1 :e...
sen lent a pe m 1.
1
| >:
Waldoboi
lie appointed adn.K.i.-: ra:
ta:e of said deceased.
Ordered, That said pel .Burner give
persons interested by causing a
order to be published H.ree weeks
in the Republican Journal ; rm »-o ot
that they may appear at a Prodate <
1
held at Belfast within and b*r said
the second Tuesday <d <»etob*-i n. \,
the clock before noon, and -how cn
they have, why the prayer t said
should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. J
A true copy. Attest
I 'll AS. p. H A /.l
\K, |*f_

0

>

o

notices,

■

>

SS —In Court of Probate, held ;it lie.
fast, on the second Tuesday <>'. September,
181)7. LUCK'S C. MOUSE, Administrator on tinestate of JOHN M. WELLINGTON, late of Liberty, m said County, deceased, having presented
his first account oi administration ot said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday <>t October
next, and show cause, il any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
GEO. F:. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cn as. P. Hazei tink, Register.

yiTALlH)

The subscriber
has been duly
of

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
of the

appointed'Administrator

estate

1

>

are

wi: id

..

Ordered, That the said petitionei g:\eno’
ail persons intetested by eau.-ing a
oy
order to be published three weeks -m e--!.<
the Republican Journal, printed at Bella-;,
m
they may appear at a Probate Court, to
Belfast, within and tor said t o.iuty. on ;1
Tuesday of October next, at ten ot ik<
forenoon.andshovveause.it any they
the prayer oi said petitioners .should no;
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Ji
ed.
A true copy.
Attest
CitAs. p. Hazki 1;n

j

<

<

..

to make payment immediHORATIO N. WOODCOCK. Jr.

requested

Searsmont,

*

Milt Pi
ANN ROEEINS. sister of MAR
A late ol 'l'roy, m -aid bounty d w
ceased, having presented a pent ton pray:
Prank A. Bartlett be appointed admin
the estate of said deceased,

OODCOCK, late of Searsmont.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
ately.

,,

At a Probate Court neid at Be'last,
n
for the County of Wald
the
day ol September, A. l». is;*?.

HORATIO N. W

Sept. 14, 181)7.

•-

NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
gives notice that they have been duly appointed Executors of the last'will and testament of
SANFORD H. MATHEWS, late of Belfast,

EXECCTORS’

County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desire*l to present tin- same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.

Belfast, Sept. 14,

( la brie s. M athews,
I RAN K B. M ATAKW
MA BEL li. M A I’HEWS,
MAl'DE E. MATHEWS.
1897.
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she
Administratrix of the

The subscriber
has been duly
of

estate

appointed

BENJAMIN LIBBY, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
maims against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
AiABY A. LIBBY.
immediately.
Belfast, Sept. 14 1897.

new

more

)

■

in the

A. A. HOWES 6l CO.

>

October next, at ten of the dock bet
and show cause, if any they have, why ti
should not be proved, approved and allow.
CEO. E. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. 1'. Hazf.ltine, lb-.

Delaware Breakwater.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
York Aug 6 for Lyttleton and Dunedin;
spoken Aug 16, lat 87 N, Ion 61 VY.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
New York Sept 7 from Port Spain.
Rose innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at Santos Aug 26 from New York.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from

thereto

Hot

£

LICE PACE, widow of JAMES PAM-

4

Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong Aug 26 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July 7 for River Plate.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Sept 22 for

NOTICE.

mm goods.

i

j
j

A Jackson, in said County of Wald.having presented a petition'’praying b-i
ance out of tlie personal estate
said d*
Ordered, That notice be given to all p«-rterested by causing a copy of this order
lislied three weeks successive!v in the lb-;
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they m.t\
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel fa-’
ami for said County, on the second 1 m-

Hampton Roads, ldg.

For Over

AUGUSTA and

or

TOBACCOS

An

PORTLAND,

To chew

at

c

and

of m

equals

SCHOONERS.

4*

neatly

taste

smoke there’s noth i1,

±4

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me-

And all kinds of

the

men.

Aug 12 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arriv' d at
New York Sept 17 from Port Spain.

JOB PRINTER,
♦♦

popular be-

it is better than

cause

from Rosario

Mnc)

eyes

Honey-bees the fields

TAR

Town.

Where the oak-trees tall and stately
Stretch great branches to the sky,
Where the green leaves toss and flutter,
As the summer days go by,
Dwell a crowd of little people
Ever racing, up and down—

B-L is

Japan.

well.

There is a rumor in Canadian circles that the government of the United I
Yet these merry little fellows
States has made overtures to the governDo not fear old Winter’s frown;
ment of Denmark with the object of acSnug in hollow trees they’re hiding—
Greenland
from
the
latter
Quiet place is Squirrel Town.
quiring
country.

a

Toothache Drops

There were not any rows of dates,
Or laws, or wars, or kings,
Or generals, or victories,
Or any of those things.

|

[

was

AND

GEO. W. BURGESS,

u*t any grammar then,
They could n’t read or spell,
For books were not invented yet—

Word has been received from Lady
llenry Somerset that she will not be able
to attend the conventions of the World
and National W. C. T. U. at Toronto and
Buffalo.
She has been seriously ill and
her physician will not consent to the voy-

It is

Pike’s

was

I think’t

HOREHOUND

dangerous.

Vacation.

Before Columbus came to show
The world geography,
What did they teach the little boys
Who went to school like me?

0F

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial tubes.
Use it before it’s too late. 8old by druggists.

Before they had arithmetic,
Or telescopes, or chalk,
Or blackboards, maps and copy-books—
When they could only talk :

Ice Cream.

This Is a true statement and It can*t
mado too strong or too emphatic.

It

"«««

is

Only Toad in the Puddle,

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at Rio
Janeiro Aug 1 from New York; in port Aug

HALE’S

Neglect

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Aug 26 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Aug 30 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 30 for New York.
Dauiel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston; passed St
Heiena Aug 10.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
El Captain, A L Carver, from Baltimore
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Montevideo Sept 20.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, saile l
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater;
passed St Helena Aug 7.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
22 for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d with
loss of topgallant yard.
Gov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Aug 26
for New York.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
York Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
24, lat 35 N, Ion 43 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Shanghai July
16 from New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Peudieton, sailed
from Honolulu July 28 for New' York.
May Flint, E 1) P Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Aug 20 for Hiogo; spoken Aug
24, lat. 30 25, N, Ion 72 20 W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
New York Aug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken,
Sept 10, lat 32, Ion 52.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New'
York June 20 for Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Aiusbury, arrived at Slianghae (no date) from New York.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Karluk
May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Tillie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Newcastle Sept 8 for Honolulu.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury.at New York for

18.

sensation

Along the quiet country roads,
By purple asters bordered,
nine o’clock and half-past three,

Vessels.

BARKS.

breath—a

in the
throat.

We older people like to watch
Our little lads and lasses,
sturdily they set to w ork
In sober ranks and classes;
Such happy brows are overbent
To con the pictured pages,
Such earnest wills are wrestling with
The story of the ages.

healthy children, !

shortness of

Grave eyes grow young that see them,
And wistful hearts from every blight
Of sin and pain w ould free them.
Athwart the dusty ways of ’change,
With wafts of dowers and grasses,
As if to music sweet and strange,
The brilliant army passes.

As

The three days’ session of the labor convention ended at Chicago Sept. 20th in a
E. M.
climax of incendiary speeches.
Bannister of St. Louis, chairman of the
the
to
introconvention, resigned
gavel
duce a resolution advising strikers in
general to arm themselves for resistance
when necessary.

age-

Clireu.

Back to School.

The gay reviews are ordered:
And childish voices, clear and shrill.
Amaze the peeping thrushes,
The wrens and the orioles,
Housekeeping in the bushes.

Fairly.

“Good, pure cream, ripe fruit, or the
b( st canned fruit in w inter, and granulated sugar, make a perfect ice cream,”
writes Mrs. S. T. Rorer, in the October
Ladies’ Home Journal.
“Good ice cream
cannot be made without a good freezer—
one working easily with a side crank and
a double revolving dasher.
Scald half of
the cream and dissolve in it the sugar.
This will prevent the cream from churning to butter. When raw cream is frozen
it lias a frothy, snowy taste; the taste of
the flavoring is not prominent, and it is
neither smooth nor velvety in appearance.
After the mixture is prepared, before
turning it into the freezing can, see that
the latter is in good order.
Adjust the
dasher, fasten on the crank and give it a
turn to see that all is right.
Remove it
for a momeut, pour in the mixture and
re-adjust. A four-quart freezer will require twenty pounds of ice and one quart
of coarse rock salt.
Put a layer of salt in
the bottom of the tub, then a layer of ice
about three inches in depth, another layer
of salt, another of ice, and so on to the
top of the can. Turn the crank slowly
and steadily until it begins to require
force.
If the can is properly packed the
cream will require from fifteen to twenty
minutes to freeze. Cream frozen too quickly is not smooth. The length of time required depends entirely upon the packing,
not upon the freezer.
The more salt is
used the less time will be required for
freezing; the more quickly the ice melts
the more quickly will the heat be drawn
from the cream.
Water ices require more
time for freezing ice creams.”

ikls

be found at any

At

and no one lias done so much to make
children healthy as this specialist. Your
child is entitled to health and Dr. Greene’s
advice ami treatment will build up and
strengthen the weak constitution.
The Best

can

They troop along the city streets,

Take your child to the great specialist in
children’s diseases, Dr. Greene, of Xervura
fame, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., or
write to him and give the little one the benefit of the best advice.
Xo charge whatever
is made for such consultation or advice,
whether you call or write. The success of j
this world-famous doctor in treating child- !
ren’s disease is phenomenal, and your child !
should have this chance to be strong and
j
admires

It

A merry tramp of little feet,
Just hear thg sweet vibration;
The children over all the land
Have had a long vacation,
And back again they haste to take
In school the dear old places,
To measure out the days by rule,
With fair, unshadowed face.

constantly ailing.

Everybody

v_umpuun<i

c^clcumc

Mrs. Cuari.es Dun more, 102 Fremont St., Winter
was in pain da v and
night; my doctor did not seem to help me. 1 could
not seem to find any relief until I took Ly.lia E. Pinl
ham's Vegetable Compound. I had inflammation of %■
the womb, a bearing-down pain, and the whites rery ^
badly. The pain was so intense that I could not sleep at
mgrit. i took ljyciia ru. nnivnara s \ egfetable Compound for eig*ht j V )' months,
and am now all right. Before that I took morphine
pills for my pain; that
was a great mistake, for the relief was
only momentary and the effect vile. I
am so thankful to he relieved of
my sufferings, for the pains I had were something terrible. I am, indeed, very grateful for the good -Mrs. Pinkham's remedies have done me.”

The health of our children is a stubborn
question. Some children seem to thrive
under every adverse condition. Others with
every care are sickly and weak and nothing
seems to help them.
They are frail, puny,

well.

»

uuu vciuuo

Hill, Somerville, Mass., says: “I

liott.
Citizen Bird: scenes from
bird-life in plain English for beginners.
Illustrated by L. A. Fuertes.
1897. 335.11
•Presented.
Treat Your Child

ner

many thousands of women.
respectable drug store.

An epistle to posterity.817.21
•Swedenborg library edited by B. F.
Barrett.
From the writings of
Emanuel Swedenborg.
12v.289.4Sw3
Thomson, Edward William. Walter
Gibbs, the young boss; and other
stories. A book for boys.315 43
Warner, Charles Dudley. The people
for whom Shakespeare wrote. 1897 .1132.1
W right, Mabel Osgood and Coues, El-

—

—

the weight of your clothes an
almost intolerable burden to you. It is not
natural to suffer so in merely
emptying the
bladder. Does not that special form of suftell
that
there is inflammation
fering
you
somewhere?
"Shall I tell you what it is?
It is inflammation of the womb!
If if- goes on, polypus, or tumor, or cancer will
set in.

j

novel. 134.30
Munroe, Kirk. Rick Dale: a story of
the northwest coast. 328.3
The pomp of the
Parker, Gilbert.
Lavilettes. (A novel.). 232.32
William.
The gases of the
Ramsey,
atmosphere: the history of their disWith portraits. 1896. 913.19
covery.
•Scientific
discovery, Annual of.
Edited bv D. A. Wells and others.
9v. 1860-69...505. An7
•Scribner’s monthly. Conducted by
J. G. Holland. 22v. 1870 1881.051.Scr3
Sherwood, Mary Elizabeth Wilson.

The reports of the superintendents
read in the afternoon.
In the evening there was scripture reading, by Mrs.
Hannah J. Bailey.
Miss Agnes E. Slack,
secretary of the World’s W. C. T. U., followed with an address.

“A schoolgirl of ten years,” writes Mrs.
»S. K. Borer in the October Ladies' Home
Journal, “should have good, easily-digested, nutritious food: Well-cooked, steel-cut
oats for breakfast; sub-acid fruits and
soft-boiled eggs.
If she carries her lunch
a cup custard, fruit and
chopped meat sandwiches made from either beef, mutton or
chicken will answer. No pork or veal,
no sweets or fried foods should be given
children. Apples, either baked or raw, between meals are good.
For the evening
meal give a nutritious cream soup, then a
red meat, either beef or mutton, roasted,
boiled or broiled; a lettuce salad, containing a light. French dressing made with oil
and a few drops of lemon juice; some
simple dessert, such as rice pudding, cup
custard, tapioca or baked apples.

and friendly hands shoved a plank to
you, and you
committing suicide!
what women are doing if they go about their homes
yet refuse to grasp the kindly hand held out to them!
it is suicidal to
go day after day with that dull, constunt pain in the region of the womb and that
Hull bloatiufer heat and tenderness of the abdomen,

Merriman, Henry Seton, pseud, of
Hugh S. Scott.* The grey lady. A

were

It is not a remedy put up by any Tom,
Dick or Harry ; it is compounded by expert
pharmacists. Ely Bros, offer a 10 cent trial
size.
Ask your druggist.
Full size Cream
Balm 50 cents.
We mail it.
ELY BROS., 50 .Varren St., N. Y. City,
Since 1801 1 have been a great sufferer
frtm catarrh. I tried Ely’s Cream Balm
an i to all appearances am cured.
Terrible
headaches from which 1 had long suffered
are gone.
W. J. Hitchcock, late Major U.
S. Yol. ami A. A. Gen., Buffalo, N. Y.

If you were drowning
refused it, you would be
Yet that is precisely
almost dead with misery,

Coe.
5
Modern Europe. By F. E. Coe.
6 Life in Asia. M. C. Smith.
Earle, Mary Tracy. The wonderful
349.17
wTheel. 1897.
Eggleston, Edward. Stories of great
Americans for little Americans. 323.13
Fitch, Sir Joshua. Thomas and Matthew Arnold and their influence on
English education. (The great educators.) 1897. 832.11
Hallowell, Elizabeth Moore. Elementary drawing: a series of practical
papers for beginners. Illus. 1897- 937.30
Howells, William Dean. The undiscovered country. A novel. 1896.... 257.27
Latimer, Elizabeth Wormeley. Familiar talks on some of
Shakespeare’s comedies 1*1897.1216.30
Lodge, Henry Cabot. Certain accepted heroes, and other essays in literature and politics. 1897.1113.11
Lothrop, Harriet M. Phronsie Pepper: the last of the ‘‘Five little Pep314 34
pers.” Illus.
McCarthy, Justin. History ol our
own times from 1880 to the Diamond
Jubilee. Illus. 1897. 414.12
Martin, Edward A. Story of a piece
of coal: what it is, whence it comes,
and whither it goes. Illus. 1896... 917.26
Matthews, Bramler. Introduction to
the study of American literature.. .1217.35

Spaulding.

A great deal lias appeared in the newspapers at different times about aluminum,
its properties and its uses.
It was recent i\ aunoum-ed that contracts had been
foi
the
in
signed
delivery
England of
l.ooo tons of the crude metal of American manufacture.
General interest in the
subject has led the American Monthly
Review of Reviews to publish the first
complete account of the discovery of the
American process for the reduction of
aluminum by electrolysis. The story of
this discovery (which resulted in bringing
down the price of the metal from slG to
-•'> cents a
pound) and its subsequent
application in manufacturing on a commercial scale is one of the most interesting ehapteis in the recent annals of American industrial progress.
It is another inMance of the triumph of Yankee ingenuity and energy. America now makes
as much
aluminum in a year as all the
others countries of Europe together.

Women to Their Senses.

334.21

6v.

Chartes

wmcn make

84

Water

Deep
SHIPS.

From Mrs. Pinkham, Corroborated by Mra
Dunmore, That Ought to Bring Suffering

recall him. 825.1

Book 1
L).

Plain Words

Drysdale, William. The beach patrol.
(Brain and brawn series.). 324.29
Dunton, Larkin, editor. The world
and its people: geographical readers.

Register of

NEGLECT IS SUICIDE.

Books added during September, 1897.
Arnold, Sir Edwin. Victoria, queen
and empress. The sixty years. 1896. 843.1
Bangs, John Kendrick. The pursuit
of the house-boat under the leadership of Sherlock Holmes, Esq. 1897 216.3.2
Barnes, James. A loyal traitor. A
story of the war of 1812. Illus. 1897.. 322 3
Chapin, Anna Alice. The story of the
1897. 927.8
Rhiuegold. Illus
(Contains the four operas of Richard

the department of Interior Decoration we
have an excellent arrangement for a narrow hallway and a dining-room by W. P.
Bridgen, Embroidery Notes by L. Barton
Wilson and L. Ferris, and latest things
“Seen in the Shops” by Mrs. Oliver Bell
Buuce. The foreign art news is conveyed
in “The London Letter” by Montague
Marks.
A Special feature has been added
this month
“The Children’s Page.”
Here we find a lesson on drawing given in
simple language and with easy illustrations calculated to suit the youthful beginner. The number from beginning to
end is full of help and interest to the
artist, art connoisseur and art student.
(Price 30 cents. The Art Amateur, 23
Union Square, New York.)
The State W. C. T.

Library.

NOTICE. The subscriber
he lias been duly apthe estate ot

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby give notice that
of
pointed

Administrator

SIMON C1LLEY. late

or

Brooks,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediF. VV BROW N, Jr.
ately.
Brooks, Sept. 14, 1897.
A DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed Administratrix of the estate of
JOHN L.

ELLIS, late of Monroe,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LIZZIE M. ELLIS.
immediately.

Monroe, Sept. 14, 1897,

|
!

j

j

I

At a Prohate Con rt heldat Belfast ,w r 1 .i .11
the County o! Waldo, on the second 1 .eSeptember, A. 1*. 1 897.
!
TAM KS W A If 1 > W II.!.. fatl.ei
M.
w ii-ta t,
tf
WAKDW KI.l
ate ol
of
bavin;•
>ei
Waldo, deceased,
County
petitionprayiugth.it lie may be app- a.a m
istratoi ol tin- estate id >nio dei
-•

>

ordered. That the said petitiom gi\- ■■tieall persons interested by causing a c.-.-y •»!
>r.
older i<* be published tlire- 've--U> sm.
the Kepitbliean Journal priuteu it !'••• t .-t
nthey may appear at a Probate Court. ',■■
Belfast, within and b-r >ud County, -a: iie
ond Tuesday of October next, at ten-a be
before noon, and slow cause, tl ni:\ tin-y
why the prayer of .slid pet it nmer sb1

I

■

granted.
A true

copy.

OLo, E JOHNSON
Attest
Ciia>. P. Hazeltim Kegi-h-

:
ITAlJ'o ss
InCottrt ol Pr- o.it*
.u
IT
fast, oil the -eei'iin Du.-s-laol
1897. JFDSON K. HALL, Lxecutoi .-i’ onwill and testament o! NATHANIEL H.\l I
of Montville, in said County, m-cea-e
ha\u
a-miii
presented his first and final ae-*.»unt
tration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, ticweeks successively,
the Kepubli-an
.n
printed in Belfast, in said county, that a pers-c
interested may attend at a Probate »
o
to
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Odder next, and show cause, it any they have, m
the said account should not be allowed.
CEO. K. JOII NSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
..

-•

CTKIX’S NOTICE. The

herei

subscriber
1'XEt
gives notice that she has been duly appointe
Executor of the last will and

testament

■

t

FRANCIS

WHITMORE, late ol Belfast,
County of Waldo, deceased. All person
having demands against the estate ot said -!*•
in the

ceased are desired to present the same for settle
meat, and all indebted thereto are requested t
make payment immediately
SARAH M. WHITMOKE.

Belfast, Sept.|l 4,1897.

flaine Granite.

(Quantities Being Ised In
Depot In Boston.

M.nM

>'ew

HOME AND

Inlon

vessels from Maine to Boston.
what is existing. A whole fleet
winged carriers, all freighted with

!

SOCIETY

!

quarries 'for

construction of the immense

Greater Burdens ■
than Delicate B

depot which will take the place j

Colony, Boston A Albark Square depots.
■unt of stone, gravel, piling aud
material now being poured into
aily has never been equalled in
history. It comes from all di»>ld

sent

|

Women
Can R
Bear Without m

I

Help.

s

:>y both rail and water, aud is all
w south union
depot.
ks this has been going on, aud
s
to come it will continue.
Go
»ston harbor at almost any hour
as or night, and vessels loaded to
line will he met, each and every
aded for Fort Point Channel or
mty of the Terminal Company’s
Go out on any of the lines of
leading to the Huh, and train
ni will be seen headed this way
Tie limit with substantial subended as an offering to the iutw of the great new structure,
is in reality an endless chain of
aft to Boston from the coasts of
oid Nova .Scotia, bringing the
f busy quarries, and train after
ling towards the Massachusetts
;s from every New England State,
lose and unbroken succession as
-t a gigantic creation of perpetual
Every stone quarry in New Engy spread of pine and spruce tinine wilds of Canada,
and every
within the radius of a twentyis" run is being drawn upon to
T capacity for contributions to
railroad editice.
lantities already used and yet to
■ned before ‘*linis” can be writal is expected to be the most
•■nt
depot in this country are
The ordinary flgures, estii computations of builders, sink
_i;
.nice when compared with
ught to bear in the consideration
v.
depot's needs, aud the public
y realize the immense amount of
every kind that will be reairy it through to completion.
ia> already been enough granite
|
.ised to Guild half a dozen sky- I
in ks,
and it does not make
I
>o far it.
■•‘wing to he noticed.
|
!• o.ndatious, and the big sea |
is to breast the tides from >umclear arounc to the Federal
It is but the beginning, a
bucket.
Tin* foundations are
.hr ground, and the lonely
r.i wail is
n a half done.
-and e P i, wud is the estiof what will be
in.I'ibri
'tone:
-MU’HM' piles are to be
M .ooo
■.:i■
;
ai
loads of sand |
Vy
wii; :n
Its; ised of for can- |
't her eotnposition.
e.oy to grasp the real meaning
■

|

>

|

Women may find 1
Strength and
Inspiration in I
Dr.
Greene’s 1
Nervura
fori
the Nerves and 1

fg

Blood.

p

What

greater

strain could
there be upon women’s nerves than
the never-ending
cares of a household? None, unless it might be
the exactions of

built lei says tin* granite to
required for all
in Boston put
it means 1,;J5U,000 cubic feet,
out
tremendous scale of propor:s with the piling.
>nme 25,000
been driven up to this time.
<>i them are of spruce and the
length is forty-live feet. If the
mber to be used were put into
ild make a solid timber 2,250,long or over 120 miles. Ask a
un how a cut of 2,250,000 feet of
1 do for a season's work and his
would be “Good!'?
d and gravel an average of thirty
a day are dumped on tlie
grounds
used as quickly as it comes. When
md is at its highest pointit is said
ir loads a day will be
required,
mite coming by water is for the
in
stone
part brought
sloops.
substantial vessels that plod
all kinds of weather without
ml to the wind or sea, unless it
head.
They are loaded deep,
cks being almost down to the
vel.
Pulling up to the south
nciu

s

more than is
11 'lit buildings

depot grounds, bordering
B'unt

on

channel, the great blocks

twisted out
•stone carts and

by

m

steam power,
carried to difBitsof uufinish-

as wanted
ion walls, he>king strong enough
p un del a world's weight, are to
■tv side, and
high piles of
k- (waiting use rear themselves
it e\erv turn.
It is a return
The piling
age in earnest.
»"th train and vessels.
That
'he latte) is much of it rafted
o. w hen it is pulled ashore
by
It is Lamlled in the water
o-iii
i loggers, who make their
*ver the moving logs with as

•mts
t

1

is

though they

were

on

terra

'•ad of only having an asy and
-Bek of timber between them
et of water.
W ho

en

Should

Not

Marry.

win proudly declares that
Imni a pocket handkerchief,
up a bed in her life, and adds
mper that she has “been in sosince she was fifteen.”
man who would rather nurse a
than a baby.
woman who
thinks she can get
nil of style out of a one-thouman

••

wir

salary.

“•man

very

woman

of

who wants to refurnish her

spring.

who

buying.

buys

for

the

mere

'“man who does
not know how
"fits, halves, quarters, dimes and
here are in a dollar.
oman who thinks that men are
ml demigods.
man who would rather die than
Minet two seasons old.
man who thinks that the cook
-o
can keep house.
“man
who reads cheap novels
ims
of being a Duchess or a

who thinks it is cheaper to
l than to make it.
man
who marries in order to
ehody to pay her bills.
•man who expects a declaration
I tree times a
day.
woman
who expects to have a
nsy time.”
woman who cares more
for the
her winter cloak than she cares
health and comfort of her cliil•man

who stays at home only
cannot find a place to visit,
woman who thinks embroidered
pieces and “doylies” are more necthan sheets, pillow cases and
woman

in,

i

kets.

woman who buys bric-a-brac for
•>rlor and borrows kitchen utensils
her neighbors.
woman whose cleanliness and order
no farther than the front hall and

!

J

'hawing

room.
woman who

1

1

wants things just beother women” have them,
woman who thinks she is an orna• her sex if
she wins a progressive
prize. [New York Times.
Relief In Six

^

>

5

Hours.

•ssing Kidney and Bladder disease
ie six hours by "New Great South
wn Cujrk.”
It is a great surprise on
«-f its exceeding promptness in reI’e.in in bladder, kidneys and back,
or female.
Believes retention of
almost immediately. If you want
'•‘lief and cure tliis is the remedy.
■V. A. Ilowes anil Co., Druggists,
Me.
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Country Churches.

bring

Cuyler,

the masses in

our

NERVURA

1

|
|

j

ol It.

large

suDject is one 01 vital importance;
it touches the religious life, the conof the nation.
Kapidly as
i science-life,
the cities grow, the majority,of the American people live in what may be called
the agricultural districts.
How cau the
JllltC
BOCICLV.
rural population be reached? How can the
meals a day, seven days a
non-cliurch-goersjbe brought to the houses
week, and all different.
of worship? How can the country churches
Soft words and sweet smiles
be filled up? How can the careless and
when husbands are cross
unconverted class be brought under the
and children crying. Wise
reach and power of a living Gospel?
talk on weighty subjects
The first answer to these questions conand witticisms on airy
cerns the country ministers.
Here, for
These
nothings.
things
j example, is a Christian minister who lias
and much more are ex| accepted the charge of a rural parish. His
pected of women. Is it
! first business is—oj* should be—to find out
strange that they are not
! who live in that parish, and that he cau
always equal to the world’s
! only
do by going among the people
expectations ?
| thoroughly. A missionary to China does
not
wait
for the Chinese to come to him;
|
DR. GREENE'S
In* goes after them.
An ambassador of
1 Jesus Christ to the residents of a rural
| region is under the same obligation to go
after those residents, rich or poor, high
For the Nerves and Blood
or humble. He ought to kuow just where
Overworked woI every family within the reasonable bounds
find
men
may
j of his parish stands, and this he can only
strength and buoy
j do by proper personal inquiry. When he
in
Dr.
ascertains that any particular family beaney
Greene's Xervnra.
longs regularly to some other congregaJt is not a stimution, he has nothing further to do with
lant affording on!y
them. He is a shepherd, but not a sheep
stealer.
When he comes upon a family
temp"
to'.l' wed 1 y
an
or an individual who does not attend upon
corresponding deany place of divine worship, his first duty
pression, but a ] r
; undoubtedly is to use every possible inm im-nt rent-wcv >f
fluence to bring that famih or that perlife and vigor. Exson to the church in which he preaches.
haustion, desi)' ‘lid; lie is not set to work for salary, but to
; n'liteh
encv, irritability.
f,,r souls. Every human soul that
nervous headache
I he ran reach he is bound to reach. It is
and d_\ spicpsia, am;
| not. enough to extend a cordial invitation
all ailments aristo in n-church-goers.
To call at a i'armfrom
nervous
ing
| house 01 at the dwelling of some humble
and
derangements
j day-laborer and ask the inmates to attend
his church may prove a bootless business,
impure and we.ik
Dioou are quick.:< sieved dv mis sianaor, in some cases, be regarded as a
anl remedy, which ma\ be obtained from
piece of clerical “electioneering.” He
1
an\ first-class druc.c ’•'-t.
should, first of all, become acquainted
If you do not fully understand your j wiili the
family or the person; he should
case, and feel the in-ed of expert medical
interest himself in them, aud seek to win
j
advice, Dr. Gre-.-ne invites you to call up- t o il personal regard. A minister can do
on or write to him at 34 Temple Place,
very little good to those who do not like
Boston, Mass. No barge is made for anhim, and none at all to those w ho will not
swers to such inquiries.
His first aim should be to
j listen to him.
! win hearts.
It there is sickness in the
Abandoned Farms.
house, let him sympathize with and do
w hat he can for the sufferers; if there is
A Fruitless Search for them In Franklin Count]
trouble,let him turn comforter; if there are
So much has been said in the papers children, let him notice them and get
The chief powei of every
I about the abandoned farms of northern I hold of them.
I Maine that we have been taking short genuine minister of Jesus Christ is heart|
j tours about Phillips in search of them. power: that was our Divine Master’s real
We were told that they were numerous power, after all.
When a minister has
I
and easily found.
won a hold on the hearts of any liouseOur first drive was over the Mile Square | hold, he can bring them to listen to the
in Avon.
We looked on the right hand | Gospel message intrusted to him.
Conand on the kit, as closely as we could for gregations are built up externally by
! the towering mountains that so attracted thorough pastoral visitation and
personal
| our attention, but all along the way were effort; they are built up internally by
clean
door
and
yards, tidy barns,
mainly faithful, fearless, loving setting forth of
|
well furnished comfortable bouses.
The God’s glorious Word.
Dr. Chalmers of
i fields were green with a luxuriant second ; .Scotland was the most colossal minister
grow th, no signs of decay, but on the con- of Christ during the first third of this
j
trary, it seemed to us Mile Square never ! century; and about the most memorable
looked so prosperous before.
| sentence he ever uttered was that “a
We tried Tory Hill with the same re- house-going minister makes a churchsuit, if possible, a little intensified. Then going people.” It is my intensely earnest
to make sure of finding some of the eviconviction th.it the foremost duty of
dences of decay we started for West I every ordained preacher is not
merely to
Phillips. <kiug up on the east side of the ; prepare sermons, but to be a shepherd of
river for two or three miles we still s,,nIs, and especially of
every soul that is
found line, well cultivated farms.
At outside of the fold of Christ.
Every suc|
hist, when we were quite tired of hunting, ! cessful rural pastor will say “Amen” to
above Ikagg Corner we found a farm with ! this declaration.
soil mainly of putuple stone, and nearly
lie
responsibility tor this lamentably
on edge at:
that, that was abandoned. It increasing neglect of all religious ordishould have been left to grow up in birch nances in tlie rural communities
j
may rest
I in part upon the ministry; it also rests, in
Beyond, where the Wings and Pres- | part, upon 5the officers and members of
cott* lived long ago, and still all looked
The personal and
many of the churches.
| prosperous. The hilly Bttzzell farm be- | social relations of people in the country
tween the forks of the
Sandy is being kept ; are very different from those of residents
green by the enterprising sous of the in the large cities.
Every farmer is apt
family, who are making it a summer ! to know every other farmer; every merhome.
What grand places some of these chant knows his customers, and the humhigh Itiil farms are for summer houses blest day-laborer is not a stranger to his
for city people. Some day many of them neighbor.
This personal acquaintance in
will he taken up that way.
But as we are a community is an immense advantage in
still in search of abandoned farms, we go : creating a church life; it more than comon up Hie Reed intervale where
Hodges pensates for the distances between resiand Lakin are keeping green the acres dences or from a house of
worship, [f
formerly belonging to Win. and Geo. the hearts of rural Christians are up to
Reed. Here is another city summer home, blood-heat, their opportunities for peron the old Esquire Reed farm.
sonal efforts for the conversion and for
Still farther up the little stream where quickening the spiritual life of their
the Beedys and Calden and the Phono- neighbors, are far
greater than those of
graph “Border” live, the farms are bet- Christians in the great towns. Personal
ter than forty years
affords
acquaintance
ago.
religious opportunA ride to Strong on the west side and ity and creates religious
responsibility.
return on the east told tlie same
the
dwellers
in the country
story. Then, also,
Tile farms never looked so well before.
have not the thousand tilings to absorb
\\ here are the abandoned farms? Are | their time and attention that the resithey a myth, or are they a reality? If dents of cities have. My own early life
there are any, what is the cause, and is was spent in a farming region, and the
there a remedy? [Phillips Phonograph.
last forty-five years of it in a great city;
and from my own observation [ am perA Giant Harvester.
suaded that it is easier to cultivate a
strong spiritual life in the country than it
This season, in the great wheat-growing ■ is the towns.
1 recall now a rural church
section of the Sun Joaquin Valley, a giant | in my native
region to which the farmers
harvester has been in use which cuts, l came for miles around, unhindered
by the
threshes, and sacks the wheat growing on deepest mud in March or the deepest
one hundred acres
daily. The machine, I snows iii January. Two services on the
when all sickles are in use, cuts the enor| Lord’s day did not weary them; the pasmous swatn of
fifty-two feet. Eight or | tor gave them strong meat on Sunday,
ten men arc able to handle it
easily, aud it and a grip of liis hand during the week.
turns out from 1400 to 1800 sacks of wheat
In revival seasons he got some help from
in a ten-hour day.
a neighboring pastor; for the
joyful work
The machine is arranged with a central of leading souls to Christ was not
put out
which
is
the
body,
regulation twenty-six- j “on commission” to itinerant strangers.
foot harvester. On each side of this*'main ! Church members worked for
spiritual
sickle is a thirteen-foot sickle. When the harvests just as
they worked for harvests
machine began work this year, the trac- of wheat and corn on their own farms.
tion-engine, which was built especially for The long winters were especially favorit, pushed the enormous harvester through able for spiritual activities.
the heavy grain of the islands in the San
Now what was possible in rural comJoaquin River as easily as a team of horses munities a half century ago is equally poswould draw a wagon on a road.
When, sible now; it is realized now when pastor
however, the softer ground is reached, the and people come up to the full measure
weight of the machine proved to be so of their duty. If all rural ministers would
great that the wheels sank into the soil, scour their parishes to gather in the negand the traction-engine could not perform lecters of the Sabbath and the
sanctuary,
its work as rapidly as it should have done; and if church members would
keep the
hence there was a great loss of power.
To spiritual atmosphere of their hearts warm
remedy this, the side sickles had to be re- and the spiritual life of their church acmoved.
tive and aggressive, this sorrowful shame
The output of the machine in this new and scandal of
religious decline in the
form is 000 to 800 sacks per day.
Next country region would be soon abated.
It
season the owners will use it on upland
was from the
rural parishes that the
only, where they will be able to employ mighty ministers like Payson and Bushall three of the sickles, thus making it the lielS and
Finney and Bishop Simpson
largest harvester in the world. [Harper’s came, aud the mighty missionaries like
Judsou and Spaulding and
Weekly.
Goodell; they
reared our leading Christian laymen and
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
“mothers in Israel.” On thoJife of the
all stock, cured in JO minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by country churches depends, in large measA. A. Howes ami Co..Druggists, Belfast, Me.
ure, tlie social, moral and religious health
of our nation. Decline there means
Iy28
decay
and death! A new spiritual life there means
o) Asej
*oqz •oje.iado oj Asea
new life
everywhere.” “He that hath
•oqoopooH ‘uo!)S3*?!pu| ‘ssausno;
ears to hear, let him hear!”
[Independ'IIS ‘Sill J3AI1 3jno snid StGOOH
ent.
iins

The Use of School Money.
What the State Superintendent of Schools Says

D. D.

towns within ear-shot of the Gospel, is
one of the most constantly threshed questions of the day. But the percentage of
attendance upon places of Sunday worship in the rural districts shows a lamentable falling off during the last fifty years.
The statistics published by Dr. Josiah
Strong of the Evangelical Alliance, and
other high authorities, prove this sad
The farming population of New
fact.
England, of New York, of New Jersey,
and of the Northern States generally (we
cannot speak as intelligently in regard to
the South.) used to be a church-going population.
At present an immense proportion of the people on farms and in the
small hamlets seldom enter the house of
God.
Their Sabbaths are spent in sitting
idly about their dwellings, or strolling in
their fields, or in visiting neighbors, or in
too many cases, in some form of amusement. The excuse that their hard work during the week necessitates entire bodily rest
on the Lord’s Day was not made by their
forefathers in past generations; and, as a
matter of fact, the dwellers in the rural
districts for half of the year have more
leisure and less toil than the dwellers in
the cities.

1

:gurcs.

up

Rev. Theodore L.
How to

st

of “Down East”

flow to Build

The

State

j

of

Superintendent

schools has issued

a

public

circular to the sev-

eral municipalities in the State in regard
to the local school funds.
It was an old

Massachusetts regulation that

a

thousand

GREAT

of laud in every township should be
as school lauds.
At that time

acres

IN CLOTHING?

reserved

Maine had three couuties, York, Cumberland and Lincoln, and the unsettled portions of the State
ern

Lands.”

passed

were

In

1788,

FALL

winter:

called the “Easta

new

law

was

encourage the settlement of the
“Eastern Lands.”
It provided that in
to

| the disposition of all
j four lots of

towns

served.

Of

and their

re-

the reservations thus made

uses

the

Superintendent

says;
The first was “for the first settled minister” in the township and was known as
the “minister lot.”
The second was for
the “use of the ministry,” and known as
the “ministerial lot.
The third was for
the support of the common schools in
that township and became known as the
“school lot,” while the fourth was reserved “for the future disposition of the
State,” and was known as the “State
lot.”
By the articles of separation of
1820, when we became an independent
it
State, was provided that Maine should
carry out all the regulations regarding the
sale and settlement of the wild lands, embraced in the plan originally adopted by
Massachusetts, unless the consent of the
State was obtained for any change in
policy.
Consequently for several years
after Maine became a State, in the sale or
grants of all Maine towns for whatever
purpose, these several lots were reserved
in accordance with the plan adopted in
1788. In 1832 Maine changed the law provitung ior me disposition ot tnese lots lor
various purposes, to take effect when
Massachusetts consented to the arrangement.
By the new law the minister's
claim was iguored except in cases where
the title had become vested; for by tlie
new provision all the land reserved in each
new township
(the acreage having been
previously changed to 1,000 for each full
township), was to be for the support of
schools in that township.
The fund created by the sale of grass
and timber from these lots, together with
the money received for the land itself,
was to l)e a perma nent fund for the benefit »f the schools.
The selectmen, treasurer and clerk of the several towns were
constituted a board of trustees to care for
this fund, using the interest only, for the
In several towns of
purpose indicated.
tin; ;ate this ?!!.» d is still kept intact and
tin* interest is added each year to the
funds derived from other sources for the
support of schools. In other towns, in
oid* 1 to simplify matters, the money was
loaned to the town and these towns raise,
in addition to the amounts required by
law, a sum equivalent to the interest on
this fund.
In still other eases the fund
h; s been used for general town purposes
and all record of it has been either lost or
At least they fail to raise
overlooked.
any money for school purposes in addition
to the amount required by law.
No town
has ever had the right to appropriate its
perm ment school fund to any use except
to that for which it was originally intended. The law provides that this fund shall
he permanent forever, and every town accepted this obligation, and towns that
have failed to meet these obligations
should restore the funds that have been
misapplied. It may he well to state in
connection with this subject that in all
unincorporated townships the State is the
trustee and has kept good faith in every
instance.
These funds belong to the public schools
of the several towns, and if any towns
have intentionally or carelessly allowed
them to be lost or misapplied, the loss
must be made good and the fund restored
to its original amount.
School superintendents will be called
upon to report the amounts of the school
funds in their several towns, how these
| funds are invested, the amount of income
derived from them and such other details
as will give a complete inventory of the
original’funds and disclose their present
amount and condition.
It is a good thing to call the attention
of the towns to such matters as this. The
local responsibility for schools and the use
of school money is not what it should be
in many parts of Maine.
The State does
well by our school system, so far at least
as the furnishing of money is concerned.
But the towns do not always use to the
best advantage what they have.
The

Uses

of

Aluminum.

the query of practical men
as to the uses of this new metal, the
manufacturers say that it is adapted to a
thousand purposes for which strength and
durability, combined with extreme lightessential requirements.
It
ness, are
serves, for example, as a sheathing of
vessels.
It will be remembered that on
the American racing yacht Defender aluminum plates 12 feet long, 5-10 inch thick,
and from 22 to 30 inches in width were
used above the water-line; these plates
had a very slight alloy of copper.
The
serviceability of aluminum in salt water
has not been fully tested.
Owing to the
action of alkalis on the pure metal, an
is
is also well
Aluminum
alloy
required.
fitted to serve as roofing material.
Bulk
for hulk, it is already as cheap as copper
and cheaper than nickel or tin.
It lends
itself readily to the various processes of
stamping or spinning. The greater part
of last year’s output was sold in sheet
form.
Aluminum has entered to a considerable extent into the manufacture of
bicycles, having been successfully used
for almost every part of the bicycle in
which meta! is employed at all.
One
company casts the entire frame of the
machine of an aluminum alloy, and it is
said that the strength of the frame thus
made is only surpassed by that of the
highest grade of nickel-steel frames. The
various parts and fittings of bicycles are
made from aluminum by several manufacturers, and many tons of the metal
have been consumed in bicycle factories.
Probably the most important use to which
aluminum will be put, at least in the immediate future, will be for culinary and
household utensils.
Besides being very
light, and lienee far less cumbersome than
any other metal of equal strength and
durability now used in cookery, aluminum
is
practically incorrodible. Professor
Jamieson asserts that no food now known
to man can affect tiiis metal in the slightest degree.
It is wtiolly free from every
form of poison and it will not taint food.
These are qualities that are possessed by
neither iron, copper,
tin, nor lead.
Furthermore, it is a better conductor of
iieat than
of any the other metals.
[Review of Reviews for October.
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UP-TO-DATE I EVERY RESPECT.

thereafter

320 acres each should be

In

BARGAINS

*
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We are selling clothing according to the times. All we want
is fair prices. Every one used alike. Come and see for
yourself. We are selling
_

All Wool Overcoats from $7.00 up.
All Wool Ulsters from $7.00 up.
All Wool Men’s Suits from $7.00 up.
Ail Wool Pants from $1.50 up.
m-

FURNISHING GOODS, i
Cashmere Hose,lht 1)651 tal"e in lllc lliaftel’ 25c., former price eoc.
Laundered Shirts, 50c,, 75c. and $1.00.
These shirts

are

the

LEOMINSTER,

Do not be fooled
that

are

by shoddy, half made goods, try good, honest: goods
well made, perfect fitting, that you will never regret of
buying

AT THE WHITE STORE,
BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
™

Transcript.

TRY ALLEN'S

FOOT-EASE,

powder to be shaken into the shoes. At this
your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
easily. If you have smarting feet or tight shoes,
A

season

ary Allen’s Foot-Ease.

Company.
Stove ami

Delivered ami put In (in barrels).
in Dump Carts,
Prices at Wharf,

Lehigh 2oc.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

CUMBERLAND COAL,
A I Cinl

sri/so

5.00

5.40

5 ({5

per ton extra.

j

WOOD OF ALL KINDS

iriiarantseil satisfactory inn-eight, ipialitv ami delivery,
C3T*Sliecial attention si von t«* delivery uutsiilr city limit..

<

E^and

SIS.00
5 s."

a

9

relei
<

n

..,
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L. STAPLES,
Manufacturer of The Staples’ Cele-|
brated Ha'ter, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Cards, Cur_,ry-Combs, Brushes, Etc
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and
vicinity that he is out of the postoffice with 2700 other fourthclass Democratic uostmasters, but shall still contlnue’to run a

fSIBLEY

SWAN

CO

I

S. Lord & Co,.
And

FEED,

Dealers in the finest

as

Stilt.

AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

our

Water

prescription de-

tions

requiring

spring

A. A.

have

pure water...
this famous

water for sale.

HOWES & CO.

Duck, Cordage, Paints, <f*o.
■

L03.1S>

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

S3, S3, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Is used in

*

partment and iu all preparaWe also

GROCERIES.
ol

Successors to J. W. Frederick & Co.,

POLAND

Spring

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

SEEDS and
Irapovtors

first-class* harness store, keeping alPkind* 'of goods c om -ted
with that line.
A Harness that they sell in Belfast f n -o' I am
selling for SS.oO. Vmi will ask why I cm sell them e’mMper
than they can in Belfast, l pay for them in Staple.--' patent halters and it gives me a chance to m ike a
profit -m Both ends. Also
a full line of trunks and valises.
11 'pairing done with neatness
and dispatch.
Please give me a call.

SAIL MAKERS,

CRAIN,

It cool- the feet and makes

walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
sweating- feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
burns and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Try it to (lay. Sold by all druggists and
sIuk* stures for 25c. Trial package FREE. Address Al[en 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, V V.

F. G. White

haddock’s, Plymouth Vein and Latter Lehigh.

JOBBERS OF
She:
“Tell me truly, now, is your
“As nearly
lie;
heart wholly mine?”
as it is possible, I being a loyal
patriot.
George Washington, you know, is first in
the hearts of his countrymen.’'
[Boston

best made shirt in the market.

ltf

Ha. 31 Front St
SUBSCRIBE

,

Belfast, Me.

EOR^^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

TO LET.
I" lie store on High street, now
pied by the American Kxpress
pany.
Apply to

occu-

Com-

dOSKPI! WILLIAMSON.
Belfast, Sept. 8, 180 o—gOft

Misses Effie and Edith Ginn

in town

were

Monday.
Frtd E. AYliitccmb is absent

on

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

his

wed-

ding trip.
Fred Sawyer arrived home from Boston

Tuesday.
Schooner E. L. Warren sailed Monday for
New York.

Burnham. Laura Ellis, Mrs. Eddie Ellis
and Mrs. James Applin of Belfast visited
Wm. H. Kimball and wife recently. They
were en route for Hallowell, where Mr. Ellis
and Mr. Applin have employment at stone
work....Mrs. Addie R. Kimball of Augusta
visited her father, Wm. H. Kimball, last
Friday_J. E. Hart and Wm. H. Kimball
attended the First Maine Cavalry reunion in

George Marks lighted tires in his brick Belfast last week.
kiln Monday.
North Stockton* Springs. Miss Lucy
Miss Laura Curtis is at Pittstield, Mass.,
for the winter.
Cunningham of Belfast is visiting Mrs.
Melvina Crockett-Mr. Wilber Ridley has
Webster Staples is employed at the Food
been employed in Monroe for several weeks.
Fair in at Boston.
_Mr. Arthur Haley and Miss Jennie
Tyler Crockett and wife are in Boston for Crockett had a birthday party at Mr. Haley’s
a few weeks visit.
Friday evening. The evening was pleasantMiss Harriet Trussell has been visiting at ly spent in dancing, with Mr. James Jacobs
as musician, and a nice treat was served.
Capt. Dennis Griffin’s.
Bark Iolani, Capt. C. C. McClure, arrived Everyone had a good time-Mrs. Arthur
Moore of Monroe is visiting her father, Mr.
at Hong Kong Sept. 29th.
N. W. Staples_The Centre Sunday school
Mrs. O. H. Fernald left Monday for a visit
has been well attended during the summer,
friends in Massachustts.

to

Mis. John Williams advertises her house
for sale at a great bargain.
| Plain L. Gi'key of Rochester, N. H., is in
r- wn lot-king over his farm,
C. C. McClure and Mrs. C. N. Colson

Mrs.

left

for

Newbury port, Mass., Friday.

ment.

Tlie tirsi smelts of tlie season werecauglit
at Trundy’s wharf Thursday evening.
Melvin Smart left fur his home in Reading,
steamer Penobseat Monday.

Mass., !>y

J. C. Dutch has just completed
tensive repairs at tlie steamboat wharf.
Master

ex-

Harry Elkins

and Andrew Pendleton have
Boston in search of employment.

gone to

J. N. Pendleton, after several weeks
in tow n, returned to Hampden, Tuesday
Mrs.

Hattie Roulstou has gone to Fort Fairfieid where she w ill remain several mouths.

Margaret B. Sargent is in Boston for her
fall -<toek of millinery, and will return the
Mil.
The meetings

continued,

and

at

the Advent chapel

quite

a

religious

and last Sunday extended an invitation to
Rev. Mr. Fisher of Saudypoint to meet
with them next Sunday_Mrs. Maggie
Staples and son visited relatives in Monroe
last week... .Mr. John Littlefield and Misses
Mattie and Addie Littlefield expect to start
Monday for Boston in search of employ-

are

interest

is

manifested.
Mrs. Parse and daughter, Mrs. Clark, returned home Friday after a brief visit to Mr.
J. H. Lane.
Fred C. Park left Saturday for Bangor,
where he has employment with S. L. Crosby
& Co., taxerdermists.
Messrs. Nickerson. Spratt and Greeley
are loading schooner Senator with hay for
their Bar Harbor trade.
Miss Minnie Thompson of Trenton and
Devereanx of Ellsworth are the
guests of Maud B. Colcord.

Freedom. The repairs on Freedom AcadThe rooms
emy are nearing completion.
will be supplied with new furniture and the
entire building heated by steam. Geo. T.
Head of Belfast piped the building. It is
now one of the tinest school buildings in
Waldo county, as the repairs have been
thorough and complete... .Dr. Small’s new
house is nearly ready for occupancy.... Mr.
J. I. Watts is putting his house in line order
and will open another hotel_Mr. Fred
Nichols will begin work at once on a new
stable, and report says be will build a new
house-Rev. Mr. Whittier of the Maine

Missionary Society occupied the pulpit at
the Congregatioualist church last. Sunday
morning and administered the ordinance of
baptism. Five were added to the church.
....The Ladies’ Circle will be entertained
Thursday afternoou, Oct. 7th, by Mrs. Abide Lamsou-Mrs. Carter B. Keen has returned from Rangeley and will remain here
a short time before going to Washington,
D. C....Mrs. Fauuie Carter has gone to
Boston for two weeks.
When she returns
she will bring a large supply of hats and
bonnets and a much larger stock of millinery than usual... .The Ladies’ Club will be
entertained at 11 a. m., Oct. 12th by Mrs. D.
R. M.Gray.

Miss Ella

Capt. James McGilvery joined Kimball’s
excursion t<> Albany and down the Hudson,
and will he absent ten days.
Warren Carr, wife and daughter of Bath,
who have been visiting Mr. Carr’s mother,
mave for home to-day, Thursday.
Fastnet Erskine and Alice M. McKenney
rode down from Bucksport on their wheels

Saturday

and

spent Sunday in town.

Cards have been received announcing the
marriage at Roxhury, Mass., Friday Get. 1st,
1 Frank P. Decro and Grace M. Crockett.
Pendleton has gone to Pliilaipiaa
Capt. Pendleton, who lias
hist arrived in his shin, the Emma F. WhitMrs. A. D.

dt

t

>

meet

ney.
Capt. F. A. Curtis ami Joseph P. Curtis
-'»-turned from their
Th« y

captured

hunting trip Saturday.

deer and

.1

numerous

part-

ridge.
Raymond Grant will sell his farming tools
b> auction Monday Oct. 11th at 10 a. in. A
tree lunch will he served at
house.

noon

at

his

Miss Cassie Davis fell Tuesday and struck
her head on the side of a barrel. She was
unei luscious for a time, but it is
hoped she is
out of danger.

Dr. W. B. Flint ami F. H. Mead were absent two days last week on a hunting trip in
Thorndike.
They report game scarce in
that

locality.

Black and wife left last Thursday
home in Shanghai. They intend to
visit friends at Portland, Oregon before taking the steamer for China.
H.

for their

B. M. Plummer and family, on their
from Trenton to their home in Philadelphia, spent several days with Mrs. J. C.
Nickels here the past week.
Mr.

way

Mrs. George A. Nichols, her daughter Lilli a and sou Amos, arrived from Hong Kong
via. San Francisco Saturday. They wrere
met at Boston by her son George, who accompanied them home.
The harvest supper and entertainment
under the auspices of the ladies’ circle of
the Ccngl. society will take place this, Thurs-

Prospect. Lemuel Ames is building an
the two story house of Capt. Harding
in the Ferry District and is also building a
piazza and finishing everything up to date.
-Some few men are at work on what last
year was the Warren quarry iu Prospect_
J. F. Libby is getting his store stocked with
winter goods. His trade is helped out by
the many stone workers on the different
quarries in the vicinity.... L. C. Camming
was around last week hunting for delinquent
tax payers on the late John Brown tax book.
L to

Royal

I

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

Orland last week_Twenty or more men
were sweeping all day last Sunday for the
bodies of the four men drowned in the river
Sept. 21st. .The many friends of Miss Miriam
Grindle are glad to see her out again. She
is improving all the time....C. R. Hill and
wife of Winterport called on relatives here
last Sunday_Miss Mary Park of Searsport visited Miss Freda Harriman last week.
Troy. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hodgdon of

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure

ROYA.. BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

South Montville. Mrs. Sarah Richards
has returned to Lincolnville after a short
visit at home.
.Miss Alice Proctor has visited friends in Camden and Lincolnville the
past week-Rev. J. N. Rich and wife of
Taunton, Mass., are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Lucy Prescott and other relatives in
Montville and L berty ; also his relatives in
Belfast and Brooks-Mr. A. Wentworth is
a few days in New York and Conneticut-Miss Etta Gilman left Monday
for Medfield, Mass., where she has employment-Rev. W. C. Baker of Searsmont occupied the pulpit here Sunday, and gave
notice that he would occupy it Oct. 10th at
2.30-B. F. Knowles, who has been sick
for the past week, is out again....A. H.

spending

here who will get more money for their potato crop than they did last year.
The bean
crop was never much depended on in Waldo
county, but in other places they were raised
at the low prices.
Most of t he low-priced
beans raised in the State of last year’s crop
are probably stowed away and not
picked

Kind Providence does not show
her bounty on all crops all the time and the
cheap food products so much talked about
are likely to be mighty
high sometimes, and
perhaps before spring you will see food products such as New England raises above the
over

war

yet.

prices.

way to visit

Arbutus Chap-

Arbutus Chapter of the Order
of the Eastern Star of this village entertained the Orients of the same order from
Liberty.

Union Monday evening, Oct. 1st. There
were about
forty visiting members.
Sidney Herriman of Appleton, accompan
ied
two
young
ladies, attended
by
the prayer meeting at the church in
this village last Sunday evening. He put
his horse in the stable belonging to the
church and some one stole the tugs from his
harness. Whoever took them may think it
a smart thing, but they are alone in this
opinion for all others think it the work of

idiot.... A. C. Crockett aud L. L. Presboth given their stores new coats
of paint this fall....Miss Annie Twitchell
has received her fall aud winter stock of
some

have

cott

millinery aud fancy goods and has secured
the services of Miss Orilla P. White of Belfast as milliner. Miss White lias just returned from Boston where she has been for
the past month looking up the latest aud
approved styles. She was employed
in the same capacity last winter and her
work was highly satisfactory. Her return
here for the winter is highly ideasing to the
people of this locality.
Prospect Village. Our Sunday school
most

Littlefield arrived home
last Saturday by steamer Penobscot after a
visit of four weeks among relatives-The
many friends of Mrs. P. A. Williams will be
glad to learn that she has had the cataract
removed from her left eye and that the operation has proved a perfect success. She intends to visit her many relatives in Maine
once more, she says, aud she hopes to see
them all.

substantial benefit for the

c

ojc y ''•CjH

r

•FALL WEIGHT.

th^rp
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Mrs. A. H. Soden of
her cottage at the
Point last week and has returned home.
She was accompanied by Mrs. Charles Soden
and daughters and Mrs. and Miss Gilman of
Boston-Albert Ames and Dick Sanford
have gone to Wytopitlock for a two weeks’
outing in the woods-Mrs. G. W. Hichborn of Searspcrt, and Daniel Devereaux of
Brunswick, Ga., called upon friends in town
recently.Mrs. Medora Marden, Laura
Mrs. Albert Ames were in
Marden and
Prospect last week calling on relatives. ..Dr.
J. A. Pierce and family have returned home
after spending a week in Winslow... .Gertrude Pendleton returned from Bangor Saturday.. Pierce Lancaster was in town Saturday and Sunday, visiting Mrs. S. B. Pendleton. .Loring Griffin is at home from Ban..

for a short visit-Mrs. Irene Whitcomb of Monroe is visiting ber niece, Mrs.
Isaac Griffin. Mrs. Whitcomb is 87 years
old, and is wonderfully active for one of her
gor

age.

Mr. and Mrs. B. F.

Just received, 20 dozen FANCY PERCALg SHIRTS with two Collars and
lilts WCCK.
Cuffs, some with fancy bosoms with
white bodies, all being the latest things
in Fancy Shirts, to be sold for <30o., 4 for SjJti.T'G, every one worth
or
a
a
sa
a
aa
$1.00,
money refunded.

Two sneciol
dl harvains
p
Bargains

200
•

all wool.
Compare the fit
of these pants to what our
and
competitors offer,
you will say they
cannot be equaled less than $3.00 anywhere.
Large men and those with 35 and 36 inch legs we can fit, which
will be welcomed by those hard to fit sizes.
*****

pairs of Pants to
•

I
DC SOla
at «P 1 .Vo cacn.

They are
style

and

HARRY W.CLARK,
The Clothier and

83

Main

of

which all are cordially invited-Mr. W.
W. Rich of South West Harbor and Miss
Sarah Perley of Freedom were guests at
D. O. Bowen’s last Saturday.The schools
in town began this week. Seats for the new
school-house arrived and were placed in
to

position last week. The furnace and pipes
were
furnished by Mr. Frank Clark of
Freedom. It is a Wood & Bishop furnace of
the Monitor type. The grounds are being
well graded, and taken altogether we have a
school-house of which the town may well be
proud, at a cost in round numbers of $1,500.
There are two fine, well lighted school
rooms, and a recitation room. The room for
the primary scholars is provided with seats
for 48, and the upper grade room for 50. The
other school-houses in town have been placed in good repair-We are sorry to learn
that both Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Frye are quite
sick at their home in North Montville, and
that their adopted son Frauk is ill with
consumption. We miss them from their
accustomed places at church here-Last
•Sunday Rev. Geo. Hills gave us a powerful
discourse from Psalms 24; 7, 8, 0, 10. In fact,
Mr. Hills gives us a grand discourse every
time.

Dr. W. B. Flint of Searsport
in town for a few days recently....
Amos Hatch and wife of Jackson called on
S. C. Files and wife last Friday.... W. H.
Hobbs and wife of Bangor were the guests
of V. N. Higgins and wife Oct. 1st....Mrs.
K. J. Know 1 ton, who visited at J. H.
Stevens several days last week, returned to
her home in Bangor Oct. 1st.Waldo
Leonard of Brewer visited his sister, Mrs.
Fred Cole, last week.... Mrs. F. L. Philbrick
and Mrs. V. N. Higgins visited Mrs. H. J.
Stevens in Bangor Sept. 2<!th and 27th....
Millard Gilmore anti wife of Burnham were
the guests of Alonzo Higgins last week_
V. N. Higgins was in Unity Oct. 5th to attend the annual meeting of the Clough Veteran
Charitable Association_Willie P.
; Higgins and Mrs. Flora Hunt of Salem,
Mass., are visiting their father, A. S. UigThorndike.

was

gins-Mrs. Mabel Nason and Jennie

Crox-

of Jackson visited at W. II. Coffin’s
last Saturday and Sunday-Mrs. Florence
Rose is passing a few weeks in Bangor witii
Mrs. H. J. Stevens-Ross C. Higgins has
returned to his work in Massachusetts.... J.
ford

Dumont

passed

last

Swanvillk.

Last Friday morning Mary
the late Eleazer Nickerson,
was found dead in her bed.
Her physician
knew she had organic heart trouble but did
not expect the end so soon.
She had been
unusually well during the fall and her sudden death was wholly unlooked for. She
was born in what was then
Frankfort, now
She married
Winterport, Feb. 10, 1821.
Peter H. Billings July 28, 1830, by whom
she had four children:
Mrs. McClure of
California, deceased; Mrs. Fred Park of
Westboro; Joseph P. Billings of Biddeford,
and Daniel W. Billings of this place. Mr.
Billings died Feb. 0, 18^7. Jan. 1, 1831, she
became the wife of Eleazer Nickerson of
this town and came here to live.
Three
children survive them: Adelbert of Waldo,

A., widow

Tailor,

of

children were able to be with her to mark
the mile-stone.
Twelve children came to
bless her happy home, seven of whom are

living—Andrew of Corinth, E. H. of
Portland, A. J. of Searsport, Mrs. N.
Roulston of Searsport, Mrs. Frank Spratt
of Bar Harbor, Mrs. O. G. Hussey of Waldo,

still

j

Hon. A. E. Nickerson of this town.
When a woman has raised so large a family
of worthy sons and daughters her life has
been truly blessed.
May she have many
happy returns of the day-The L. A. S.
will meet witli Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson Oct.
14th_Rev. C. H. Wells will speak at our
church next Sunday at 2 30 p. m-Ralph
and

Haverhill, Mass., and
Joseph Billings of Biddeford, who were here
to attend the funeral of their mother, returned Tuesday_P. L- Nickerson was at home
from Orono last Sunday... .Dr. J. S. Cole
got left in Frankfort the other night. He
E.

Nickerson

of

called out late to attend a patient and
Dick (the horse) got tired and went home
without him_E. H. Nickerson and wife
returned to Portland Tuesday.

was

Street, Bellast.__-—k.

E.

of

C. H. Wells of Belfast officiating_Mrs.
Abigail Nickerson celebrated her 80th birthday last Saturday. All of her surviving

—

closed

in

own

^

dislocating his neck,
and but for the attendance of vetinary surgeon West would would have probably
died. I)r. West’s treatment relieved him,
and he is very much improved.
Stockton Springs.

were

who look well to the ways of her
house—a devoted wife and mother, who
taught her children prudence ami industry.
We shall miss her quiet face from church,
but know her life-work was faithfully done,
aud leaves a fitting example for younger
steps to follow. We extend the sympathy
of a large circle of friends to the
remaining
members of the family. Mother has finished
her task and laid it away f«»r perfect rest.
The funeral was at the home Sunday, Rev.

YE8,

keep it

Brooks

Friday, the guests
Harding.

and

women

these garments are fall weight, and the arrival of our fall stock
of fashionable
clothing is a delightful satisfaction to the public,
when so much trash is being offered under the guise of clothing.
I he policy of
always giving the greatest value for the price, and always
having what suits the public is in want of is what will bring this store to
the front and will

Otis El well of

Thursday

Haverhill, Mass., and Mrs.
Frank M. Stevens of this place. Mr. Nickerson died Maj 17,1893.
She has one sister,
Mrs. Sarah Staples of Belfast, and one
brother, Benjamin F. Ellingwood of Haverhill, still living. She was one of those

came near

Newton, Mass.,

ami Mrs.

Ralph

B. O. & S. 3d. Sargent's horse “Jim” met
with a severe accident Sunday evening. He
got his head through au opening in the side
of the stall, and becoming frightened and

pulling back

Harding of Waldo were guests of Mr. ami
Mrs. B. F. Harding last Saturday-Mi-

M.

young ladies who are selling tickets
to be given by the blind performers at Union Hail, Oct. 13th, are meeting
with great success, and we predict for them

About a hundred from Castine, largely
from the Normal School, made an excursion
here on steamer Silver Star Saturday, accompanying the base ball club, who were on
their way to play the Red Seals at Stockton.
Teams were secured and nearly all went
On their return
over to witness the game.
a part of the company took supper at the
Sears port House.

to

Higgins and Mrs. Joseph Higgins
Thursday in Unity_Mrs.
Charles Hogan visited friends at the Mineral
Spring Farm last week-Burton Gross and
mother were in Belfast last Thursday_
Bethel Lodge, I. O. G. T., had a baked bean
aud Mrs. I. F. Gould Oct. 28th-Mrs. Ella
supper last Saturday evening.
from Boston

They had a tiae supper last Saturday eveniug. Many from Granite Grange
were present-The S. B. I. S. wrere entertained Sept. 30th by Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Commings. They will meet with Mr. and
Mrs. Lemuel Ames Oct. 14th, and with Mr.

meeting.

concert

a

the funeral
services of Mr. Robert Hawes there were
no services at the church Sunday_The revival meetings have closed-Mr. Benniah
Harding was called to Simpson’s Corner,
Dixmont, on account of sickness in a relative’s family-Messrs. Walter and Edgar

Sunday_Owing

in town

Morrill. The. Baptist Quarterly meeting
will be held in this place, beginning Friday,
Oct. 15th, at 2 P. M., and holding over Sunday. Saturday evening will be given up to
the Y. P. S. C. E., which will hold a rally,

The

a full house and
institution.

Robert Hawes-Mr. William Walcott and
Mrs. Belle Walcott of Albion and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Getchell of Newport were in
town Sunday_Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins was

shed onto his barn, with cellar under the
same.... Berton
Eastman spent the past
week in Boston....C. E. Gilman has built a
silo and tilled it with corn-C. M. Howes
has been on the sick list the past weekForty-tive members of Orient Chapter, O. E.
S., of Union passed through here Monday
a

‘J5 ets.

the

last week_Mr. and Mrs. Tilton A. Elliott
and son Louis were in Troy Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs. Elliott’s uncle, Mr.

town

day, evening at Union Hall. Supper at t>
o’clock: entertainment at 8.
Admission

to

are

Bagiev called on friends in Camden and
Rockland Friday-N. D. Quiggis building

evening on their
ter of Liberty.

Halldale. Mrs. Martlia Thompson passed peacefully away last Saturday morning
after a few weeks illness. Her funeral took
place Monday afternoon at the church, Rev.
J. F. Hazel officiating-Weldon A. Poland
left for Massachusetts last Monday in search
of employment-Mrs. J. F. Hazel has returned to her home in Chelsea, Mass_
Alice Rowell has returned home from Waterville, where she has been at work... .Charlie
Colby is at work in Belfast_Will Boulter
of Knox is at work for C. A. Hall_J. W.
Plummer and wife of Lynn, Mass.,
ing at C. M. Plummer's.

visit-

are

Unity.

They have begun labeling in the
shops. The work is done by a labeling
machine and many of the girls are disappointed for they wanted to make a few pennies in the shop-Dr. Thomas is now able
Mrs. M. C. Parsons has returned from Au- to sit
up and be dressed_Miss May Conner
gusta, where she spent some mouths with started for Denver, Colorado, Monday. She
her sister, Mrs. L. H. Cilley-Mrs. M. F. will
stop in Chicago and visit her sister,
Leathers attended the Maine Free Baptist Etta Conner-James Libby of Clinton
State Association convention in Gardiner visited his son, James Libby, Jr., last week.

visiting Mrs. Hannah Hodgdon-Mr. Alvin Stone of Augusta has been
spending a few' days with his daughter, Mrs.
Alice Stone, and other relatives in town....
Lewiston

....Prospect is now expecting to place an
bridge on the stream where the Ellis
bridge so-called has given out... .George
Partridge has bought the William George
farm for a sheep ranch_The Nickerson
threshing machine of Swanville was thresh- has received as a present from the Wintering grain through here last week, and the port Cougl. Sunday school 57 books, through
threshers report the straw tough and slow the efforts of Miss Lena M.
Sprowl; and
threshing. Grain got into the barn in good they wish to extend thanks to the Winterorder goes through a sweating process that
port society anti also to Miss Sprowl for the
creates a moisture, say in about the second
interest they have manifested in our behalf.
week after, that makes it harder to thresh
....Mrs. Flossie Ames of Stockton is visitthan it would the day it was put in the barn.
ing Miss E. Grant.... Mrs. O. S. Erskiue of
The grain crop here turns out fairly well for
Frankfort, Mrs. Etta Homer of Bucksport,
early sown. But. late sown is very poor and Mrs. Augusta Pierce aud Mrs. Mary Starrett
some lots will not be threshed... .The
light of Warren, were guests of Mrs. Fannie aud
in the summer house on the
top of Mt. Miss Ora Libby last week-Mrs. M. E. C.
Waldo has been gone some time now_The
Libby is in Whitman, Mass., visiting her
weather is tine for the tall work and a good
daughter, Mrs. W. H. Nute.... Mr. Horace
deal of plowing is done. Farming goes on
L. Gould aud Miss Alma Partridge are visitfor next year, pay or no pay. .There is someing relatives in Belfast.. .Mrs. Henry Parttimes consolation in short crops. We shall
ridge visited her sister, Mrs. West,in Frankget more for oar apple crop this year than fort last week....Miss Emma Marden has
vve did last
year for seven or eight buudred
returned from Seal Harbor, where she spent
bushels, and we can gather the crop this the summer....South Branch
Grange has
in
a
and
a half.
year
There are farmers new members
day
coming in at nearly every
iron

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Annette Lafolley
of Stockton Springs is visiting Mrs. Susan
Ginn_Mrs. Vira Harriman and family
are visiting relatives in Peabody, Mass...
Several from this place attended the fair in

corn

and Mrs. Win. Hamilton wrent to
Palermo last week to attend a golden wedding. .Mrs. H. C. Chandler has a fine lot of
children’s underwear_Joseph Sawyer of
Fairfield was the guest of C. E. Mitchell
last week...Mrs. W. G. Fuller of Pittsfield
and Mrs. Eliza Moody of Lynn were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fuller last Saturday and Sunday_The hotel at Windermere Park is closed and Mr. Evans has returned to his farm. It is said to have been a
very successful season.
-Mr.

..

Monroe.

Conant,

from

California,

is

visiting

Capt.

at

walking-Capt. Durham is a little better.
-Ethel May, the little daughter, 20 months
old, of Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Evans, died of
cholera infantum Oct. 1st, after a short illness-Mrs. Clara Cunningham of Swanville visited her sister, Mrs. F. Cousens of
this village last week-One of the Armewho has been at Willie Burgess’ all
summer
sent quite a while ago
for his
mother, wife and baby,who recently arrived,
after quite an experience. They went first
nians

to Monroe, Michigan, but found their mistake and came to Monroe, Me. It was feared by the husband that some accident had
befallen them-Mrs. Agnes Mayo Dingwell
return to New York this week to join
husband-Bad colds have been prevailing through the place. Some were
threatened with fever but all are improving.
will

her

-Capt. Woodman, Capt. Durham and
Fred L. Palmer met at John Ellis' place
last week, having been appointed appraisers
of the property.
Penobscot. Many hearts were made glad
Oct. 2d by the safe return of twenty of our
sturdy fishermen, who spent the summer on
the Grand Banks with Capt. John F. Peterson.
The captain never fails to bring home
a full load of fish....Sell. George
Gurney,

Capt. Closson, is loading paving for New
York ; sell. Emily A Staples brick for Buston ; sell. Addie Clements hoop-poles for
Ilockland.... Miss Maud E. Bridges, aged
sixteen, has earned enough by knitting for
Mr. Creamer in the past two years to buy a
fine chamber set and a bicycle, and has
nearly enough laid by to buy a carpet. What
a lovely grandmother she will make!....
Mrs. Augustus I. Grindle, after suffering
eighteen months with a painful disease and
having been pronounced incurable by three
of our best physicians, employed Dr. David
B. Gray, a graduate from the School of Common Sense.
Dr. Gray told her that he
could help her, and lie did. She had not
been aide to bear the least weight on her
feet for about a year. In six weeks she
could stand alone; in two months could
walk out; now she can walk a mile without
resting, go up and down stairs, and assists
in the household work... .Mr. Alfred F. Adof Castine made our hearts glad by call-

ams

on us

recently.

May his shadow

never

he

less-Miss Virginia Ward well has
bought a horse and buggy, the profit on her
flock of hens-Calvin Leach lias been appointed postmaster at South Penobscot, vice
Miss Susan M. Roberts, removed... Mr.
Edward Roberts and wife of Boston, Mr.
and Mrs. Waltz Roberts and daughter of

Warrington, Me., are visiting their aged
grandmother, Mrs. Polly Roberts, now in
her 92 year.
Mr. John Stokell passed
Winterport.
away Friday afternoon after a long illness
at the advanced age of 70 years.
Mr. Stokell
nent
ness

for many years one of our promicitizens and was well known by busimen elsewhere. He was engaged in the

was

hardware business 50 years ami for about 50
years was agent for the Boston steamboat
line. He was a man of much business ability and will be missed by many friends. He
leaves a w’ife to mourn her loss. The funeral services were held at his late home
Monday afternoon, Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating. C. R. Hill had charge of the arrangements and the Apollo Quartette of
Bangor sang some very beautiful selections.
A large number of friends were present and
the floral offerings were very beautiful....
Mr. Robert Thompson died at his home last
Thursday of consumption, after an illness of
lie leaves a willow and four
many months.
little children to mourn their loss. It is a
very sad case ami calls for much sympathy.
....The W. C. T. U. held a public meeting
at the Methodist church Sunday evening at
which a very fine program, consisting of
music, recitations and readings, was pre-’
sented and a most excellent and interesting
report of the State convention at Bath was
given by their delegate, Miss Effie Littlefield-Mrs. Nathan Downs is very ill at
the home ol

her

son

in

North

Wmterport.

....Mrs. Wm. Young hail a shock last
week and is in a critical condition_
Mrs. M. A. Haley has gone to Hartford
Conn., to visit her sister, Mrs. Pope_Mrs.
Elizabeth Johnson is visiting relatives in

POINT

Worth Your

Consideration,

We keep pressed all clothes bought
of
us FREE OF CHARGE.
Mr. John ty
Sleeper will take pleasure in showing y^
mm
through the stock.

Overcoats, $20 down.
“

Suit s,
$17
Complete line of hats,caps,also furnishings
-

-

William A.
SHI I'

y

NKWS.

Sept. 29. Sells. Onward, Kalloeh, Portland;
Paul Seavey, Pattershall. Boston.
Sept. 30. Sells. Nonpareil, Cousins. Stonington ;
P. M. Bonnie. Burgess, Vinalhaven; Volant. Pen
dleton, Rockland.
Oet. 3.
Sells. .Miantonomah, Ryan, Portland;
Rescue, Gray, Castine; sloop Passport, Eaton,
Stonington.

Harrimau,

are visiting friends in Massachusetts-Mrs. I). H. Smith has returned from
her visit to Portland. ...Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Eaton are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
P^rcy Hall, at Forest City-Mrs. James
Kiliman of Prospect was the guest of Mrs.
D. H. Smith last week.. Miss Sadie Jellerson of Belfast visited relatives in town last
week....The entertainment for the benefit
of Kelly Hose Co., given last Tuesday even-

ing,

wras

very

successful, financially

aud

otherwise... .Mr. and Mrs. Nickerson are reon the birth of a

ceiving congratulations
fine boy.

public auction,

Morula}

Oct. I 1, at Ida.

the residence of R R GRANT. St.,
hall mile troin Stockton
Spring-, a
tanning tools, etc., consisting in pan
seateil wagon, good a- new
no w;
nearly new. horse sled, ox sled. 3
drag, scraper, 2 harnesses, wheel ia<
many articles too numerous to tuentio:
on
above date, auction will be held
day. A free lunch will be served at m
at

jJ
j

k

Oet. 5.
Sell. Earl P. Mason, Blake. Gloucester.
Oct. (». Sell. Fannie and Edith, Ryder, Bangor
for Boston.

A. M. HANK, Aiuti.

SAILED.

Sept. 29. Sells. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall,
Eddyville; Fannie A. Edith, Ryder, Bangor: Marta
Webster, Turner, Rockland.
Sept. 30. Sch. M. C. Moseley, Brown, New York.
Oct. 1. Sells Sadie Corey, Lowe, Bangor; Onward, Kalloeh, Rockland.
Oct. 2. Sch. Anna Pendleton, Thomas, Bruns-

1

CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and
their

Mrs.

ROBII: GREY

heartfelt

thanks

to

wi-

their

m

friends who

wick.
Oct.

4. Sells. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland;
Rescue, Gray, Castine.
Oct. 5. Sells. Laughing Waters,Sprague,Swan's
Island; Celia F., West, Stonington.
Oct. 6. Sclis. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston.

cent

so'kindly assistedatheu
bereavement.

BOKJS.

PORTS.

Brown. In Verona, Sept, lo, t-» .V
New York, Sept. 30.
Old, sch. Metliebesec, J William W. Brown, a son.
Snow. Tampa; Oct. 1, ar, sch. .Maggie Mulvey,
Clark. In Rockland, Sept. 22, t.
Bangor, via New Haven; 2, ar, sell- Austin D. George E. Clark, a son.
Gkjmu.i;. In Deer Die, Sept. 21
Knight, French, Bath for Philadelphia: George
B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor for Eddyville; : Mrs. Justin M. Grindle. a son.
F. C. Pendleton, Burgess; Mark Pendleton, Col- j
Hkkru k. In Bluelnil. Sept. Is. t.. M
lins; Lunet, Simpson, Bangor; 3, ar, sell. Anna
Herbert L. Herrick, a son.
\V. Barker, Buck’s Harbor; 4, sld, bark Rebecca
Rich. In Isle an Haul, Sept. 22. t-. m
Edwin Riel.. a son.
Crowell, Martinique.
Boston, Sept. 20. Ar, sch. Joel F. Sheppard,
Robinson. In Southwest Harbor, >
Carter, Philadelphia (at East Braintree g 29, eld. Mr. and Mrs. .Janie- E. Robinson, a
sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Brunswick. Ga.. Oct. 1, ar,
Shi te.
In Belfast. < >et. 3, t,. M;
sch. Helen, Batchelder, South River, N. J.; l.ar,
Albert A. Shiite, a daughtet.
WlNClIKMiACII. In Waidobor. s.
ship Daniel Barnes, Singapore.
Philadelphia, Sept 29. Ar, sch. S. M. Bird. and Mrs. Ray C. Wiiiclienbacli. a
Merrill, Baddoek, C. B.
Baltimore, Oet. 1. Sld, bark Megunticook. New
York; 2, ar, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Small,
MARRIED.
New York.
Portland, Sept 28. Ar. sell. James A. Garfield,
Wood, Perth Amboy; Oct. I, ar, sobs. Willie L.
Baciiki i>i-:R Mu.nt in
In ( an
Newton, Boothbay. to finish leading t<»r Port
Benjamin Baehelder-d Houltou am:
Spain; Ahneda Willey, Dodge, New York; brig Milbury -t (’amden.
11. B. Hussey, Warr, Jacksonville; 2, ••Id. -n..
Hkcro i'rockki :
hi Koxbury.
Willie L. Newton, Port Spain; 4. eld, sell. Wm.
Frank 1
I>eero and «; ran.- M. 1
H. Sumner, Pendleton, Bath, to repair.
Sea rspoi
29.
Annie
II.
sobs.
Lewi-.
Ar.
Bangor, Sept.
«JRim
i s li:k. In ambridgei
-1
Cobb, Port Reading; Lillian. Grindle.
Foster G
and Ruby- Mildre i.
Lizzie I.ane, < losson, Boston; 30, ar, -eh* Plena
idle lit
A
! I T 1. r. to; nieri
Bailey. Thurston. Boston N iglitingale. Mson. -. ot ( imi-ridgeport.
Fannie A Edith, Ryder, Bella-:, to 1-tad i’iml.«•
Hu.i"\ snu.i:\
in Belfast < >
for New York; eld, sobs. Mar\ I. t iI'rim.
1 .col go Sliei man M
ills. a-.-is!e
New York ; Mary Ann McCain.. Gate-. New Bed1»
oi Bost-.n. lien."
mug, D.
AlineLI
New
()ct.
sells
1*.
(,'lia-e.
i-,
ford;
2, cbl,
< bicago and Mis'li.i
I
L
1.
Warren,
York; Lizzie Lane, Cm-.-oii. d
Bellas:.
Taiiit'»r, do.; Sarab I>. ,J. Raw.-on, French. do. 1.
I'ATTKRsoN Tn.iiiA-, 1:
ar, sells, duly
Fourth, Lowell. R-ston; Samis George 'V l*attei.-on of b
c 1 1. sch-.
Point. Hurd, do.: Alula. Sinclair. <!••.
Tie ana! M<>n
Edward Stewart. Kent, New York; ilattie'.M.
Ri»Ki:s a vpri.w
In R
kj .a
Howes, Hodgdou. New Haven Gazelle 1 t\ -■-e. 1 i>br- Rojo- :i' 1' t 1).
\
N
Dark Harbor and
iualhaven; sld, sell Lester A. W -i Roekp. t.
Lewis, New York.
Timmw Him.. Ju Camden, s,.:
Ga
sell.
Charlotte
!'.
28.
Darien,
Cbl,
Sept.
Till.inv and Mae W. lb<
Y--rk.
Siblcv. Coomb-. Ne
ins.
In 1
Washington, D. ( Oet. 4. Cbl.-eh. Day
H. Kiml.all. lv-n
A.I.u-.a. W
1
Portstuoiu b.
Miss Sa
na stevt
Deer Isle, Me Sept. 28. Ai sell. 1). 1* Haskell,
W il
‘Mi; I'i:
Portsmouth, to load lot New \ ork.
re-idem
oi the bi ide's parI*.i!•
Savannah, Sept. 29. Ar, sch. Saiaii I
Boyd. Fred F.u.ene W !
Whittier. Philadelphia.
Miss Cora dab*
8, i.
Leu Hare
Perth Aml-oy. Sept. 3*!
Annie < ora W anvil Ti m
Pendleton, Beverly.
Apalachicola, Sept. 3<>. Cbl. sell dames M.
Seaman. Pendleton, Bo-ton; on. 1. -Id, -•■!;.
DIED.
Laura. Lamson, New York.
Sabine Pass, Sept. 3". Cbl. s.-b. Jes-ie Lena.
McKenzie. Coatzacoaico-.
Bi.ak i:
In San I
m
-><
Salem, Oct. I. Sld, sell. Lucia P-u b r. Pbiladclri'-i* < Blake, aged S2 ea
l-hi-t.
t, :
Biirnw. li. Bellas;
i.
>. Btiggs,
Hallowell. Oct. 2. Sld. -cb Lu n
aged 7 1 years,
Osborne, New York.
Bi z/.KLI
hi Athens Sept. 27 V
Salem. Oct. 4. Sld. sob-. W oner, lb I I-in-. I bt ri.; j;...
/.ell. sister of A Imon t. H. a
gor for New York ; Lizzie J. Call, <
( I. A II i\
Ill t
1 >ep; ,e
K 1.»
Ib-ndoi-.; !■ >r
New Haven; Nellie (.rant, 1
of \v nils *. a t.l l.d
It.
.1 u
Bangor; Telumah. Morgan, Bangor for New \"> k
lnoiil hs and 1.7 da y
M. C. Moseley
Brown, Belfast for New \ *rk;
Coem;
In Bln. uni, S.u
\
Sarab L. Davis. Parter-luill, Bangor bn New \ ork
la
\-u
k
1
reinIsle
foi
New
;
aged t years. 1 1 un •:11 h- ai.d
Pocbasset, Herrick, Deer
DltiNKM All'll.
In <
;:* !> I;,
>.
E. Meservey, Meservey. Swan's 1-land for i--.
Hi inkwater aged 2- > y -.!!- ; 110:1'
FOREIGN FORTS.
t til.I*, ill Be t ast nel
1
1:..!
I,
a _e< 1 s2 years. 2 1 day s.
Curacoa, Sept. 21. In port. seh. Estelle, PI
liiKV
h, Mon i!i.
Pa
brook, from Bangor, disg., to sail 24tb !<u l’>"nson of Mr. and Mrs. *; a.ie
aire, to load for New York.
if lnonihs,
Barbadoes, Sept. 20. Ar, brig lla\il;u, RwhON t.Y 1 H t II ili\
ardson, Port Elizabeth.
1s t by my window and idly w.it 1
Yarmouth. N. S., Sept. 20. Ar. sell. Meiissa
The
rain
drops softly talk
Trask. Trask, Weehawken.
>es .>u‘
Fayal, Sept. 20. Ar, brig Harry Smith. Costa, And my heart
Toa
child
that was once ;ny all.
York.
New
Callao, Sept. 10. Shi, bark Fred P Litchfield.
the
.1 the
>,n ;
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“Only
baby
neighbors
Hardy, Hong Kong.
When they laid my darling down
Ar, bark lolani Haw
Hong Kong, Sept
in his lonely grave in mother eartl
McClure, Honolulu.
And we turned sadly home.
North Sydney, C. B.. Sept.. 20
Shi. s< 1. Jacob |
M. Haskell, Hart, BoMou.
They could n>*t tell how the w a ds h.
!
Santos, Oct. 1. Sid. bark Rose liiur-.. oleord,
A heart already riven,
Barbadoes.
“< inly the baby
to t hem
Cape Town, C. (-J. A.. Oet. 4. Olive l Whittier,
To me he was all I asked .d heavei
Whittier. Philadelphia.
Louisburg, C. B., Oet. 4 Ar. seh. Wesley M. But they laid him away in his tiny

Where flowers w id o!*> .m ui t in sp
Where the winds will sigh, ami tie

oler, ilarriman, Las Palmas.

MARINE M1S0KI.I, A.\ V

waive,

And the w ild birds sweetly sing.
Charleston, S. C., Oet. 1. Tug Cecilia has picked up bark Carrie L. Tyler, from Savannah tor
I sit by my window and seem to see.
New York, with lumber, before reported abandonBeyond tile clouds s< grey.
ed and dismasted.
A heavenly kingdom bright and lair.
Ship May Flint, Nieho's, from Philadelphia, beWhere life is one endless day.
fore reported with loss of fore and main topmasts
and mizzentopgallantmast. with all attached, was And as l look I seem to serf
A beautiful throne appear.
spoken Sept. 1 1, lat. 38, Ion. 37.
And on it a graeious Saviour sits
New London, Oet. 1. Seh. Idaho, of and from
And these are the words I heal
Rockland, with lime, sank in eight fathoms of
water, near Great Gull Island, and is probably a
“Suffer little children
"ine unto
total loss.
And forbid them not, He sa d.
Capt. Hall thinks but little will be
8ived.
“For such is the kingdom of lu-ave
Delaware Breakwater, Oet. 2. Ship Emily F.
l>eur Lord, I meekly bow my
ea
Whitney, from Iloilo, with both anchors, dragged
dangerously near Stone File. She signalled for >ly baby stands by that Saviour's kn
assistance, and tu£ North America towed her to a
Waiting for mother to ome,
safe harbor.
And “only the habv" shall guide u e
To my everlasting home.
Boston, Oct. 4
Ship Daniel Barnes, from
Singapore, sustained considerable damage to
II1 ki». In Northport. (). 1. a, |
main lower rigging, split and lost a number of
H-4 years, 1 o months and t, .;a\agetl
sails, including topsails, topgallant sails and sevI.AKKAtu.i:
lit Belt A-:. Sept 2*
eral smaller ones.
of Mr. and .Mrs. Yelorous J> Lam
Boston, Sept. 30. The two masted sell. D S years, l'» months and 7. day**.
Lawrence, ounvard bound, carried away hue top
Lkkmu.Mi, III ( nioii.
22, \
mast by fouling the jihhoom of tin* >ehooner ter ot the late AiwoodSept
l.ermonu
Sarah E. Palmer, which was lying at anchor. No
1 7 years.
aged
damage to the Palmer.
In
Monkoi
s«pi ;
Boston, Oet. 4. Seh. Sallie B., which arrived at Monroe, aged I 7 Searspojt.
nulls .,1
years.
Boston on Saturday, was f mm Castine. Me., bound
Nii'KF.IIsiin. In >wan\u!e, Oct
to New York.
She put in here to procure a new I
Nickerson, aged 7<‘> >* 1 an.. m..
foresail, tile old one having been blown away di;r
S11 > KI, I M K U
l:l il" !v I
I, S,
ing the gale of last Friday.
widow of tieorge B. Sidelmger, agi
Norfolk, \ a., Sept. 28. A portion <,i the cabin months and d iys.
and decks, also cabin furniture, ol sell. Walker i
Simmon-.
In dockland. s.-p:, ps
Armington, before reported .-uuk m Chesapeake moiis. a mil ive of Non h Fn u u. ag.
Ray, lias washed ashore on W illoughby beach, months and 7 day
near the pier.
She is evidently breakiup up.
MIKKMAN.
Ill" Isles'".-", (let. -I. <
•Jacksonville, Oet. 2. A quantity t wreckage Shei m m. igr.l ‘.I*’, \•
has drifted aslmrc >uV St. Augustine.
bon
A
1
1:
II Soutl
piece and stern piece bear the name of ~eh. Pris- son ot Boi.erl and Harriet F, la;
cilla Scribner, Capt Yangilder, laden with
imBrooks\ ille, aged 'll years
ber, which sailed from Darien Sept. 20 for Phila-

f

s

■

delphia.
Port

20.

Sell. Emerald of (iloiices-

Clyde, Sept.
Watertowu, Mass-Mrs. Hannah Holt has ter, Capt. Wilson, mackerel fishing, while seining
returned to her home in Lynn,Mass_Miss oil' shore this morning, struck on a shoal near
Matinic Isle, remaining some time pounding
Katharine Simonton left Wednesday for
heavily. She came oil' leaking about 1 ,ooo
strokes
per hour, and came to this port for rewhere
she
is
Middletown, Conn.,
attending
pairs.
col lege.... Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Blaisdell reBoston, Oct. 1. While the sell. Eleazer W.
turned to New York Monday, accompanied Clark, Welch, from Philapelphia, was being towed up by tug Peter W. French she was run into off
by their son, A. L. Blaisdell, of Bradford, South Boston flats by seh. Norombega, outward
bound, and bad jihhooui carried away between
who
has
been
in
town
for
a
Penn.,
visiting
the jib and
flying jibstay, taking with it the jibweek or two....Miss Rose Eaton left for
and
Boston Wednesday to resume her dressmak"
ing-Mrs. James Freeman is still very ill.
-Mrs. A. J. Crocker and her mother, Mrs.

Bella**,

—

AUCTION
To be sold at

ARRIVED.

AMERICAN

P0hni‘

Clark,

POUT OF BELFAST.

Mrs. Conant, wife of Augustus

Nathan Woodman’s and Charles Conant’s.
Mr. Conant went to California a number of
years ago. He expects to join his wife here
and return with her-Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Moore of Franklin Park, Mass., are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Moore_
Mr. Daniel Mansur has been quite sick with
heart trouble-Mrs. Annie Durham has
her new leg and is making good progress in

ing

A

Belfast
CORKBCTKU

l*rioe

W K KKL\

/•rot/in, Morkrt.

t

urn

n

Knit TI1K .!•

/‘nr, /',,

,ji) a 7.'. | lav. p ton.
Apple*, Jp bu
4
dried, fc> |t>.
tides, p it
1 BO a 1 4<»1 -and.), p tt
Beans, pea,
medium,

BO a

I

40, -and)

Skiii-

yel’w eyes 1 f>ii« 1 7" ilntton, p It
l .ui iH'i tats p Imi.;
Butter, | II.,
Beet fc* It.,
7> a»> 1 2: ’otatof.s,
!
40 a 47. tound It.
Bariev, 1* lui,
0 1 2a 10): draw, p tor
Cheese.
It..
Chicken,
it.,
10al2j' 'urkey. p li
Call Skin*,
7)0(1 77. 'allow,
14a lb1 eal, p lt».
Duck, t* It.,
;
1 8' Vool, w n w ;i
Eggs,
do/.,
Fowl, |,> If.,
S«|(»| Vood, hard.
Geese, [) It.,
IBal7>| Vood, soil.
■

stay
outrigger, doing damage to the extent of
$100. The Norombega carried away bobstay and
head gear, but proceeded.
Charters. Sell. Mary E.Palmer, Brunswick to
New York, ties, 11 3-4 cents, loaded and discharged. Sell. Joel F. Sheppard, Brunswick to Boston,
Lumber, $f>. Sell. Melissa A. Willey, same. Seh. S.
E. Palmer,Savannah to Philadelphia, ties 15 cents.

Sell. Celia F
Jacksonville to New York, lumber
$5; stone out. (Jreens Landing to Mayport.$l.
Sell. Levi Hart, Lead beaters Island to New York,
stone, 70 cents and free wharfage. Sell. Star of
the Sea, Pt. Tampa to Baltimoie, Phosphate Rock
$1.80. Coal freights: Seh. Isaac Oberton,
Elizabethport to Beverly, 47 1-2 cents. Sell. Levi
Hart, Perth Amboy to Beverly 50 cents. Seh.
Dick Williams, Perth Amboy to Winterport, 55
cents.
Seh. Almeda Willey, Perth Amboy to
Portland, 47 1-2 cents. Seh. Susan N. Pickering,
Pt. Reading to Portland, 50 cents. Seh. Mary A.
Hall, Elizabethport to Boston, 48 cents. Seh.
Izetta, Pt. Johnson to Bucksport, 45 cents. Seh.
Rabboni, Philadelphia to Banger, 75 cents.
.,

Iletail Pror.

Retail M

Beet, corned,

tt>. 7aS -ime. p hi.:
Butter salt, ! 4 tt> bag, lsi tat Meal, p M
4b < tnions. p It
Corn, fc> bu,
Cracked ('urn,
hu, 4b til.kerosen*.
4b. ’oltock.p It..
Corn Meal, fc> bu,
IB 'ork, p II-.
Cheese, |> ft..
Cotton Seed,
ewt, 1 27> Master, p hl>
7>«'.» {ye Meal, pH
!h
Codtlsh, dry,
f>aO: Ihorts, p ew'
Cranberries, fc
t,
Clover Seed, fc1 It-. 1 1 a 12 ! iugar, p It..
Flour, |) bbl, (lOOttiff'i)! lalt.T. I., p
H.G.Seed, bu, l 76(a2 OO : %weet Potato*
8a<j iVheat Meal,
Lard, fe> lb
r

1

*

